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AIRPORT COOPERATIVE RESEARCH PROGRAM

Airports are vital national resources. They serve a key role in 
transportation of people and goods and in regional, national, and 
inter national commerce. They are where the nation’s aviation sys-
tem  connects with other modes of transportation and where federal 
responsibility for managing and regulating air traffic operations 
intersects with the role of state and local governments that own and 
operate most airports. Research is necessary to solve common oper-
ating problems, to adapt appropriate new technologies from other 
industries, and to introduce innovations into the airport industry. 
The Airport Cooperative Research Program (ACRP) serves as one 
of the principal means by which the airport industry can develop 
innovative near-term solutions to meet demands placed on it.

The need for ACRP was identified in TRB Special Report 272: 
Airport Research Needs: Cooperative Solutions in 2003, based on 
a study sponsored by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).  
The ACRP carries out applied research on problems that are shared  
by airport operating agencies and are not being adequately 
addressed by existing federal research programs. It is modeled after 
the successful National Cooperative Highway Research Program 
and Transit Cooperative Research Program. The ACRP undertakes 
research and other technical activities in a variety of airport subj ect 
areas, including design, construction, maintenance, operations, 
safety, security, policy, planning, human resources, and administra-
tion. The ACRP provides a forum where airport operators can coop-
eratively address common operational problems.

The ACRP was authorized in December 2003 as part of the Vision 
100-Century of Aviation Reauthorization Act. The primary partici-
pants in the ACRP are (1) an independent governing board, the 
ACRP Oversight Committee (AOC), appointed by the Secretary of the 
U.S. Department of Transportation with representation from airport 
operating agencies, other stakeholders, and relevant industry orga-
nizations such as the Airports Council International-North America 
(ACI-NA), the American Association of Airport Executives (AAAE), 
the National Association of State Aviation Officials (NASAO), 
Airlines for America (A4A), and the Airport Consultants Council 
(ACC) as vital links to the airport community; (2) the TRB as program 
manager and secretariat for the governing board; and (3) the FAA 
as program sponsor. In October 2005, the FAA executed a contract 
with the National Academies formally initiating the program.

The ACRP benefits from the cooperation and participation of air-
port professionals, air carriers, shippers, state and local government 
officials, equipment and service suppliers, other airport users, and 
research organizations. Each of these participants has different 
interests and responsibilities, and each is an integral part of this 
cooperative research effort. 

Research problem statements for the ACRP are solicited period-
ically but may be submitted to the TRB by anyone at any time. It is 
the responsibility of the AOC to formulate the research program by 
identifying the highest priority projects and defining funding levels 
and expected products. 

Once selected, each ACRP project is assigned to an expert panel, 
appointed by the TRB. Panels include experienced practitioners and 
research specialists; heavy emphasis is placed on including airport 
professionals, the intended users of the research products. The panels 
prepare project statements (requests for proposals), select contractors,  
and provide technical guidance and counsel throughout the life of the 
 project. The process for developing research problem statements and 
selecting research agencies has been used by TRB in managing coop-
erative research programs since 1962. As in other TRB activities, 
ACRP project panels serve voluntarily without compensation. 

Primary emphasis is placed on disseminating ACRP results to the 
intended end-users of the research: airport operating agencies, service 
providers, and suppliers. The ACRP produces a series of research 
reports for use by airport operators, local agencies, the FAA, and other 
interested parties, and industry associations may arrange for work-
shops, training aids, field visits, and other activities to ensure that 
results are implemented by airport-industry practitioners.
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The National Academy of Sciences is a private, nonprofit, self-perpetuating society of distinguished schol-
ars engaged in scientific and engineering research, dedicated to the furtherance of science and technology 
and to their use for the general welfare. On the authority of the charter granted to it by the Congress in 
1863, the Academy has a mandate that requires it to advise the federal government on scientific and techni-
cal matters. Dr. Ralph J. Cicerone is president of the National Academy of Sciences.

The National Academy of Engineering was established in 1964, under the charter of the National Acad-
emy of Sciences, as a parallel organization of outstanding engineers. It is autonomous in its administration 
and in the selection of its members, sharing with the National Academy of Sciences the responsibility for 
advising the federal government. The National Academy of Engineering also sponsors engineering programs 
aimed at meeting national needs, encourages education and research, and recognizes the superior achieve-
ments of engineers. Dr. C. D. Mote, Jr., is president of the National Academy of Engineering.

The Institute of Medicine was established in 1970 by the National Academy of Sciences to secure the 
services of eminent members of appropriate professions in the examination of policy matters pertaining 
to the health of the public. The Institute acts under the responsibility given to the National Academy of 
Sciences by its congressional charter to be an adviser to the federal government and, on its own initiative, 
to identify issues of medical care, research, and education. Dr. Harvey V. Fineberg is president of the 
Institute of Medicine.

The National Research Council was organized by the National Academy of Sciences in 1916 to associate 
the broad community of science and technology with the Academy’s purposes of furthering knowledge and 
advising the federal government. Functioning in accordance with general policies determined by the Acad-
emy, the Council has become the principal operating agency of both the National Academy of Sciences 
and the National Academy of Engineering in providing services to the government, the public, and the 
scientific and engineering communities. The Council is administered jointly by both Academies and the 
Institute of Medicine. Dr. Ralph J. Cicerone and Dr. C. D. Mote, Jr., are chair and vice chair, respectively, 
of the National Research Council.

The Transportation Research Board is one of six major divisions of the National Research Council. The 
mission of the Transportation Research Board is to provide leadership in transportation innovation and 
progress through research and information exchange, conducted within a setting that is objective, interdisci-
plinary, and multimodal. The Board’s varied activities annually engage about 7,000 engineers, scientists, and 
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FOREWORD

Airports of all sizes participate in special events both on and off the airport. Best known 
are the large sporting events such as the Super Bowl, the Olympics, or Formula One races; 
however, many communities host regional events that impact local airports. The prospect of 
a special event almost always engenders excitement and high expectations by the host city 
and participants. These events can have significant economic impacts. Host communities 
put a lot of effort into planning and managing events. However, even with the best prepa-
rations, such events almost always hold surprises for organizers. For smaller airports, the 
knowledge and resources needed to prepare for an event may not be as readily available, 
making the event all the more challenging to plan and manage. 

This synthesis report presents information from the literature and interviews that describe 
how airports respond to special events. The synthesis offers six case examples that demon-
strate how airports of all sizes plan, manage, and recover from special events.

The report will be of special interest to event sponsors and airport operators, particularly 
those at smaller airports desiring the economic benefits of the special event while manag-
ing with few staff. 

This synthesis serves as a companion document to ACRP Synthesis 41: Conducting 
Aeronautical Special Events at Airports. ACRP Synthesis 41 focuses on aeronautical events 
such as air shows, airport open houses, aircraft static displays, and fly-ins (such as the 
annual Air Venture in Oshkosh, Wisconsin). For airports undertaking a combination event 
on the airport property, this report is also relevant and timely.

Lois S. Kramer and Mike Moore of KRAMER aerotek, inc., Boulder, Colorado, col-
lected and synthesized the information and wrote the report. The members of the topic panel 
are acknowledged on the preceding page. This synthesis is an immediately useful document 
that records the practices that were acceptable within the limitations of the knowledge 
available at the time of its preparation. As progress in research and practice continues, new 
knowledge will be added to that now at hand.

Airport administrators, engineers, and researchers often face problems for which infor-
mation already exists, either in documented form or as undocumented experience and prac-
tice. This information may be fragmented, scattered, and unevaluated. As a consequence, 
full knowledge of what has been learned about a problem may not be brought to bear on its 
solution. Costly research findings may go unused, valuable experience may be overlooked, 
and due consideration may not be given to recommended practices for solving or alleviat-
ing the problem.

There is information on nearly every subject of concern to the airport industry. Much 
of it derives from research or from the work of practitioners faced with problems in their 
day-to-day work. To provide a systematic means for assembling and evaluating such useful 
information and to make it available to the entire airport community, the Airport Coop-
erative Research Program authorized the Transportation Research Board to undertake a 
continuing project. This project, ACRP Project 11-03, “Synthesis of Information Related 
to Airport Practices,” searches out and synthesizes useful knowledge from all available 
sources and prepares concise, documented reports on specific topics. Reports from this 
endeavor constitute an ACRP report series, Synthesis of Airport Practice. 

This synthesis series reports on current knowledge and practice, in a compact format, 
without the detailed directions usually found in handbooks or design manuals. Each report 
in the series provides a compendium of the best knowledge available on those measures 
found to be the most successful in resolving specific problems. 

PREFACE
By Gail R. Staba 

Senior Program Officer
Transportation

Research Board
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sUMMARY

AIRPORT REsPONsE TO sPECIAL EVENTs

What do the Super Bowl, Formula One races, political conventions, and classic car shows have in 
common? They all affect normal operations of airports in the vicinity of hosting cities. Whether it 
is a large international airport or a general aviation airport, special events held in or near a city can 
affect both airside and land operations in a variety of ways. The degree of impact depends on several 
factors, including the number of participants expected to attend and the countries from which they 
arrive; the types of infrastructure and services the airport will be required to supply; how much and 
what kind of security will be needed, if the event is on or off-airport, and if temporary flight restric-
tions or other factors will shut down the airport for a time.

Events likely to have a large economic impact on the host city, such as a Super Bowl or a national 
political convention, are long anticipated. Planning and organization for such events typically begins 
about two years in advance; and often attract corporate and community support as well as active 
participation by local government agencies. In contrast, a Presidential visit usually happens with 
very short notice. An airport hosting a Presidential entourage will receive instructions from the White 
House, the U.S. Air Force, and the Secret Service; however, Presidential visits cannot be divulged 
to the public too far in advance, so the airport basically must gather any necessary equipment and 
personnel quickly and on its own.

Purely non-aeronautical events on airports are rare. Combined events, those having a mix of non-
aeronautical and aeronautical elements such as on-airport car race or car shows that may present 

Sky over MetLife Stadium a Focus for Super Bowl 2014

New Jersey. While one burning question looms over the run-up to Super Bowl—will it snow?—at least 
as much attention is being focused behind the scenes on how to safely and efficiently move tens of 
thousands of people in and around MetLife Stadium. . . . Over it, too.

MetLife Stadium sits within a few miles of Teterboro Airport to the north and several miles from 
Newark Liberty Airport to the south. Those are two of the four hubs that help make the New York-
New Jersey metro area the most congested airspace in the country. Newark Liberty and New York’s 
LaGuardia and JFK airports handled a combined 109 million passengers [in 2012].

At certain times of the day, planes serving both Newark and Teterboro fly over the stadium complex 
every few minutes. Add hundreds more private jets that figure to arrive in the days leading up to the 
Super Bowl and the airspace could become even more crowded.

That won’t be the case during the game, however, when the Federal Aviation Administration will 
create a temporary flight restriction over MetLife Stadium [including] a no-fly zone [that] will restrict 
all private, non-commercial aircraft from flying within several miles of the stadium beginning a few 
hours before the game and lasting for a few hours after.

Teterboro Airport handles mostly private jets and could be the most affected, both by the increased 
traffic leading up to the game and the restrictions after the game that could create a bottleneck of flights 
getting out of town.

Adapted from Wall Street Journal
August 24 2013, Associated Press
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2 

a single-act airshow during intermission, occur more often. This synthesis investigated combined 
events with a focus on the non-aeronautical element in the event.

Smaller non-aeronautical events such as regional car shows or the Honda Grand Prix car race 
in St. Petersburg, Florida, trigger different impacts because these events are on the airport. The 
annual open house and car show at Mansfield Lahm Regional Airport in Ohio uses airport prop-
erty and personnel for the festivities, but the airport remains open for business as usual. At Albert 
Whitted Airport in St. Petersburg, though, the race’s start and finish line is at the end of a long 
straightaway, specifically on Runway 7-25. During the 12-day event, the airport institutes progres-
sive closures of certain taxiways and the runway to make sure that air operations are impacted as 
little as possible.

Other airports are impacted by special events in different ways. Although not technically closed, 
Aspen–Pitkin County Airport was inaccessible for four hours during stage one of the 2013 USA Pro 
Challenge bicycle race because the only road in and out of the airport was part of the course. During 
the event, arriving travelers were not able to leave the airport and departing passengers were not able 
to enter. In each of these cases, good planning and communication enabled the airports to maintain a 
safe and secure environment while attempting to address the transportation needs of their customers. 
(These events are discussed in more detail later in this synthesis.)

This synthesis endeavored to collect and organize information regarding how airports prepare 
and respond to the varying specials events which affect them. Considerable knowledge and experi-
ence are readily available from airports throughout the country, but until now such advice not been 
collected and consolidated.

The objective of this report is to synthesize current practices and lessons learned from the manage-
ment of special events and minimizing their effects on an airport’s regular operations. The intended 
audiences are airport operators and event managers. Whether an airport caters to the needs of a local 
community or serves as an air carrier’s hub, it is likely that airports of all sizes experience the impacts 
associated with special events held nearby.

The synthesis explores a series of topics related to a variety of non-aeronautical events that occur 
both on and off an airport:

• How do airports participate in planning a large event or an annual event that takes place in the 
community?

• What are the basic organizing principals of getting ready for an event?
• How do events affect airport operations and customer service requirements?
• From previous event experiences, what are some of the biggest surprises for airports?
• How are lessons learned applied to the next event?

This synthesis serves as a companion document to ACRP Synthesis 41: Conducting Aeronau-
tical Special Events at Airports. ACRP Synthesis 41 focuses on aeronautical events such as air 
shows, airport open houses, aircraft static displays, and fly-ins (i.e., the annual AirVenture in 
Oshkosh). For airports undertaking a combination event on the airport property, that report is also 
relevant.

Events that take place off-site can impact an airport in a variety of ways:

• National and international events will attract large numbers of participants traveling by com-
mercial or private aircraft.

• Events concentrate traffic on specific days, particularly during the week leading up to the event 
and on the day after the event ends.

• Visitor spending during events contributes to the local economy. At the airport, demand for 
rental cars as well as food and beverages is typically much higher than usual.

Airport Response to Special Events
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• Some events, such as Presidential visits, may temporarily shut down an entire airport.
• Since September 11, 2001, flight restrictions have been imposed around large events such as the 

Super Bowl and political conventions.
• Road races may restrict passenger access to an airport.
• Large events can challenge fixed base operators and airports to add extra security to manage 

parking and the movement of aircraft on the ramp.

All of these impacts represent some deviation from normal operations that for medium and 
small airports in particular can be significant. The synthesis offers six case examples that dem-
onstrate how airports of all sizes plan, manage, and recover from events. The case examples 
include:

• Presidential visits (short-notice, high security events)
• Formula One car race (high-volume events with local sponsor/international organizations and 

participants and specialized cargo)
• Super Bowl (events with national sponsors in different host cities each year with high airport 

impacts)
• Regional race/festivals (often multi-year repeat events requiring shorter planning horizons, 

with an off-airport focus but clear airport impacts)
• Political conventions (events held in large cities with VIP attendees and higher commercial 

traffic, requiring more security)
• Combined aeronautical and non-aeronautical events on airports.

Findings of the study are summarized here and discussed in greater detail in the chapters that 
follow:

• A first-time event requires the most planning and organization by the host city and its 
airport(s). This is also true for annual events that, such as the Super Bowl, change cities 
each year. National event sponsors often provide information about an event and its poten-
tial impacts, but specific preparations for the event typically is the responsibility of local 
communities.

• Once an airport has experience with an event, if airport management is the same or if the 
planning and a post-event analysis are documented, repeat events are more easily managed.

• Bad weather, accidents, and breaches of security are the most feared “unknowns” for event 
organizers.

• An aircraft reservation system and ramp control managers are the two most effective ways that 
airports manage parking and ground control during concentrated aircraft activity caused by an 
event.

Among the surprises reported in the case examples were:

• Aircraft arriving without reservations
• High rates of “drop and go” operations
• Larger aircraft arriving than planned for in parking spaces
• Unanticipated helicopter congestion for ferrying operations
• Need for extra ground traffic control and ramp management
• High demand for fuel, airport services, and departure times immediately following an event. 

At airports of origin, high concentrations of aircraft arrivals were reported shortly after the end 
of an event.

Based on the review, the synthesis advances a six-step approach to event planning and man-
agement as shown in Figure 1. Using these steps as a framework, chapter four presents initial 
checklists that airports can customize, which are also available online for download along with 
this publication.
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1. Organizing & Data Collection

2. Assessment of Potential Event Impacts & Resources

3. Event Plans

4. Event Plan Implementation

5. Recovery

6. Analysis & Debriefing

FIGURE 1 Framework to plan and manage a special event. 
Source: KRAMER aerotek inc. (2013).
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PURPOSE OF THE SYNTHESIS

This synthesis was initiated to collect information on how airport 
staff plan for, organize, and manage two kinds of events that impact 
airports: national and international events that attract large audi-
ences to a region; and combination events held on airport prop-
erty. The first type of event includes political conventions, national 
sports tournaments and playoffs (e.g., football, basketball, tennis, 
and golf), the Olympics, car races, international meetings and con-
ferences, and regional events such as rodeos and bike races. Non-
aeronautical events on an airport include car shows, auto races, drag 
races, fairs, and fundraising events, and are often combined with 
an aeronautical event such as an airshow. Combined events need a 
larger amount of coordination particularly because Title 49 U.S.C. 
47107 (a) (8) stipulates that any proposal to close an airport tempo-
rarily for a non-aeronautical purpose must first be approved by the 
U.S. Secretary of Transportation.

Special events can affect an airport on many different levels. For 
a commercial airport, the number of passengers arriving and depart-
ing may increase dramatically in the weeks leading up to and fol-
lowing the event. Private aircraft operations might increase at that 
airport and/or nearby general aviation (GA) airports. Preparing for 
increases in activity is challenging because of the short duration of 
events and the intensified demands placed on all aspects of an air-
port’s operations: air traffic and ground control, aircraft parking and ramp management, security, fuel 
supplies, emergency response teams, passenger processing, wayfinding, and ground transportation. 
Some events even limit airport activity during the actual event when temporary flight restrictions 
(TFRs) are imposed.

SYNTHESIS APPROACH

To understand how different airports organize, plan, and manage special events, a three-pronged 
approach was taken. A literature review was conducted concerning current practices including writ-
ten materials about event planning; presentations; relevant ACRP publications; and an Internet search 
about getting ready for special events. An online survey was sent to 12 airports that were diverse in 
size and type of events. Telephone interviews were conducted with those airports, event sponsors, 
and event consultants concerning various aspects of event planning, management, and logistics.

Initial review of this topic uncovered little in the way of published reports. Consequently, the case 
examples became the main study vehicle for the synthesis. Table 1 shows the airports that partici-
pated in the study, the special events reviewed, the size of the airport, and how it is governed.

Background information was developed about each event and airport by reviewing primary plan-
ning documents, airport statistics, websites, and articles written. The online survey was used to elicit 

chapter one

INTRODUCTION

2012 G8 Summit moves to Camp David  
as Thurmont Prepares

A typical day in Thurmont, the Frederick County 
[Maryland] town of about 6,000, is marked by par-
ents spending lazy afternoons on playgrounds while 
nearby horses graze along the Catoctin Mountains.

If you didn’t think twice, you might not realize 
that the nearby Catoctin Mountain Park is home to 
one of the most secure retreats on earth—Camp David. 
And, on May 18, the area will transition from moun-
tain town to the center of the geopolitical universe.

On Monday, the White House announced that 
the 38th G8 Summit, which was originally scheduled 
for May 18 and 19 in Chicago, will shift to Camp 
David. . . .

That preparation time has now been condensed to 
about two months. Thurmont Police Chief Gregory 
Eyler said he’ll likely cancel all leave and training time 
for his 10-member police force for the G-8 meeting.

http://www.wjla.com, Ben Eisler, and
The Associated Press, March 7, 2012
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an understanding of event characteristics, major impacts on the airport, and lessons learned. After an 
airport filled out the survey, a follow-up telephone interviews was conducted to explore the details 
of the airport’s experience in getting organized, planning, and managing the event. For each case 
example, several interviews were conducted representing different perspectives; these were consoli-
dated into the case examples.

REPORT STRUCTURE

The synthesis is organized in five sections and several appendices as shown in Figure 2.

Commercial Airports State Case Study Events Hub Size Governance 
2012 

Enplanements 

Aspen–Pitkin County CO Bike Race/Conference Non hub County 214,892 

Austin–Bergstrom Int'l. TX Formula One/Presidential Visit Medium Municipal 4,606,143 

Cheyenne Regional WY Frontier Days Non hub Joint Powers Board 15,010 

Denver International CO Political Convention Large Authority 25,799,832 

Minneapolis–St. Paul Int'l. MN Political Convention Large Airport Commission 15,943,751 

San Antonio International TX Formula One Medium Municipal 4,036,598 

General Aviation Airports State Case Study Events 
GA 

Category Governance 
2012       

Operations 

Albert Whitted FL Honda Grand Prix Reliever Municipal 86,447 

Front Range  CO Classic Car Show Reliever Authority 48,467 

Indianapolis Executive IN Super Bowl Reliever Authority 45,000 

Mansfield Lahm Regional OH Airport Days GA Municipal 17,427 

San Marcos Municipal TX Formula One Reliever Municipal 61,578 

Teterboro NJ Super Bowl Reliever Port Authority 159,353 

Source: FAA Preliminary CY 2012 Passenger Boarding Data, ATADS and 5010 Reports. 

TABLE 1
AIRPORTS PARTICIPATING IN THE SYNTHESIS

Overview

Summary 

Introduction 

Planning 
Tools

Types of Event 
Impacts 

Preparing for a 
Special Event 

Checklists 

Case Studies

Presidential 
Visits 

Formula One 

Super Bowl 

Regional Races 
& Festivals 

Political 
Conventions 

On Airport Non-
Aeronautical 

Events 

Conclusions

Conclusions 

Further 
Research 

Appendices

Online Survey 

Examples of 
Event 

Documents 

References 

Glossary 

Acronyms 

FIGURE 2 Report structure. Source: KRAMER aerotek, inc. (2012).
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Chapter two reports on the different types of impacts airports reported experiencing in hosting or 
supporting special events, and the factors that contributed to their experience. Chapter three highlights 
some of the preparations needed to manage and recover from a non-aeronautical event that affects 
airport operations and services. Chapter four presents a detailed checklist that airport managers can 
customize to plan and manage their own particular event. Chapter five provides a brief summary of 
the case examples, which are detailed in chapters six through 11; chapter 12 distills the synthesis con-
clusions: Appendix A shows the online survey. Appendix B presents examples of event documents.

OTHER RESOURCES FOR MANAGEMENT OF SPECIAL EVENTS

Airport sponsors that accept federal grants to maintain or improve airport facilities and property are 
subject to assurances that are incorporated into and become part of their grant agreement. Special 
events must comply with all applicable FAA grant assurances, particularly the following assurances:

• Grant Assurance #1: General Federal Requirements
• Grant Assurance #5: Preserving Rights and Powers
• Grant Assurance #19: Operations and Maintenance
• Grant Assurance #20: Hazard Removal and Mitigation
• Grant Assurance #22: Economic Nondiscrimination
• Grant Assurance #24: Fee and Rental Structure
• Grant Assurance #25: Airport Revenues.

These grant assurances are discussed in chapter three.

RELATED TRB PUBLICATIONS

TRB has published a number of studies and syntheses that complement this study and provide per-
spective about specific ways to improve customer experience or measure performance. Table 2 lists 
relevant studies that are completed, pending, or in process.

Project  Project Title 

ACRP Report 65 Guidebook for Airport Irregular Operations (IROPS) Contingency Planning 

ACRP Synthesis 29 Ramp Safety Practices 

ACRP Synthesis 41 Conducting Aeronautical Special Events at Airports 

NCHRP Report 487 Using Customer Needs to Drive Transportation Decisions 

NCHRP Synthesis 309 Transportation Planning and Management for Special Events 

SHRP2 L-15B Proximity Information Resources for Special Events 

Source: Compiled by KRAMER aerotek, inc.

TABLE 2
RELATED ADDITIONAL TRB PROJECTS, PUBLICATIONS, AND LEGAL DIGESTS
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chapter two

IMPACTS OF SPECIAL EVENTS ON AIRPORTS

Multi-day regional events or on-airport combination events engage 
airport staff and fixed base operators (FBOs) in a variety of areas 
that may include extra security, aircraft parking and ramp logistics, 
and special hospitality programs. Airport perspectives on special 
events were solicited from event sponsors, commercial service 
airports, GA airports, and the FAA. This approach acknowledges 
that special events impact groups at a single airport in a variety 
of ways. For example, FBO management of an event is different 
than air traffic control (ATC) management of takeoffs and land-
ings. Those in charge of parking, ground transportation, or hospi-
tality also experience the event in different ways. Because airport 
sponsors and their administrative staffs coordinate some or all of 
these activities, a wide range of perspectives is useful to airports 
preparing for an event. Table 3 lists each case example and the 
organizations contacted.

FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE AN EVENT’S IMPACT ON AIRPORTS

The impact an event has on an airport varies widely depending on the characteristics of the event, the 
size and type of airport, the amount of time available to plan, and the degree to which an event unfolds 
according to expectations and plans. In the end it is the deviations from plans that are most memorable.

One of the most important factors influencing the event experience is whether it is happening for 
the first time or the airport hosts or is a party to a recurring event. Airports located in a region that 
hosts a Super Bowl anticipate crowds and substantial increased aviation activity. The larger airports 
usually have the capacity to handle the arrival of participants, but for smaller airports the burden can 
be significant. The National Football League (NFL) has years of planning experience to offer a host 
city, but most airport managers face the prospect of Super Bowl visitors for the first time, and must 
plan extensively in coordination with other groups in the community. A recurring local race, festival, 
or on-airport combination event requires similar attention, but after the first year there are opportuni-
ties to improve practices and focus on “what’s different” this year than in previous years. Figure 3 
summarizes the factors that influence an event’s impact on an airport.

EVENT CHARACTERISTICS

Table 4 describes the duration of different events and the planning time required for them. Typically, 
a host city begins preparations for the Super Bowl about two years in advance, beginning with a visit 
to a Super Bowl in another city. National and international car races tend to occur either annually or 
every few years at a particular location because the venues are specialized. Once planning is com-
pleted for the initial event, subsequent events are easier to plan and manage.

For most other events, planning and coordination accelerates in the last six months. However, 
planning time is also dependent on the number of airport staff available to participate in the planning 

Just how many will attend?

International Speedway owns or operates 13 of the 
major motorsports facilities in the U.S., including the 
speedway at Daytona. About half of its revenue comes 
from ticket and merchandise sales. During the Great 
Recession, ticket sales took a dive. Even as the econ-
omy recovers, many fans have grown accustomed to 
waiting until the last moment to buy tickets. This has 
put a lot of pressure on revenues and event organizers 
don’t know until the last minute how many fans will 
attend. For communities that host the races, forecast-
ing attendees got a lot harder.

Adapted from Barron’s
August 19, 2013
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Large Sporting Events   

Super Bowl Indianapolis Executive Airport 

  GA FBO committee 

  National Football League (NFL)  

  Teterboro Airport 

Formula One Austin–Bergstrom International Airport 

  Texas Aviation Partners, San Marcos Airport 

  San Antonio International Airport 

  Circuit of the Americas 

Races or Festivals   

USA Pro Challenge Aspen–Pitkin County Airport 

Frontier Days Cheyenne Regional Airport  

                Combination Events On-Airport 

Honda Grand Prix of St. Petersburg Albert Whitted Airport  

Classic Aircraft and Car Show Front Range Airport 

Airport Day Mansfield Lahm Regional Airport 

Political Conventions   

DNC 2008 Denver International Airport  

RNC 2008 Minneapolis–St. Paul International Airport 

RNC 2012 Albert Whitted Airport 

Presidential Visits   

Camp David Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association (AOPA) 

  Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)  

  Albert Whitted Airport  

  Austin–Bergstrom International Airport  

  San Antonio International Airport 

Source:  KRAMER aerotek inc. (2013).

TABLE 3
SYNTHESIS CASE STUDIES AND ORGANIZATIONS INTERVIEWED

Event 
Characteristics

•First time at 
location or 
recurring 

•Duration 
•Size/type 
•Air visitors 
•Additional aircraft 

•Security 
requirements  

Airport 
Characteristics

•Capacity of airport 
•Proximity to event 
•Degree of 
interruption of 
airport operations 
and/or access 

•Continuity of staff 

Planning Horizon

•Advance or short 
notice 

•Local assistance 
and coordination 

•Event sponsor 
assistance 

Risks and 
Contingencies

•Bad weather 
•Unanticipated 
aircraft 

•Traffic jams 
•High demand for 
fuel and services 

•Accidents 

FIGURE 3 Factors that influence event impacts on airports. Source: KRAMER aerotek inc. (2013).
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of a special event. For smaller airports, where staff have many duties, the lead time to organize an 
event, schedule meetings, and send out notices could easily double. Presidential visits are not usu-
ally publicized even weeks in advance, so airports often have to plan for them on very short notice.

MOST IMPORTANT PLANNING ISSUES

Airports participating in the case examples identified the top planning issues for their respective 
events. The consolidated list reflects the scope of planning needed for many special events, and the 
underlying issues that airport staff identified as important.

• Regulations
 – Coordination with the FAA’s regional office or local airport district office (ADO) to obtain 

necessary approvals for on-airport aspects of the special event
 – Written notification to the FAA for any planned deviations from the Airport’s Certification 

Manual
 – Coordination with the TSA on amendments to the airport’s security program
 – Preparation of an air traffic plan for the event in coordination with local and regional air 

traffic control.
• Law Enforcement/Security

 – Passenger processing
 – TSA
 – Customs and Border Protection (CBP) at commercial and GA airports
 – Safety and security on the airport’s property.

• Airfield Operations
 – Effective use of airport operations areas (AOA), ramp, and airspace to minimize delays
 – Establishment of temporary aircraft parking
 – Phasing of airfield closures and restoration
 – Coordination of helicopter landing and ferrying operations
 – Tenant access during event (both vehicular and aircraft).

• Contingency Plans
 – Weather
 – Security threats
 – Accident recovery

• Communication
 – Timing of temporary flight restrictions (TFRs) in advance so pilots can be notified
 – Advance notice to the FAA’s regional office or local ADO for aerial fireworks (or light 

shows) so Notices to Airmen (NOTAMS) can be issued
 – Communication with existing tenants
 – Coordination with FBOs in the region
 – Communication with the host committees, regular sub-committee meetings, and a debriefing 

after the event.

Event Frequency Event Duration Avg. Visitor Stay 
Planning  
Lead Time 

Super Bowl XLVI one time 1 week 2 days > 1 year 

Regional Festival annual multiple weekends 1 week 1 year 

Car/Air Show annual 1 day 1 day 1 year 

Political Convention one time 1 week 1 week 1 year 

Formula One annual 3 days 3 days 6 months 

Honda Grand Prix annual 4 days variable 6 months 

Conference annual 1 week 1 week 1 month 

Presidential Visit unknown 1 day 1 day < 2 weeks 

Source:  ACRP S10-12 Online Survey, KRAMER aerotek. inc. (2013). 
Least 

Most 
Planning 

TABLE 4
CHARACTERISTICS OF CASE STUDY EVENTS
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• Customer Service
 – Sufficient number of customer service agents and flight-line employees
 – Adequate staff and services for VIPs.

• Forecasting
 – Number of visiting aircraft and arriving air passengers
 – Use of aircraft reservation systems for forecasting and planning.

• Marketing
 – Advertising
 – Sponsorships.

• Supplies
 – Adequate fuel
 – Sufficient aircraft parking blocks/cones and in-terminal supplies.

GREATEST IMPACTS OF EVENTS

Planning issues are closely connected with the most important impacts of regional events on airports. 
When an event occurred that caused a disruption to their daily operations, case example participants 
identified high and moderate impacts associated with the functional areas of the airport as well as 
with customer service. The following were identified as high or moderate impacts that occurred with 
special events. Although not every airport experienced impacts in each area, the list provides a good 
basis to consider at the outset of planning for an event:

• Additional staffing
• Air traffic control
• Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting (ARFF)
• Aircraft size and parking spots
• Aircraft without reservations
• Airfield arrival and departure congestion
• Airport closures, partial closures, and TFRs
• Communication with airport tenants and local pilots
• Event lighting and obstructions in Part 77 airspace
• Fuel supply
• International arrivals
• Local traffic management
• Passenger processing times
• Post event clean-up
• Ramp overflow
• Restrooms
• Security
• Signage
• Special cargo handling requirements
• Transportation to the event
• Trash disposal
• Volunteer management.

BIGGEST SURPRISES

Airports and communities plan extensively for special events; however the unexpected often occurs, 
and it is instructive to learn the scope of unplanned surprises. For political conventions, airport staff 
reported bursts of passenger activity at large commercial airports, but nothing that a large hub airport 
couldn’t handle. And while GA airports in the vicinity of political conventions experienced fluid 
and changing timelines, they were most impacted by the TFRs scheduled around candidate appear-
ances. For conventions and conferences, airports also need to prepare for handling VIPs and their 
accompanying Secret Service or security details. Another factor is the large number of GA aircraft 
that arrive just before an event and depart immediately following it. For example, Austin–Bergstrom 
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International Airport reported 100 departures per hour for four hours following the 2012 Formula 
One event, making it the 10th busiest airport in the United States that day.

When an event occurs for the first time, airports in the vicinity can have a difficult time estimat-
ing the number of visitors that will use their particular airport. Event sponsors understand total 
attendance, but know less about how and from where visitors will arrive. At GA airports, reservation 
systems may help operators get a better fix on when and how many aircraft will arrive. For first-time  
events or at a new venue, the specific reservation system may be unfamiliar to regular users, so it will 
take time before pilots or aircraft owners make use of the system.

Some of the biggest challenges airports face are weather-related. Most airports have contingency 
plans for dealing with weather. Special events, though, bring a whole host of other challenges that 
require contingency planning as well, such as:

• Aircraft arriving without reservations
• High rates of “drop and go” operations, especially when an event ends
• Larger aircraft arriving than planned for in parking spaces
• Unanticipated helicopter congestion for ferrying operations
• Need for extra ground traffic control and ramp management
• Concentrated demand immediately following an event for fuel, airport services, and depar-

ture times.

Airport Response to Special Events
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chapter three

PREPARING FOR A SPECIAL EVENT

Every airport has its own baseline operational tempo, a repeating pattern of inspections, arrivals, 
departures, and maintenance. Occasionally, an event occurs that deviates from the routine—perhaps 
inclement weather or a disabled aircraft on a runway—and airports have contingency plans for 
addressing these urgent situations. A special event is similar to one of these irregular operations  
(IROP) in that it is usually a short-duration occurrence that the airport has a plan to address: but it 
differs in that special events are planned well in advance; the dates are known; likely require detailed 
preparations in the community and at the airport(s), especially the larger ones; and there is ample 
time to gather resources.

EVENT ORGANIZATION AND PREPARATIONS

Planning is the key to a hosting a successful event, and planning for a special event usually starts 
far in advance. Large off-airport special events are organizationally complex and typically involve a 
national or international sponsor as well as a local venue, such as a stadium or racetrack. Preparations 
for this type of event engage almost every sector of the community. Figure 4 presents an overview of 
the organizational aspects of a large event such as a Super Bowl or a political convention. Transporta-
tion in particular is an important element in many considerations.

If an event takes place at a venue off the airport, airports function as supporting players in the 
effort. In this instance, it is important that the airport prepare a good operational plan with contingen-
cies and stay flexible in order to ensure the most successful outcome possible. If the event is on the 
airport property, such as a car race or car show, airport staff serves as the primary planning partner 
and will have a larger role in the process. In either case, consultation early on in the planning process 
with the local FAA Regional Office or ADO is very important, and is required for any on-airport 
non-aeronautical event.

BASIC STEPS IN PREPARING FOR AND MANAGING AN EVENT

Most events, whether on or off an airport, have six important facets of the preparation and manage-
ment of the event. These steps are shown in Figure 5.

Up-front plans are most important as they set the tone and agenda for all other aspects of event 
management. Every airport, regardless of its size, has some constraints, or limiting factors, that are 
tested with a large-scale event. For example, during the 2012 Formula One race in Austin, Texas, 
medium-hub airport Austin-Bergstrom International set an all-time high record for the number of 
passengers that moved through the airport. During the 1997 G8 Summit, Denver International, a 
large-hub airport, reached its apron parking capacity because many 
Boeing and Airbus business jets arrived on the same day. These 
occurrences are atypical, but nonetheless force airports to stay nim-
ble and find a work-around solution to accommodate unexpected 
issues that may arise. Whether an airport needs to recruit volun-
teers or staff for overtime, hire ramp controllers, erect temporary 
air traffic control towers (ATCTs), buy or rent chocks, or seek food 
donations, it is the identification and resolution of potential issues 
that is the prime objective of effective planning for a special event.

“Experienced people with authority to make decisions 
and to take remedial action during special events are 
invaluable when managing high volume airport activity 
or unforeseen situations.”

—Scott Madole
Airport Operations Manager

Airport Response to Special Events
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Event Sponsor

Host Committee

Hotels &
Accommodations Security

Hospitality Transportation

Trains, Buses, Taxis,
Rental Cars, Parking

Commercial & Private
Aircraft & Helicopters

Retail & Services Volunteers

Business Community
Outreach

Marketing & Public
Relations

Event Venue

FIGURE 4 Organizational aspects of a large special event. Source: KRAMER 
aerotek inc. (2013).

Organization &
Data Collection

Assessment
of Likely
Impacts

Plan
Production

Plan
Implementation Recovery Event

Debriefing

FIGURE 5 Special event preparations and management. Source: KRAMER aerotek inc. (2013).

There are several important elements intrinsic to successful event preparation and management. 
They include (1) forming working committees; (2) coordinating early on with federal, state, and local 
regulatory agencies; (3) making and implementing a sound budget that pays special attention to traffic 
management, safety and security, communications, hospitality, and risk management; (4) directing an 
orderly recovery after the event; and (5) conducting an analysis and debriefing immediately following 
the event. Each of these steps is described in the sections that follow, and Figure 6 diagrams a logical 
progression of activities that occur with good preparations for and management of an event.
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Formation of Committees

No matter what or where the event is, the first task is to establish committees and subcommittees to 
prepare for and implement the many different features of the event, which could range from manag-
ing additional air traffic to ensuring a great participant experience.

Large events typically utilize planning committees made up of state, city, and county officials, 
event sponsors, law enforcement, emergency services, local businesses, citizens groups, ground 
transportation, airlines, contractors, and national security teams. At the airport level, a core event 
team might include representation from the following groups:

• Airport management and operations staff
• Airport sponsor
• Customer service
• FAA regional office or ADO
• Fixed base operators
• Local ATCT
• Tenants
• TSA and law enforcement.

If the event impacts multiple airports in the area, the airport committee might include subcommittees 
for each individual airport.

Information Gathering and Assessment

One of the first tasks of a core airport planning team is to gather general information about the 
event—the number of potential airport visitors and aircraft operations, etc.—in order to determine 
what plans are needed, and then identify any constraints that must be addressed. Subcommittees 
are often assigned to conduct on-going planning with the FAA, TSA, CBP, airlines, rental car 
companies, and public transportation. Following are examples of what issues subcommittees might 
address:

• The airport may need to work with the FAA to increase arrival and departure flow numbers. At 
airports with large numbers of GA aircraft, the FAA can increase the flow rates to as high as 
100 Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) operations per hour from the regular flow of 43–44 per hour.

• The TSA might need to add extra staff to accommodate an increase in airline passenger counts 
and/or be able to inspect charter aircraft at remote locations.

• If the airport has a security program, it may need to prepare temporary amendments for approval 
by TSA.

• At events drawing international passengers, CBP may need to increase staff and/or be provided 
with a larger facility in which to work.

• Airlines may up-gauge their aircraft or add extra flights in response to increased reservations. 
This can impact gate management, food and beverage service, security screening, and ground 
transportation.

• Rental car companies often add extra staff and vehicles to meet increased reservations during 
events. They may need a place to stage the extra vehicles, which could involve leasing extra 
space at the airport or using nearby parking areas.

• Public transportation agencies may need to increase the size of equipment, number of parking 
spaces, and frequency of service between the airport and the event. In one case example, a 
contract fleet of 500 extra buses was lined up and the promoter leased well over 10,000 parking 
spaces around the city.

Survey respondents suggested that efforts to assess impacts early on in the event planning stage 
contributed to the airport’s readiness for an event. Checklist #1, described in chapter four, provides a  
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range of data to collect, and Checklist #2 suggests various assessments of potential impacts to con-
duct before making specific plans. (The full checklists are available on line.)

Compliance

When managing a special event, airport managers must comply with FAA grant 
assurances, the Airport Compliance Manual, and the Airport Security Program. 
If there are anticipated deviations from existing approved plans, it is best to 
contact the FAA regional office or local ADO early in the planning stages for 
an event and prepare temporary changes to security and operations plans as 
needed. An on-airport non-aeronautical event that involves a temporary closure 
of the airport requires prior approval from the local ADO.

Grant Assurances

“When airport owners accept funds from FAA-administered airport financial assistance programs, 
they must agree to certain obligations (or assurances). These obligations require the recipients to 
maintain and operate their facilities safely and efficiently and in accordance with specified condi-
tions (FAA).” While there are 39 grant assurances (as of April 20, 2012), special events are most 
likely to be affected by Grant Assurances 1, 5, 19, 22, 24, and 25. These are very briefly summarized 
here (http://www.faa.gov/airports/aip/grant_assurances/):

• Grant Assurance 1—Covers a list of General Federal Requirements and Executive Orders that 
apply to airports.

• Grant Assurance 5—Preserving Rights and Powers states that the airport sponsor will not take 
or permit any action which would deprive the airport sponsor of any of the rights and powers 
necessary to perform any or all of the terms, conditions, and assurances in the grant agreement 
without the approval of the Secretary of Transportation.

• Grant Assurance 19—Operations and Maintenance states that “the airport owner will not cause 
or permit any activity or action thereon which would interfere with its use for airport purposes.” 
And, “Any proposal to temporarily close the airport for non-aeronautical purposes must first 
be approved by the Secretary.”

• Grant Assurance 20—Hazard Removal and Mitigation. The airport will take appropriate action 
to protect instrument and visual operations (including established minimum flight altitudes).

• Grant Assurance 22—Economic Nondiscrimination requires the airport sponsor to make the 
airport available for public use without unjust discrimination.

• Grant Assurance 24—Fee and Rental Structure states. “It [the airport] will maintain a fee and 
rental structure for the facilities and services at the airport which will make the airport as 
self-sustaining as possible under the circumstances existing at the particular airport, taking 
into account such factors as the volume of traffic and economy of collection.”

• Grant Assurance 25—Airport Revenues (and Revenue Diversion). Revenue Diversion is the 
practice of taking money earned by the airport and using it for a purpose other than those 
approved by Grant Assurance 25, which states, in part: “All revenues generated by the airport 
and any local taxes on aviation fuel established after December 30, 1987, will be expended by 
it for the capital or operating costs of the airport; the local airport system; or other local facili-
ties which are owned or operated by the owner or operator of the Airport Sponsor Assurances 
airport and which are directly and substantially related to the actual air transportation of pas-
sengers or property; or for noise mitigation purposes on or off the airport.”

• Form 7460-1—Notice of Proposed Construction or Alteration. An airport sponsor must file a 
Form 7460-1 with the FAA 45 days in advance if a special event activity impacts navigation and/
or airspace around an airport. The purpose for filing a Form 7460 notice for a special event is to:
 – Evaluate the effect of the construction or alteration on operating procedures;
 – Determine the potential hazardous effect of the proposed construction on air navigation;
 – Identify mitigating measures to enhance safe air navigation;
 – Place new objects on navigational charts (temporary).

Federal, State, & Local Compliance

• Grant Assurances
• Revenue Diversion
• NOTAMS
• Airport Compliance Manual
• Airport Security Program
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NOTAMs

A Notice to Airmen (NOTAM) is a notification filed with the FAA to alert pilots of potential hazards 
along a flight route or at a location that could affect the safety of the flight. There are two types of 
NOTAMs—NOTAM (D) and Flight Data Center (FDC) NOTAMs.

A NOTAM (D) is disseminated to all navigational facilities that are part of the National Airspace 
System (NAS), all public use airports, seaplane bases, and heliports listed in the Airport/Facility 
Directory (A/FD). NOTAM (D) information includes information on taxiway closures, personnel 
and equipment near or crossing runways, and airport lighting aids that do not affect instrument 
approach criteria, such as Visual Approach Slope Indicators.

FDC NOTAMs are issued by the National Flight Data Center when it becomes necessary to pub-
licize information that is regulatory in nature. They contain information on amendments to published 
Instrument Approach Procedures (IAPs) and other current aeronautical charts. They are also used to 
broadcast TFRs caused by natural disasters or large-scale public events that might generate air traffic 
congestion over a site.

Airports in the case examples used both types of NOTAMs to circulate information about the 
reservation system and/or airport conditions in place for their special events. Appendix B provides 
examples of NOTAMs that were written for special events.

PLAN PREPARATIONS AND IMPLEMENTATION

Checklist #3 in chapter four presents a detailed “to do” list of preparations an airport may need to 
make in advance of a special event concerning:

• Traffic management
• Safety and security
• Communications
• Hospitality.

In addition, there are several administration action plans that must also be addressed across the 
functional areas. They include:

• Event schedules
• Assignments for staff and volunteers
• Event budgets for equipment, facility readiness, staff and volunteers, public relations and mar-

keting, communications, hospitality, and cleanup
• Contingency plans
• Review of insurance policies and permits for accommodation of event activities.

Traffic Management

Traffic management is one of the most important aspects of event planning 
as it includes airspace, management of the airfield for aircraft activity, air-
craft parking, refueling, CBP, passengers arriving at a commercial airport 
terminal, rental cars, automobile circulation and parking, and interfaces with 
ground transportation.

Air Traffic

Air traffic management should be coordinated with the local FAA ATC sys-
tem. The FAA has extensive experience adjusting airspace and traffic flow to 
accommodate special events. During the 2012 Formula One race in Austin, 
the tower at San Marcos Municipal Airport, a GA reliever facility located 

Traffic Management

• Aircraft reservation system
• Airfield and ramp control
• Aircraft parking plan
• FBO Coordination
• Facility readiness
• Airport vehicle requirements & allocation
• Passenger processing in terminal
• Customs & Border Protection
• Automobile traffic
• Ground transportation
• Fuel
• Closures, partial closures, TFRs.
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halfway between Austin and San Antonio, extended its operating hours in order to increase the num-
ber of arrivals and departures. In addition, the FAA, San Antonio International Airport, and the U.S. 
Air Force worked together to free up local airspace. This cooperation was exemplified when the Air 
Force volunteered to stand-down their flight training for the duration of the event.

Airport operations also may need to extend their operating hours or reschedule staff to cover spe-
cial events. An example of this is how the Austin–Bergstrom Airport rearranged their shifts to have 
20 hours of management coverage each day of the 2012 Formula One race, and they transferred per-
sonnel from non-essential job functions to operations. (“Non-essential” in this case means that their 
duties were not directly supporting the event, but are typically essential to regular airport operations 
or support, such as personnel in the planning or H.R. departments.)

Temporary Flight Restriction (TFR)

A TFR is a type of NOTAM. A TFR defines an area restricted to air travel because of a hazardous 
condition, a special event, or a general warning for the entire FAA airspace. The text of the actual 
TFR contains the fine points of the restriction (see AC 91-63C).

The details of a TFR are found in the NOTAM, but a special event TFR typically has a “no-fly 
zone” with a 10-mile radius and an IFR-only ring out to 30 miles. This effectively closes GA airports 
and grounds most GA aircraft within the 10-mile radius, and restricts flights in the 30-mile radius to 
those on an IFR flight plan. During the 2012 convention in Tampa, Florida, a convention event held 
in St. Petersburg included a TFR that shut down Albert Whitted Airport for several hours because it 
was within the 10-mile ring. The TFR in effect for Super Bowl XLVI severely restricted non-airline 
flights at Indianapolis International Airport for the duration of the game.

Reservation Systems

There are two types of reservation systems, FAA Special Traffic Management Programs (STMP) 
and airport/FBO reservations systems. The STMP is designed to manage unscheduled aircraft 
operations at airports in close proximity to specific events already attracting a significant number 
of spectators and aircraft. A web interface, e-STMP at: https://www.fly.faa.gov/estmp/, has been 
developed to streamline the reservation process and give customers more flexibility in obtaining 
reservations from the FAA.

An airport/FBO reservation system is an essential element that needs to be in place and tested 
before a special event. Airports and FBOs hosting large events typically use a web-based reserva-
tion system, and although some airports provide free ramp-parking reservations (such as Cheyenne 
Regional Airport), the vast majority of FBOs require payment in advance to avoid multiple reserva-
tions. The reservation plan is one of the keys to making an event work well, and should be used to 
collect information on aircraft make/model, departure point, arrival time, parking (or drop-and-go), 
service needs, and departure time. That information is then used to forecast air traffic, departure and 
arrival flow, and ramp parking space requirements.

Predicting the volume of air traffic is more critical at medium-sized airports than it is at larger 
ones because the relative impact of a large event is much greater on facilities that experience less traf-
fic. An increase in air traffic can bring with it a host of complications related to arrivals, departures, 
taxiing, aircraft parking, cargo management, and passenger services.

The reservation system and the ramp parking and control plans are tied together because the avail-
ability of ramp space determines the number of reservations that can be accepted, and airports handle 
this differently. For instance, aircraft using the Austin–Bergstrom airport for drop-and-go/land-and-
pick-up related to the Formula One race required a reservation so the airport could plan ramp flow 
and air traffic flow accordingly, while Indianapolis Executive Airport only required a reservation for 
aircraft planning to park during the Super Bowl.
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Ramp Control Plan

Operationally, one of the biggest challenges for an airport is the concentration of arrivals and 
departures around the beginning and end of a large event. The airport consists of movement areas 
and non-movement areas. Sometimes airport taxiways or a runway may be closed by the operator 
to create a non-movement area where aircraft can be parked (Figure 7). Airports that are busy dur-
ing special events often hire ramp managers or ramp controllers to direct aircraft onto the taxiways. 
As an aircraft moves from its parking position to the taxiway, the ramp manager hands off the air-
craft to the taxiway ground controller, who guides the aircraft to the runway where the ACTC takes  
over. At a GA airport, the aircraft may be turned over from the ramp manager directly to the ACTC 
if there is traffic control at the airport.

The ramp control plan is essential to efficiently controlling aircraft flow on the ground. Some air-
ports choose plans that provide room for each plane to taxi away from parking under its own power, 
thereby increasing departure flow rates. Before engine start, an aircraft on the parking ramp calls for 
clearance from ramp control. Once cleared for engine start, the aircraft is given taxi instructions and 

FIGURE 7 Airport control areas. Source: KRAMER aerotek inc. (Mike Moore) 
(2013).
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sequenced for hand-off to the ground controller (and then to tower controllers). The first ones ready 
are the first to depart.

Other airports sacrifice ease of departure and park the planes as tightly as they can to maximize 
ramp space and reservations, thus creating a slot system for departures. If an airport or FBO chooses 
this system, then aircraft must be parked according to the departure schedule: The first to fly out 
needs to be at the front of the ramp and the last to leave at the back. One drawback to this type of ramp 
control plan is that if any aircraft misses its slotted time, that departure window is wasted. Also, that 
aircraft will either need to wait until the end or be fit in somewhere else on the schedule, essentially 
disrupting the planned flow of departures.

Fuel

The airport or its FBOs might need to arrange for extra fuel trucks and authorized personnel trained 
to fuel aircraft. At Indianapolis Executive Airport, or Indy Exec, AvFuel dedicated a semi-truck 
tanker to transport fuel to the airport and sent three extra trucks with drivers to help refuel aircraft.

Passengers

For commercial airports, large events tend to attract higher volumes of air passengers during the 
week leading up to an event and a surge of passengers immediately following an event. Forecasts of 
passengers (based on airline bookings) can be extremely helpful for anticipating load on TSA and 
CBP. Concessionaires also appreciate a heads-up when passenger activity is likely to be higher than 
normal levels.

Automobile Traffic

The importance of automobile traffic management and ground transportation cannot be overlooked 
in planning special events. The ability to get passengers to and from the airport involves roads, so 
it is necessary to bring in the local road and highway department at the committee planning level. 
Both Indianapolis Executive Airport and Circuit of the Americas, the company that sponsors the 
Austin Formula One race, had committees that included road and bridge departments to help plan 
for managing automobile traffic in and out of the airports. The roads in Austin near the Circuit of the 
Americas track were modified to accommodate the higher traffic volumes.

A large part of managing the traffic system involves knowing which cars have business at the 
airport and which do not. Indy Exec used volunteers at checkpoints to ask drivers about their pur-
pose for being there, and then decided whether to let them in or not. At Albert Whitted Airport in 
Florida, cars authorized to be on airport property carried a hangtag on the rearview mirror. The tags 
were distributed in the months before the event to people who needed access to the airport during 
the event.

Safety and Security

Airports have safety plans in place that address runway safety, ARFF, air shows, signage, 
wildlife hazard mitigation, runway debris, and incursions. Extending safety plans to 
cover the special event may involve adding trained safety and security personnel. It 
could also include the issuance of personal protective equipment to staff or volunteers. 
The two most important areas in which to expand safety planning for special events are 
security and emergency response. Special events tend to put increased demands on law 
enforcement, so it is important to assess needs ahead of time as reinforcements may 
have to come from another region or state.

Safety and Security

• TSA Processing
• Customs & Border Protection
• Emergency Response
• Contingency Plans
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Security

Many airports have a security plan. For special events, the airport operator may need to modify its 
security plan. Because a large event can attract many aircraft, airports may have to expand parking 
ramps beyond the regular AOA and these areas would require additional security.

Security plans for special events vary from having off-duty police officers patrolling the airport 
to full exercises with police Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT) and hostage rescue teams. For a 
smaller GA airport, hiring off-duty police may be all the added security needed. However, a large-
hub airport hosting a national event will likely have several specialty security teams patrolling the 
area, and they will need time to practice together before the event. During the 2012 Formula One 
race in Austin, the nearby city of San Marcos used on-duty police officers to patrol the municipal 
airport; for Super Bowl XLVI, Indy Exec hired off-duty police officers to provide security. On the 
other end of the spectrum, Denver International Airport held practice and training exercises with 
SWAT, hostage rescue teams, and the Federal Bureau of Investigation before the 2008 Democratic 
National Convention.

Customs & Border Protection (CBP)

CBP has a role to play during events that draw international participants and attendees. Airports with 
small Federal Inspection Service facilities or staff may need to coordinate with CBP to increase staff 
or temporarily expand facilities, or both. Airports without CBP may need to arrange a temporary 
customs facility, or widely publicize the option to clear customs in a gateway city before connecting 
to the event city. A temporary facility must be planned a long time in advance.

San Antonio International Airport (SAT) commercial and GA passengers and equipment cleared 
customs at one gate during the 2012 Formula One race, but for the 2013 race, the airport set up 
a temporary federal inspection area. SAT plans to build a dedicated GA customs facility near 
the FBO. Austin–Bergstrom International Airport arranged with CBP to increase staff and set up 
additional places for CBP to work during the 2012 Formula One race. Flights in-bound to the 
San Marcos Municipal Airport (HYI) typically cleared customs in Harlingen, Texas, and then flew 
up to HYI.

Emergency Response

Although some airports have full-time ARFFs, others rely on local fire departments to provide fire-
fighting and rescue services as needed. Specifically, all Part 139 commercial airports have ARFF 
on the airport or a flexible response plan, whereas most GA airports do not. San Marcos Municipal 
arranged for a city fire engine company to relocate to a hangar at the airport (and catered its meals) 
for the duration of the Formula One event in Austin. The other city fire stations covered for the 
engine company temporarily stationed at the airport.

Contingency Plans

Contingency planning for events usually involves scaling up an airport’s existing plans. For example, 
airports in colder climates have snow and ice control plans. If a special event occurs during inclem-
ent weather, or if the airport expects Instrument Meteorological Conditions (IMC), it might look at 
its plan from the perspective of ensuring the departure 60 planes per hour in spite of the weather 
conditions.

The following are contingency plans useful for special events:

• Aircraft de-icing
• Damaged aircraft removal
• Nearby TFR
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• Ramp traffic jam
• Snow and ice control
• Travelers stranded as the result of bad weather
• IROPS.

Airports have strategies for dealing with urgent situations, but the impact of a special event on 
those plans might overload the usual resources, making it necessary to arrange for additional support. 
And while supplementary resources are useful, the case examples in this study demonstrated that it 
is invaluable to have experienced personnel on the airport who have the authority to make decisions 
and address whatever situation arises.

Communications

Good communication is at the crux of planning and managing a special event. Fig-
ure 8 shows the most important communication channels to develop and maintain 
during planning stages, the event itself, and afterwards. Each of the channels is 
important and may require a separate method of communication. For very large 
events, separate committees take responsibility for communication. For exam-
ple, at the Indianapolis Super Bowl, the FBOs in the area met as a sub committee 
for planning purposes and coordination, and also developed a way to communicate 

Communications

• Command and Control
• FBO/Airport Coordination
• Other Area Airports
• Airport/Community/Event Sponsor
• Marketing/Advertising
• Notifications & Websites

Communication
Channels

Event Sponsor

Committees

Volunteers

Media

VisitorsOther Airports
in the Area

Federal, State,
& Local

Governments

Local
Community &

Businesses

Airport Tenants
& Users

FIGURE 8 Important communication channels. Source: KRAMER aerotek inc. (2013).
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during the event. Figure 9 shows the FBO communication plan and individuals responsible for 
particular aspects of the plan.

It is primarily the event sponsor’s responsibility to get the word out to draw event participants, 
so this section focuses on communication among planning partners, the airport, its users, and others 
affected by the event.

In the early stages, planning partners often communicate in person, and local government staff 
frequently take a leading role during this phase. They may help to establish and oversee the com-
mittees planning the event, which are typically comprised of representatives from local government 
agencies, the event promoter, the airport, the FAA, air traffic control, local law enforcement, local 
fire and rescue, and emergency medical services. Each committee will decide how best to commu-
nicate internally and with other committees. During the actual event, airports typically use status 
meetings and e-mail updates to keep current on the day’s airport operations and available resources. 
Websites are also important to provide event information and updates.

For one-time events, or in the first year of a recurring event, communication with local residents 
is essential. Some airports sponsor an open house or community meeting to introduce the event to the 
public. As an example, the NFL Airport Operations liaison hosts monthly open-house meetings in the 
Super Bowl host city starting 10 months before the event. Also, the Austin–Bergstrom International 
Airport hosted a luncheon for regional airports nine months before the Formula One race and then 
followed up with monthly meetings and e-mail.

Airport users include on-airport tenants and pilots as well as pilots arriving for the event. Com-
munication between the airport and its users is mainly electronic (through e-mail and websites). 

FIGURE 9 Indianapolis FBO communication plan. Source: FBO Outreach Meeting #3, Nov. 10, 2011.
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For recurring events, airports have the opportunity to communicate with previous attendees elec-
tronically to keep them up to date on the current plans. Out-of-town pilots who visit regularly will 
know to make reservations during the event, so websites are often the most effective way to com-
municate with them.

For a first-time event, getting the message out about an airport’s reservation system is critical. Air-
ports can display posters or flyers in the terminal building and the local FBO. They can post notices 
on the National Business Aviation Association website, through social media, and issue a NOTAM 
detailing the reservation procedures. Additionally, FBOs can send e-mail notices to their regular 
customers. For out-of-town pilots, communication is most often done through websites, e-mail, and 
the NOTAM system.

NOTAMs are not only a good way to announce a new reservation system, but also the most 
effective way to inform pilots that they might want to stay away from an airport for a period of time. 
If a TFR is in place over the airport or a certain place in the city, pilots without business near the 
restricted area(s) need to be forewarned about limitations that could disrupt their flight plans.

Hospitality

Airports today recognize the importance of excellent customer service in promoting passenger 
loyalty and return business. The airport is the first and last place an air visitor will see, so a good 
lasting impression is important. To this end, airports hosting special events often use volunteers 
to “meet and greet” passengers and offer assistance. The larger event sponsors, such as the NFL, 
have well-developed hospitality programs and training. Most successful volunteer programs 
have a high-caliber coordinator, well-defined tasks for volunteers, and good training. Airport 
staff must also plan ahead to provide volunteers with necessary equipment, food and drink, and 
access to customer service coordinators.

Indianapolis Executive Airport is an example of a successful volunteer program. During Super 
Bowl XLVI, approximately 100 volunteers were involved in both airside and landside tasks. 
Volunteer coordinators first sorted people by expertise, and then prepared them for specific tasks, 
including unloading aircraft, directing car traffic, and greeting passengers. To show its apprecia-
tion for the volunteers, the airport catered all their meals and gave them free jackets with the 
airport’s insignia.

A different type of “meet and greet” program was put into place at Austin–Bergstrom Airport dur-
ing the Formula One race. Airport administration recruited airport personnel as volunteers and made 
its main focus successful communication with international visitors. Volunteers were given iPads 
with a language translation program that enabled them to assist those passengers.

Hospitality

• Organization
• Volunteers
• Welcome Desk
• Website Information
• Activities/Food

Sometimes airports will place advertisements in specialized publications or on the radio, create and 
post flyers with Quick Response (QR) codes, or rely on word-of-mouth to spread information about 
the event. Airports are also using Facebook, Twitter, and other forms of social media to communicate 
with users and fans.
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Risk Management

Airports have risk management systems in place to cover regular operations. These plans 
can be extended to the special event, but attention must be paid to things that are different 
from previous years. If a ramp area that is usually dormant is used to park aircraft, the airport 
may need to staff the ramp in order to manage aircraft movements and to ensure the safety of 
pilots and passengers. For example, during the 2012 Formula One race, Austin–Bergstrom 
Airport operations staff were stationed on the 20-acre maintenance ramp to ensure a safe 
environment.

Insurance

A review of the airport’s insurance will need to be completed in order to verify that the policy covers 
the type and quantity of aircraft arriving for the event. For instance, Indianapolis Executive Airport 
attracted larger GA aircraft for the Super Bowl than usual, so prior to the event, it directed its agent 
to review its insurance policies to guarantee sufficient coverage.

Event Review and Approval

There may be requirements that oblige an event organizer and/or airport to obtain review and approval 
for a special event. The FAA Airport Compliance Manual—Order 5190.6B, Chapter 7.21, outlines the 
requirements for temporary closing of an airport. The Illinois Department of Transportation has a Spe-
cial Event Application Review Request form that must be completed and submitted prior to an event 
in that state. Additionally, the FAA requires notification be made to the ADO, and local or regional 
approval may be required, depending on the region.

The lead time for these applications must be considered and addressed during the early planning 
phase of an event.

Special Event Budgets

Airport budgets rarely include funding for single occurrence special events. For recurring events, 
some airports include funding for special events in their budgets, but not in all cases. Neither Austin-
Bergstrom nor San Antonio airports had a special budget for the 2012 Formula One race, but  
San Antonio did allocate funding for the 2013 race. Front Range Airport in Watkins, Colorado, 
hosts an annual Classic Aircraft and Car Show that is not funded from its budget. Instead, the airport 
charges $5 to park non-classic cars (classic cars are free), so this event breaks even.

Sponsors and donations fund a number of events held on airport property, such as the Mansfield 
Lahm Airport Day in Ohio; although other events, such as a Presidential visit, simply come out of an 
airport’s operating budget, with little chance of recompense.

Albert Whitted Airport includes the Honda Grand Prix race in its standard budget because it 
happens every year, and the airport also has a provision from the city to be reimbursed if expenses 
surpass a certain level. San Antonio has a similar stipulation for expenses accrued during special 
sports-related events. In contrast, Aspen–Pitkin County Airport does not account for special events 
in its budget at all. Almost every weekend of the entire year brings a new or recurring “special event” 
to town, so the airport plans its regular budget accordingly.

Regardless of the source of funds, a budget that is associated with the action plan for a special 
event is quite important. Accounting for revenues and expenses will provide a more accurate pic-
ture of the event’s impact and inform airport management for the next event. It is useful to have 
a mechanism to capture the event expenses and keep track of who is responsible for payment of 
the expenses.

Risk Management

• Incidence Avoidance
• Insurance
• Permits
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Recovery from an Event

Recovery might be as simple as putting everything back where it belongs, packing up borrowed 
or rented equipment, and returning it. Or, as at Albert Whitted Airport, it could involve an intense 
few days, whereas the Honda Grand Prix race infrastructure is removed and the airport returned 
entirely to aviation use. The Formula One case example showed that, at Austin–Bergstrom, 
there was no actual recovery period after the 2012 race because the airport transitioned from the 
race right into Thanksgiving Day weekend—an equally busy time.

Shortly after an event, time needs be allocated for a debriefing of the participants, and also a 
review of lessons learned that could be applied to future events. Creating an environment for a suc-
cessful debriefing and documentation is important. Using sticky notes so that all ideas are covered 
(and anonymous) is an effective way to structure the debriefing. A written document recording the 
main points of the debrief will maintain the information for the next event.

Recovery

• Restoration
• Equipment Return
• Analysis & Debriefing
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chapter four

SPECIAL EVENT CHECKLISTS

A large regional event or a special event on the airport requires plan-
ning, organization, and attention to details. This chapter presents a 
series of checklists that reflect a progression from the earliest stages 
of organization to plan preparation, implementation, event manage-
ment, and recovery. The checklists are offered as a framework for 
airports to use and customize. All checklists are available for down-
load in Microsoft Excel format with this report.

Organizing an event evolves on several levels. At the onset, the two 
primary queries are: (1) what needs to be done? and (2) who is going to 
do it? Airports large and small are organized around functional areas. 
At the smallest GA airport, the airport manager is responsible for most 
of those areas. If the airport is part of a municipality, certain functions 

may be taken care of by other municipal departments such as public works or accounting. This cross-
utilization is critical to everyday airport operations and will also be important for event management.

One way to begin thinking about the different aspects of event management is to consider  
Figure 10. Keeping the event on track by organizing both the tasks and people is critical.

ORGANIZING FOR AN EVENT

Whether an event is happening in the region or at the airport, the preparation framework is similar. 
This section presents six checklists that reflect different phases of event planning and execution. For 
every airport, the detailed tasks will vary. Figure 11 shows how the checklists are organized.

Checklist #1—Organization and Data Collection

This checklist provides a set of initial organizational and data collection tasks that include: (1) meet-
ing with the event sponsor (if the airport is not the sponsor), (2) forming committees and contacts, 
and (3) collecting information about the event to provide clarity about the scope of impacts and 
preparations needed (Table 5). In a many respects, the data collection is designed to answer the ques-
tions: How will this event cause deviations from normal levels of activity at the airport? What are 
the magnitudes of change with respect to the number of passengers, aircraft operations, and parking 
requirements (aircraft and cars)?

Checklist #2—Assessment of Potential Event Impacts and Resources

Checklist #2 is important because it involves forecasting event impacts at the passenger terminal 
(if applicable) and with GA operations (Table 6). This checklist also includes assessments of the 
following:

• Requirements for a GA reservation system
• Need for CBP services
• Changes to air traffic management procedures
• Ramp control and fueling capacity

“Planning and implementation for the first Formula 
One race by the Airport Operations Area involved 
attention to detail, hard work and the efforts of a great 
team that included Austin–Bergstrom Inter national 
staff, the FAA, Fixed Base Operators, Customs and 
Border Protection, Airlines, Transportation Security 
Administration, Austin Police and Fire Departments.”

—Scott Madole
Airport Operations Manager
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• Cargo ramp requirements
• Ground transportation
• Command and control procedures
• Security
• Staffing
• Budgets
• Event revenue opportunities
• Access to hangars for tenants.

Checklist #3—Event Plans

Many special-event organizers keep detailed plans in what they call a “playbook”; however, there 
are a variety of mini-plans (checklists) that are useful for managing a large event (Table 7). These 
plans can be pulled together and used as a briefing document for staff and volunteers involved in 
the event. Not every airport would need each plan, but following are some aspects to consider when 
planning for a special event:

• Overview of the event and its likely impact on the airport
• Airfield control procedures and any limiting factors
• Ramp aircraft position layout and management responsibilities
• Expected FBO services available
• Management of additional passengers in the terminal
• Staffing requirements
• Budget for increased airport costs
• Estimates of additional revenues.

Tasks to Accomplish
Re

sp
on

sib
le

 G
ro

up
s Event Preparations

FIGURE 10 Event trajectory. Source: KRAMER  
aerotek inc. (2013).

1. Organization & Data Collection

2. Assessment of Potential Event Impacts & Resources

3. Event Plans

4. Event Plan Implementation

5. Recovery

6. Analysis & Debriefing

FIGURE 11 Checklist structure. Source: KRAMER aerotek inc. (2013).
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Source:  Adapted by KRAMER aerotek inc. from Austin–Bergstrom International Airport’s Formula One Playbook.

Item Organiza�on and Data Collec�on
1 Meet with event sponsor (if not the airport)
2 Join community-wide planning group
3 Contact FAA, ADO, FSDO and ATC Manager
4 Form a Core Airport Event Team

Airport Manager
Airport Opera�ons
Customer Service
TSA and Law Enforcement

Local Tower Manager
Tenant Representa�ve
Airport Sponsor Representa�ve

5 Contact other airports in the area affected by event
6 Collect event data from host airports of similar size/proximity to event or from last year's debrief

Number of event a�endees
Iden�fy airports of similar size/proximity to event
Airport opera�ons data

Daily aircra opera�ons added prior to/aer event
Arrivals with/without reserva�ons
Number of GA drop-and-go's
Helicopter opera�ons
Air cargo opera�ons/special requirements
Arriving and depar�ng passengers

Air traffic management, TFRs, and ramp control
FBO coordina�on
In-terminal ac�vity

Gate management
Airline aircra changes
Charter ac�vity
Customs and Border Protec�on
Passenger processing
Demand for rental cars
Concession revenue during event

Hospitality ideas - what worked/didn't work
Extra staffing and volunteers
On-airport communica�ons and inter-airport communica�ons
Any available event playbooks

7
Airport tenants and pilots
Community leaders
Local and regional transporta�on/economic development organiza�ons
Neighbors to the airport
Media outlets

FBOs

Prepare a communica�on list with contact informa�on 

TABLE 5
CHECKLIST #1: ORGANIZATION AND DATA COLLECTION
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TABLE 6
CHECKLIST #2: ASSESSMENT OF POTENTIAL EVENT IMPACTS AND RESOURCES

Item Assessment Impacts and Resources
1 Prepare Forecasts of In Terminal Passengers before/a�er Event

Request airline booking data
Request station managers to provide information on up gaged aircraft or addi�onal flights
Es�mate number of commercial charters
Es�mate peak number of passengers in terminal
Identify deviations from regular scheduled activity

2 Assess GA Reservation System Requirements
Review reservation application information and procedures
Es�mate available FBO transient parking spaces
Determine reservation decision milestones
Es�mate number of drop and go's vs. parked aircraft
Ascertain limi�ng factors

3 Define Custom and Border Protec�on Requirements, Airport Capabili�es and Impacts
Assess impact on terminal

Es�mate number of international commercial passengers
Determine commercial passenger processing �me
Determine gate dwell �me
Ascertain limi�ng factors
Assess possible work a rounds

Determine likely impact on GA
Es�mate number of international GA aircraft and passengers to be processed
Determine parking space availability and alloca�on process of spaces for international GA
Determine GA passenger and baggage handling process
Describe ramp procedures and reloca�on of aircra�
Ascertain limi�ng factors
Determine impacts on exis�ng GA tenants
Assess possible work a rounds

4 Review and Determine Air TrafficManagement Strategy and Procedures
Define airport acceptance rates

Describe high and low volume ground procedures and taxi routes
Develop standard communica�on procedures for high volume departures
Determine communica�on and coordina�on procedures for ramp control
Determine loca�on of likely helistops – on airport landing site(s) and parking areas
Coordinate helicopter routes
Assess impact of helicopter opera�ons on the airport and FBOs
Map helicopter routes and describe procedures for airport and off site opera�ons
Ascertain limi�ng factors

5 Estimate Ramp and Fueling Requirements
Define GA requirements and FBO capabilities/impacts

Es�mate the number of GA aircraft parking spaces required
Define FBO capability and capacity

Assess requirements and costs for use of addi�onal ramp or terminal areas
Detail access and security requirements
Provide FBO and other users cost es�mates for addi�onal ramp space

Review fuel requirements and dispatch of refueling trucks
6 Determine Cargo Ramp Requirements

Identify cargo handling opera�ons
Determine cargo requirements

Cargo aircraft arrival and departure schedules
Verify requirements for off loading, on loading, and marshaling cargo

Define Customs and Immigration procedures
Authorize reservations as required

Source:  Adapted by KRAMER aerotek inc. from Austin–Bergstrom International Airport’s Formula One Playbook.

(continued on next page)
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Source:  Adapted by KRAMER aerotek inc. from Austin–Bergstrom International Airport’s Formula One Playbook.

7 Assess Ground Transporta�on Requirements
Iden�fy marshaling area for rental cars, buses, and limos
Determine how ground transportation is dispatched from marshaling area
Define rental car renters' process
Assess needs for transpor�ng crew, passengers, and luggage
Consider addi�onal signage requirements

8 Outline Command and Control Procedures
Review an�cipated event a�endance projec�ons and air traffi c data

Forecast number of opera�ons per day
Forecast number of seats arriving and departing per day

Determine likely impact on surrounding airports
Provide special event information
Discuss airport limi�ng factors
Determine need for status reporting during event

Review current Airport Emergency Plan and Inter agency Response Plan
Discuss and address contingencies in high traffic flow environment
Review readiness of required resources
Detail response to limi�ng factors

Amend Airport Security Program (as needed)
Determine reporting requirements for assets or readiness condi�ons that could impact response

Assess requirements for opera�on of Emergency Opera�ons Center (EOC) and determine
staffi ng
Plan for EOC updates and reporting �mes
Confirm rela�onship and reporting responsibili�es with EOC

Define communica�on needs
Determine number of radios and cell phones required
Assess on hand equipment and availability to support event

9 Estimate Staffing Requirements
Specify addi�onal tasks to be performed on the AOA to support event

Survey organiza�ons to determine essential data to be gathered prior to or during event
Iden�fy required tasks to be performed prior to event
Define critical safety and coordina�on tasks to be performed during event

Specify addi�onal tasks to be performed in the terminal area to support event
Es�mate number of labor hours required by task

Determine qualifications required to perform each task
Assign tasks to appropriate job positions

10 Es�mate Addi�onal Airport Costs to Handle Event and Revenue Opportuni�es
Assess addi�onal costs

Staff over�me
Volunteer support
Law enforcement
Supplies

Es�mate addi�onal revenues
Admission fees (if an on airport event)
Ramp rentals
Fuel flowage fees
Concession revenues (including parking and rental cars)

Define reporting responsibili�es and command rela�onships for airport staff on Airport Operating Area
(AOA)

Item Assessment Impacts and Resources

TABLE 6
(continued)
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Item Event Plans
1 Overview of the Event and Likely Impact on the Airport

Event description
Executive summary
Event schedule
Airport management goals for the event

Parking reservation system description
Detail essential information capture necessary for reservation application
Detail process of confirming parking reservations – including confirma�on of Customs and
Border Protec�on (CBP coordina�on, as applicable)

Expected impact on terminal and commercial opera�ons, including limi�ng factors
Expected impact on GA, including limiting factors

2 Airfield Control Procedures and Limi�ng Factors
Arrival/departure aircraft management and control

Traffi c management and TFRs
General local area procedures for helicopters
Helicopter routes and off airport landing areas

GA Aircraft ground management
Communica�on and coordina�on for ramp control
Aircraft taxi routes

Cargo ramp management
Security
Aircraft parking positions
Cargo off/on load equipment
Truck marshaling and procedures on ramp
Customs and Immigration clearance procedure

Plan to Document Aircraft Procedures and Disseminate to Avia�on Community
Provide website procedures update
Develop Flight Data Center (FDC) NOTAM
Formulate news release to avia�on outlets
Develop NOTAM (D)

3 Ramp Aircra� Posi�on Layout andManagement Responsibili�es
Security overview
Aircraft services overview
Airport opera�ons responsibili�es
Airport maintenance responsibili�es
Crew/passenger management on ramp overview
Customs and Immigration procedure overview

4 FBO Services
Finalize GA parking plan for FBO ramps
Detail ground transporta�on plans

Marshaling area for rental cars, buses, and limos
Dispatch of ground transporta�on from marshaling area
Determine rental car renters' process

Detail process for transpor�ng crew, passengers, and luggage
Review fuel requirements and dispatch of refueling trucks
FBO limi�ng factors

Source:  Adapted by KRAMER aerotek inc. from Austin–Bergstrom International Airport’s Formula One Playbook.

TABLE 7
CHECKLIST #3: EVENT PLANS

(continued on next page)
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Source:  Adapted by KRAMER aerotek inc. from Austin–Bergstrom International Airport’s Formula One Playbook.

5 Main Terminal
An�cipated Passengers Per Hour

Commercial carrier data (including aircraft up gaging)
Commercial charter data

Gate Requirements and Assignments
Airline gate reassignments based on aircraft size
Carrier gate assignments based on international point of origin
Gate schedule development and responsibility

Customs and Border Protec�on (CBP) Processing
An�cipated terminal processing burden
An�cipated GA processing burden
Staffi ng availability
Equipment required
CBP limi�ng factors

Airline Processing of Commercial and Charter Passengers
An�cipated processing burden
Staffi ng availability
Equipment and gates required
Airline limi�ng factors

TSA Processing
An�cipated processing burden
Staffi ng availability
Equipment requirements
TSA limi�ng factors

6 Assess Airport Opera�ng Area (AOA) and Facility Maintenance Status
Review outstanding work orders

Priori�ze work orders with likely impact on opera�ons
Review �meline for comple�ng work orders
Assess impact of incomplete work orders on safety and ability to support event
Review work a rounds and contracting out op�ons, as necessary

Review maintenance equipment status
Define maintenance limi�ng factors and possible work a rounds

7 Develop Aviation Department Vehicle/Equipment Alloca�on Plan
Document vehicle and equipment requirements
Review condi�on of vehicles and equipment, and correct deficiencies as required
Assign vehicles and equipment to meet requirements

8 Refine Contingency Plans
Plan for bad weather procedures, equipment, supplies, and ground transporta�on
Review emergency plan, including ARFF and paramedics

9 Develop Communica�ons Plan
Plan to reallocate radios and cell phones as necessary
Plan to procure addi�onal cell phones and radios for the event, if necessary

10 Develop Event Staff Schedule
Develop a schedule for airport operations and maintenance personnel that lists people by name
Assign volunteers, if appropriate
Train assigned personnel as required

11 Hospitality Plan
Prepare a Guest Welcome Desk for main terminal and meet/greet program
Update airport website to reflect any information about ground transporta�on to event
Recruit and train volunteers for hospitality

12 Event Budget
Engage procurement or accounting to create a process of logging event expenditures and revenues
Prepare a list of equipment borrowed for event
Set up process to track volunteer efforts using factors such as number of people, tasks, and �me accrued

Item Event Plans

TABLE 7
(continued)
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Checklist #4—Event Plan Implementation

Getting ready for an event requires a variety of preparations to facilities and testing of systems 
(Table 8). Checklist #4 is the “ready, set, go” menu that includes some of the most common tasks an 
airport would test and implement:

• Initiate and manage the reservation system
• Prepare airport facilities
• Initiate real-time reporting and forecasts of air traffic operations and commercial arrivals/

departures
• Select and train additional staff (volunteers or reassigned staff)
• Schedule common-use gates (if applicable)
• Manage positions for aircraft remaining overnight
• Designate helicopter landing and parking spots
• Continuously monitor ramps and terminal aprons for safety and security
• Provide communication information to all command posts
• Record revenues and expenses.

TABLE 8
CHECKLIST #4: EVENT PLAN IMPLEMENTATION
TABLE 8
CHECKLIST #4: EVENT PLAN IMPLEMENTATION

Item Event Plan Implementa�on
1 Ini�ate and Manage Reservations System
2 Disseminate Air Traffic, Ground Handling, and CBP Procedures to Aviation Community

Update procedures on website
Submit FDC NOTAM
Circulate news release on event to avia�on outlets
Submit NOTAM (D)

3 Prepare the Airport Facili�es
Prepare helicopter landing and parking sites
Implement parking plan layouts and markings (as required)
Complete outstanding AOA maintenance work orders impacting event
Clean and prepare terminal

4 Ini�ate Real Time Air Traffic Opera�ons and Seat Arrival/Departure Forecasts
Provide and update hourly opera�ons forecast to ATCT, FBOs and CBP

5 Select and Train Addi�onal Staff for Opera�ons Support Du�es
Assign duties to opera�ons and assigned staff
Coordinate ramp manager and ground control procedures

6 Schedule Common Use Gates
Coordinate with CBP on international arrivals requiring Customs and Immigration

Insure gate availability for aircraft
Assist charter carriers with loca�ng above and below wing services

Make �mely decisions to direct aircraft to alternate gates when appropriate
7 Manage RON Parking Posi�ons

Determine addi�onal needs for commercial aircra� remaining overnight (RON) parking
Assess ability to accommodate aircraft on available RON posi�ons
Assign aircraft to appropriate RON parking posi�ons

8 Designate Helicopter Landing and Parking Spots
Determine loca�on and capacity of helicopter landing and parking areas
Make any appropriate improvements to areas including marking or eliminating obstructions
Mark helicopter landing and parking areas appropriately
Remove or mark obstacles

9 Con�nuously Monitor Ramps and Terminal Aprons for Safety and Security

Coordinate with FBO staff to implement parking plans
Assist CBP in iden�fying international arrivals
Document arrivals without reservations

Con�nuously evaluate opera�on for safety
Provide ramp advisory services (as appropriate)

Coordinate hand off procedures with ATCT

Work with charter brokers or airline representa�ves to match gate availability to aircraft using common
use gates or other leased gates

Communicate any safety or opera�onal issues to duty opera�ons officer, supervisor, or manager

Provide and update hourly seat arrivals/departures to marke�ng, property management, airlines and passengers

Source:  Adapted by KRAMER aerotek inc. from Austin–Bergstrom International Airport’s Formula One Playbook.

(continued on next page)
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Source:  Adapted by KRAMER aerotek inc. from Austin–Bergstrom International Airport’s Formula One Playbook.

Item Recovery
1 Clean up

Prepare task list
Assign staff and contractors for clean up in advance

2 Cancel NOTAMs
3 Follow up

Thank you notes to volunteers, supporters, and sponsors
Accounting of expenses and revenues

TABLE 9
CHECKLIST #5: RECOVERY

Checklist #5—Recovery

Recovery from an event will be different for every airport. Still, it is crucial to stay organized and 
create a task list with pre-assigned staff, volunteers, or contractors for clean-up (Table 9). Airports 
will need to cancel event-related NOTAMs, and it is good practice to follow up by sending thank-you 
notes to volunteers, supporters, and sponsors. In addition, all records and receipts of expenses and 
sales should go to accounting.

Checklist #6—Analysis and Debriefing

The last significant task is to analyze the event and debrief airport staff and sponsors about lessons 
learned (Table 10). At a minimum, the analysis would include a review of event goals, collection of 
data about actual event impacts on the airport, an evaluation of staffing, the customer experience, and 
lessons learned. The results of the analysis, presented in a series of meetings and written up, provide 
a guide that can be used for the next special event. Completing the analysis and debriefing shortly 
after the event is the preferred approach.

CONVERSION OF CHECKLISTS INTO ACTION PLANS

One way to make use of the checklists is to first eliminate the items which are not relevant, and add 
others that are appropriate for the particular event. What is missing from the sample checklists is a 
set of columns an airport event organizer might add to identify who is responsible for a particular 
item and its status. Typical columns for an action plan may include:

• Tasks assigned
• Persons/departments responsible

TABLE 8
(continued)

Source:  Adapted by KRAMER aerotek inc. from Austin–Bergstrom International Airport’s Formula One Playbook.

10 Provide Department Command Post/Communica�ons Informa�on
Reservation data summary
24 hour weather summary
Air traffic opera�ons

Current opera�ons tempo
Forecast hourly air traffi c opera�ons (based on reservation data)
Air traffi c infrastructure summary (Nav Aids, TRACON and Tower)
Status of local airports

Airport infrastructure status
Runways/taxiways
FBO/cargo ramps
Terminal – including gates, security, Customs and Immigra�on

Other issues
11 Record Costs and Revenues

Item Event Plan Implementa�on
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TABLE 10
CHECKLIST #6: ANALYSIS AND DEBRIEF

Item Analysis and Debrief
1 Review Event Goals

Process passengers and aircraft efficiently
Provide a great customer experience
Raise community awareness of airport
Cultivate new airport customers

2 Collect Data On Aircra� and Passenger Arrivals and Departures
Obtain FAA information on hourly air traffic opera�ons at airport during event
Obtain TSA and CBP information on hourly number of passengers processed
Obtain FBO information on number of aircraft serviced by date and tail number

3 Evaluation of Opera�ons Data
Plan vs. what actually occurred (passengers, aircra , �ming)
GA Aircraft

Arrival/departure reservation system
Parking and ramp control
Helicopters

Commercial and Charter Passengers
Gate planning and airline coordina�on
Ground handling
Passenger processing
Security

4 Evaluation of Staffing
Volunteers
Right amount of resources for each task
Management of ac�vity

Source:  Adapted by KRAMER aerotek inc. from Austin–Bergstrom International Airport’s Formula One Playbook. 

5 Evaluation of Customer Experience
Friendliness of staff and volunteers
Food and beverage, retail
Parking
Ground transporta�on
Signage
Processing �me
Hospitality ac�vi�es

6 Estimate Impacts of Event
Revenues/costs
Visitor spending
Sales
Tax benefits

7 Solicit and Summarize Ini�al General Comments From Stakeholders
8 Schedule and Hold Lessons LearnedMeeting

Provide general overview of event strategies and implementa�on
Evaluate event response

What planned actions worked well?
What planned actions worked well enough, but could be improved?
What planned actions failed or added limited (or no) value?
What planning suggestions should be incorporated into the next event?

9 Document and Circulate Lessons Learned
10 Incorporate Lessons Learned into Future Planning and Playbook
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• Date required/date completed
• Budget
• Other resources needed/obtained.

Table 11 is a sample of how a checklist might be converted into an action plan with columns 
adjusted to accommodate needed text.

STAFFING AN EVENT

While the checklists focus on what needs to be done, the second aspect of event planning and man-
agement is task assignments.

A large event involves many individuals including airport staff, volunteers, the airport sponsor, 
the local municipality, and private companies. Focusing here on airport responsibilities, it is possible 
to assign tasks across the various functional aspects of the airport, including:

• ARFF
• ATC
• Airport management
• CBP
• Field maintenance
• Ground transportation
• Local law enforcement
• Operations
• Private company
• Properties
• Public relations
• Safety
• TSA
• FBO(s).

Table 12 provides an example of a chart identifying specific tasks and assigning them to various 
groups operating at the airport, or contracted specifically for a particular task.

Item Task 

Person(s) or 
Departments 
Responsible 

Date 
Required 

Date 
Completed Budget 

Additional 
Resources 

Needed Comments 

1.0               

1.1               

1.2               

2.0               

Source:  Prepared by KRAMER aerotek inc. (2013). 

TABLE 11
SAMPLE ACTION PLAN
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Airport 
Management Operations

Air Traffic 
Control FBO

Ground 
Transportation

Field 
Maintenance Safety  ARFF

Law 
Enforcement Security Properties

Public 
Relations

Private 
Company

Command and Control
Operations Center (EOC) X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Medical X X

Aircraft

Marshalling X

Ground handling X

Airfield Shuttle

Escort X X X

Street Traffic Control 
Street 1 X
Street 2 X
Street 3 X

Building #1

Landside

Site coordinators X

Cleanup/grounds X

Site aesthetics X

Building access X X

Bus coord. drop-off/pick-up X X X

Trash receptacles X

Risk management (ADA, 
slips, trips, etc.) X X X

Security X X

Media vehicles X X

Hangar

Portable Toilets X

Vendors (various) X

Pipes, drapes, stage, etc. X

Trash receptacles X

Secure unaccessible areas X X X

VIP coordination X X X

Risk management (ADA, 
slips, trips, etc.) X X X

Security X X

Source:  KRAMER aerotek inc. (2013).

TABLE 12
EXAMPLE OF AREAS OF ASSIGNED RESPONSIBILITY

(continued on next page)
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Airport 
Management Operations

Air Traffic 
Control FBO

Ground 
Transportation

Field 
Maintenance Safety  ARFF

Law 
Enforcement Security Properties

Public 
Relations

Private 
Company

Building #2

Airside

Fencing X X X

Trash receptacles X

Risk management (ADA, 
slips, trips, etc.) X X X

Security X X X X

Egress from Bldg.

Escort X X

Perimeter road with bus X

Security X

Public Egress from Terminal

Crowd control X X

Escort to buses X

Security

Secure building (lockdown) X X X

Transportation

Park and Ride 

Parking control X

Venue coordination X

Public Bus operations X X

Messaging 

Media coordination X X

Park and Ride X

Tenant Coordination X

Source:  KRAMER aerotek inc. (2013). 

TABLE 12
(continued)
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chapter five

OVERVIEW OF THE CASE EXAMPLES

Six case examples were completed in connection with this synthesis representing the spectrum of 
off-airport events and combination events that impact airports. Each case studied involved inter-
views from multiple perspectives and included airport managers, event sponsors, event organizers, 
and FBOs. This chapter presents a quick summary of the case examples. More detailed discussions 
follow in subsequent chapters.

PRESIDENTIAL VISITS

Airports receiving a Presidential visit are given very short notice, sometimes a few days. The host-
ing airport must coordinate with and assist three advance teams: the White House, the Air Force, and 
the U.S. Secret Service. These teams have different missions, each of which may require the airport 
to provide certain services or equipment. During the arrival and departure of the President, airfield/
airspace is closed to other traffic, so all GA and commercial traffic stops. This closure includes all 
persons and vehicles at the airport that were not cleared previously by an advance team; they must 
remain inside a building until the President leaves the airport. The airport is responsible to the FAA for 
the actions of the President’s agents, so providing them with operations escorts will smooth the visit.

FORMULA ONE—U.S. GRAND PRIX

The city of Austin hosts several large events, but the Formula One race causes a surge in both domes-
tic and international air passengers, increased charter and private aircraft activity, and the presence 
of B-747 class cargo planes used to transport race cars and equipment. Regional and state officials, 
law enforcement and emergency services, the local community, and event and airport representatives 
from many areas must cooperate in planning for air operations challenges and passenger disruption; 
and the inclusion of staff and contractors with experience is crucial.
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SUPER BOWL XLVI—INDIANAPOLIS

Super Bowl XLVI was awarded to Indianapolis in 2012, that city’s first experience hosting the event. 
Airports, ground transportation, community events, hotels, restaurants, and all levels of government 
undertook extensive planning.

This case example included interviews with airports that supported Super Bowl XLVI in the 
Indianapolis region. Teterboro Airport in New Jersey was interviewed as an origin airport for fans 
of the New York Giants, who were playing against the New England Patriots. Teterboro was also a 
host airport for Super Bowl XLVIII in 2014, which was held at the Meadowlands complex; and was 
in the midst of preparations for that event at the time of the interview.

REGIONAL RACES AND FESTIVAL EVENTS

Music and art festivals, bicycle races, rodeos, and other public gatherings can have ramifications for 
airport operations, even if they are not actually utilizing airport property. Many event venues are in 
close proximity to an airport, so lights used during those events have the potential to disrupt airport 
operations, creating dangerous night-vision problems for tower controllers and pilots. Road closures 
associated with special events may also affect passenger traffic, meaning that the airport may need 
to reschedule flights or set up hospitality areas with entertainment and food.

Many non-airport events are planned far in advance and have long histories, so it is often the air-
port that must adapt in order to maintain a secure airspace. These events typically are large revenue 
generators, attracting international dignitaries as well as area residents, so state and local governments 
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strongly support them. For the airport communities, creating a great experience for these visitors 
is a priority.

COMBINATION EVENTS ON AIRPORTS

A combination event is one in which an airport hosts an activity that is not directly related to the use 
of aircraft, such as a car show or a car race. Some events do have an aeronautical element, (e.g., a 
single-act airshow during intermission), however, the main draw of the event is not aircraft-related. 
Some combination events require a partial closure of the airport, including runways and taxiways; 
other events do not impact the operations or impinge on the safety systems of the airport. Depending 
on the type and scope of the activity being hosted, airports may have to apply for special permits, 
and/or seek approval for the event from the FAA or TSA.

Many airports host combination events to raise community awareness of the airport or to raise 
additional revenues for the airport. This case example explores three combination events: a classic 
aircraft and car show; a grand prix motorsport race that uses Albert Whitted’s runway 7-25 as the 
start/finish line; and Airport Day at Mansfield Lahm.

POLITICAL CONVENTIONS

Conventions are typically held in major cities with convention centers or sports stadiums and an 
abundance of hotel rooms. Cities compete vigorously to be selected to host one of the two major 
national party conventions, because they have grown into large public events with significant eco-
nomic impact. These host cities also need to have large-hub airports in close proximity, with the 
facilities and experience to accommodate increased arrivals. Changes at the airports often include 
enhanced security protocols and engagement of volunteers to provide a high level of customer ser-
vice to VIPs arriving by private or commercial aircraft. For both Denver and Minneapolis–St. Paul, 
which hosted the Republican and Democratic Party conventions leading up to the 2008 election, a 
large contingent of volunteers provided customer service to arriving notables. This included meeting 
the aircraft and providing personal escorts through baggage claim and to rental car facilities. While 
large airports are set up to handle high levels of passengers, additional training of volunteers and law 
enforcement is typically necessary.
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chapter six

PRESIDENTIAL VISITS

OVERVIEW

The President makes scheduled visits to many airports in the United States and foreign countries, 
requiring extensive and often swift planning by the host airport. This case example examines the 
elements of a typical Presidential visit, and is based on the experiences of the Austin–Bergstrom 
International Airport, Albert Whitted Airport in St. Petersburg, and San Antonio International 
Airport. In addition, Bruce Landry of the FAA and John Collins of AOPA contributed to the case 
example.

Air Force One, the official call sign for aircraft carrying the President, actually refers to several 
customized aircraft of different sizes and capabilities. Typically, the President travels in a VC-25 
aircraft or a Sikorsky helicopter; however, the Presidential fleet also includes a VC-32. The planes 
are configured with sophisticated communication systems, auxiliary power, and meeting space. The 
larger aircraft also have conference rooms, rest areas, a gym, and showers.

Each Presidential visit comes with a detail of three advance teams—White House staff, Air Force 
personnel, and the Secret Service—and each has its own distinct portfolio of responsibilities, which 
may or may not overlap with the other teams. The White House team plans the arrival event and the 
entire visit, including who will greet the President’s aircraft at the airport, and with whom he will 
meet at the various events. The Air Force team ensures the safety and security of the aircraft while 
in flight, during landing and take-off, and while parked at the airport. The Secret Service team is 
responsible for security in the airport, in the motorcade, and at the President’s destinations. Each 
team communicates their requests and needs separately to the airport operations staff. On a first 
Presidential visit, requests for information and protocols may be more extensive than on subsequent 
visits. Figure 12 shows the different advance teams with which an airport will need to coordinate 
prior to a visit.

TYPICAL SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

Although every Presidential visit is different, airports interviewed reported the following typical 
sequence of events:

 1. A phone call indicates the advance teams are coming.
 2. Advance teams request information and possibly services or equipment.
 3. Before the visit, cargo aircraft arrive with support equipment and vehicles.
 4. On the day of the visit, a Secret Service agent is positioned on the ramp.
 5. The ramp is cleared and closed to all but the Presidential entourage.
 6. Airspace is closed; the airport shuts down five–10 minutes before the President arrives.
 7. Arrival and deplaning takes anywhere from 15 minutes to two hours.
 8. The Presidential motorcade departs the airport.
 9. Air Force One parks on the ramp or in a hangar (if arrangements have been made).
10. Normal airport operations resume except for the safety space around Air Force One.
11. The President’s departure process is similar to the arrival, involving airspace closures and 

landside restrictions, though the later operation is usually faster.
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WAYS TO PREPARE FOR A PRESIDENTIAL VISIT

Each of the airports interviewed for this case example indicated that the smoothest way to get through 
a Presidential visit is to be flexible and goal-oriented. Airports also indicated the advance teams con-
tacted them between two days and three weeks in advance of the President’s visit, but they were not 
allowed to disclose the visit until it was published in the press.

The President’s protective teams are mission-driven, and they have all the authority they need to 
do whatever it takes to get their jobs done. Thus, the airport becomes a supporting player in the event, 
with responsibilities regarding equipment, personnel, and facilities. There are times when an airport 
will not be able to provide something the advance team wants, for example, a ground hook-up for the 
airplane to support electrical system and Internet connections; but usually airports can offer alterna-
tive solutions. The advance teams are resourceful, and in this case could simply use the aircraft’s 
ability to host its own communications and power systems. Sometimes they need local equipment 
such as air-stairs or buses, and the host airport must make arrangements to provide it. The advance 
teams are also extremely detail-oriented, and will check, measure, recheck, and critique all informa-
tion provided by the hosting airport. They cannot afford to make a mistake, so airport personnel must 
remain flexible and be willing to endure a high level of scrutiny.

Equipment and vehicles required for the President’s visit will arrive in advance on cargo planes 
(C-17s) and will likely need to be stored inside. At Austin–Bergstrom Airport, the National Guard 
provided facilities for Presidential aircraft and equipment. It is important to clarify any storage needs 
with the advance team, and be prepared to clear out hangar space to accommodate their equipment. 
The President’s aircraft will need a parking spot that the Air Force determines is secure, and it will 
have different criteria for a day visit than an overnight stay. This parking spot may be different from 
where the President will be officially welcomed.

Another responsibility of the airport is to obtain clearances and provide personnel to escort 
agents to sterile areas, restricted areas, movement areas, or non-movement areas as needed. Agents 
and others who travel with the President are experts at keeping the President safe, not airport 
experts. They do not have Security Identification Display Badges (SIDA) or airfield-driving privi-
leges, and so must be escorted by operations personnel from the host airport. Airport personnel 
assigned to escort agents or who work in proximity to the aircraft will need to pass a security check, 
and have their vehicles searched and approved. Only approved personnel, vehicles, and agents will 
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be allowed to move on the airport’s surface while the President is physically at the airport. It can 
be noted that responsibility for airport operations during a Presidential visit rest solely on the 
host airport.

Occasionally, agents in the Presidential detail will set up a command post at the airport. If this 
happens, they will need access to a building, bathrooms, drinks, food, phones, Internet, etc. These 
agents will be stationed at the command post for the duration of the President’s visit, and can request 
supplies and services. Although a command post might not be scheduled during the Presidential visit, 
it is always a good idea to be ready for this possibility in the event plans change.

ARRIVAL

The airspace at and near the airport will be shut down for about 10 minutes before the President 
arrives. Those who are not part of the Presidential detail, agent escorts, or part of the welcoming 
party will need to be inside a building. No passengers, tug drivers, or baggage handlers are allowed 
to be on the AOA while the President is at the airport, which means that no planes, tugs, or cars are 
allowed to move at all for that duration. Air Force One will land and taxi to the welcoming site. 
There, the President will meet with VIPs and dignitaries. Each person in the welcoming party is 
selected by the White House, and must be cleared and escorted by the Secret Service in order to be 
near the President’s aircraft. After the welcoming festivities are finished, the President will join the 
motorcade and depart the airport.

This series of events can take from 15 minutes to a few hours, and the hosting airport will know 
before the visit what the expected time-frame is, so it can plan accordingly. If the arrival event is 
short, there may not be much of an impact on the airport. If it is not, and if the airport is a com-
mercial service airport, passengers will likely be waiting in the terminal while their flights are held 
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at the gates. Other airports that have hosted Presidential visits advise making a plan in advance for 
accommodating passengers and airport staff while maintaining a secure environment for the Presi-
dent. After the Presidential motorcade has departed, the airport can re-open for regular activities. 
However, no personnel or vehicles may breach the Air Force security zone around the aircraft.

DEPARTURE

The host airport will have been told when to expect the motorcade’s return, although respondents 
in this case example suggest maintaining contact with the agents while the President is attending 
events. If the President’s schedule changes, the airport must be able to adjust and be prepared for an 
earlier or later departure. The departure process usually goes faster than the arrival, but the airport 
must be prepared for any last-minute modifications. Typically, the airport closes on command of the 
Secret Service, the President arrives and boards the aircraft, the aircraft taxis out and departs. The 
advance agents will pack up and leave as well, and the equipment and vehicles that arrived before 
Air Force One will be retrieved at a later time.

SUMMARY

Airports are given relatively short notice of a Presidential visit, making coordinating with the vari-
ous official advance teams and providing certain services or equipment a high-pressure priority. The 
arrival and departure of the President’s entourage closes the airfield and airspace to other traffic, so 
all GA and commercial traffic is halted; and all persons and vehicles not cleared in advance must 
remain inside a building. The airport is responsible to the FAA for the actions of the President’s reti-
nue, so providing agents with escorts will avoid complications. One final note: The hosting airport 
typically assumes all costs associated with a Presidential visit.
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OVERVIEW

Formula One, also known as F1 and referred to officially as the FIA Formula One World Champion-
ship, is the highest class of single-seat auto racing sanctioned by the Fédération Internationale de 
l’Automobile (FIA). Formula One cars are the fastest of the multi-turn circuit-racing cars, and reach 
speeds up to 220 mph (350 km/h). The Formula One season consists of a series of races, known as 
Grands Prix (from the French, meaning “great prizes”), held throughout the world; in 2013, the race 
schedule included 19 races. Points are awarded to the top 10 finishers of each race, and the champi-
onship goes to the driver with the most points at the end of the season. Although Europe is the sport’s 
traditional base and hosts about half of the circuit’s races, the sport’s scope has recently expanded, 
and now includes a Grand Prix in the United States with annual spending in the millions of dollars, 
so Formula One’s economic impacts and job creation are significant.

This case example concerns the 2012 Grand Prix in Austin, Texas, and its impact on the Austin– 
Bergstrom International Airport. Circuit of the Americas built the track and served as the local event spon-
sor. This was the first year of the race event; consequently, though the airports in the region coordinated 
in organizing and planning, they had limited knowledge of demands that would be placed on area airports.

Persons interviewed for the case example were:

• Scott Madole, Airport Operations Manager, Austin–Bergstrom International Airport
• Tim Okrongley, Assistant Director of Operations, San Antonio International Airport
• Stephen Alexander, Airport Manager, San Marcos Municipal Airport
• Chuck Aksland, Vice President, Circuit of the Americas.

KEY FINDINGS

The city of Austin hosts several large events that affect air transport in the region, including Univer-
sity of Texas football games and the South by Southwest Music Festival (SXSW); but the Formula 
One race is one of the largest in terms of air impacts. The Formula One race results in a surge in U.S. 
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and international air passengers, increased charter and private aircraft activity, and the presence of 
B-747 class cargo planes used to transport race cars and equipment.

Though the city of Austin and area airports planned carefully for the inaugural race in 2012, they 
were faced with many unknowns. In 2013, they were able to address the second year of the event 
with a better understanding, having learned that:

• It is not easy to predict how many attendees will arrive by commercial air, private aircraft, or by car.
• Parking and ground transportation for the race poses challenges for this type of event, espe-

cially when many participants want immediate transport to the track.
• Newly implemented aircraft reservation systems may take a few years to be widely used by pilots.
• Reliable communication and effective air and ground traffic control plans are essential.

THE FORMULA ONE EXPERIENCE

Formula One is an immense event. For example, more fans attended the 2012 Formula One race in 
Austin than attended the 2011 Super Bowl XLV in Dallas. That Super Bowl drew between 94,000 
and 97,000 fans, whereas the Grand Prix attracted 117,429 fans on race day and 265,499 fans over 
the three-day event. Formula One is an international event, so participants and fans come from 
around the world. Austin–Bergstrom Operations Manager Madole reported that on Sunday Novem-
ber 18, 2012, his airport was “the 10th busiest in the nation, with more than 100 IFR operations per 
hour for several hours.” More than 100 international charter airlines and GA passenger aircraft flew 
in for the race; San Antonio International Airport, 80 miles away, had 230 international GA arrivals, 
according to Okrongley, In addition to passenger planes, six Boeing 747-400 cargo aircraft filled 
with racing equipment such as cars, tools, and tires landed at Austin–Bergstrom.

At large-hub airports, a flood of fans would be quite manageable, though at a medium hub such as 
Austin–Bergstrom, a Formula One fan surge has greater impact. For example, Madole said Austin– 
Bergstrom typically has between 16,000 and 17,000 passengers per day. After the race ended on a 
Sunday, more than 21,000 passengers went through his airport, roughly a 21% increase; whereas the  
stream of fans leaving through San Antonio International was far smaller than the typical crowd for 
a San Antonio Spurs home game, or during the winter holiday exodus created when all the local 
military bases shut down.

(Immediately after the 2012 Formula One race concluded, Austin–Bergstrom began planning 
for the 2013 event, because a University of Texas home football game and the Formula One were 
scheduled for the same weekend.)

ORGANIZATION AND PLANNING

Planning for the 2012 Grand Prix began years before the event, with the approval and design of a new 
race track to host Formula One events. After sanctioning by FIA, building of the Circuit of the Ameri-
cas racetrack began in Travis County, outside Austin, at a site three miles from Austin–Bergstrom 
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Airport. Circuit of the Americas chose the location partly because of its proximity to the airport, 
which had a suitable cargo ramp and is capable of landing Boeing 747 aircraft.

The city of Austin took the initiative in planning meetings with representatives of Circuit of the 
Americas, Travis County, the airport, law enforcement, and emergency services, addressing auto-
mobile parking plans, mass-transit routes, ground and air traffic management, and staffing. (State 
officials reallocated additional police and emergency medical services to Austin from elsewhere for 
the event.) The city also facilitated an outreach program for the Austin area so citizens could provide 
input regarding the plans. Meetings were held monthly at the beginning of the project; later they were 
bi-monthly. Follow-up meetings were supplemented with e-mails and phone calls.

Air Traffic Planning

Aircraft

At the outset of planning, Austin–Bergstrom’s airport operations team requested information on air 
traffic from other airports in Formula One cities, but this was of little use because most Formula One 
airports are large hubs and therefore experience a smaller impact as a percentage of overall traffic. 
Because Formula One had not been hosted in the United States in the previous five years, the main 
focus of operations was on predicting air traffic, and the team began working on forecasts a full year 
before the event.

The operations team also collected data on aircraft arrivals and ticket sales from Circuit of the 
Americas, from Formula One host cities overseas, and from major sporting events in the United 
States in an effort to predict air traffic. However, since very little of that information was applicable 
to the event in Austin, operations decided to implement a mandatory reservation system through a 
website that would gather information about aircraft, arrival times, departure times, billing informa-
tion, and U.S. Customs requirements. Regularly scheduled airline traffic was not required to follow 
the reservation system, although charter airlines and GA aircraft were. To publicize the new reserva-
tion method, Austin–Bergstrom used the NOTAM system to communicate with pilots planning their 
flights to Austin, and announced the event and procedures in a National Business Aviation Associa-
tion conference agenda handout.

Another way Austin–Bergstrom endeavored to gather passenger data was through ticket sales and 
room reservations in Austin, hoping to predict from where visitors would likely travel and by what 
means (car, GA aircraft, airline, etc.). And because the operations team had been following the For-
mula One season, it learned that Mexican driver Sergio Pérez was a local favorite. The team forecast 
increased traffic from Mexico, and this proved to be true.

Finally, Austin–Bergstrom requested that airlines notify airport operations if they were up-gauging 
their aircraft, so the data could be used to calculate the number of seats arriving and departing. 
Fractional-owned aircraft making multiple trips required a reservation for each trip to the airport, 
specifying when they planned to land, drop their passengers, and depart. This information was used 
to forecast seat arrivals on an hourly basis, and then used to set staffing levels for the airlines and 
TSA. By combining information from ticket sales, hotel reservations, airlines, charter airlines with 
reservations, and GA aircraft with reservations, the operations team was able to forecast approximate 
hourly air traffic at the airport, which was extremely useful in planning air traffic management and 
charter-plane gate assignments. Also useful was a tower controller who had worked with race traffic 
before in Reno, Nevada, and used his previous experience to organize the air traffic at Austin, greatly 
improving flow.

Since 2012 was the first year of Formula One in Austin, problems concerning compliance with 
the reservation system were revealed. For example, some aircraft arrived and parked without 
reservations, some fractional aircraft did not have the N-number that was on the reservation, and 
some aircraft with reservations never arrived. Madole reported that a post-event analysis showed 
358 reservations were issued and 471 aircraft were hosted at the airport, but only 170 of the reser-
vations issued were recorded as used. This indicates approximately 300 aircraft landed at the air-
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port without a reservation, and 188 aircraft with reservations never arrived. It is not uncommon for 
airports to experience such noncompliance issues when they first implement a reservation system; 
participation improves with time as users grow accustomed to it.

Helicopters

Helicopter transportation is a ubiquitous part of Formula One racing, and Austin–Bergstrom made 
special plans to handle it. Six months prior to the race, the FAA’s Houston Center provided a senior 
controller to work with Austin–Bergstrom and San Marcos in developing helicopter routes and air-
craft traffic management plans. A significant part of that plan was to dedicate controllers specifically 
for helicopters, along with a separate radio frequency to facilitate communication.

During the planning phase, airport management made a site visit to the Formula One event in Sil-
verstone, Northhamptonshire, U.K., where 20 charter helicopters repeatedly made the eight-minute 
trip to the track. Staff also contacted airports near other Formula One races to gather information 
regarding their experiences. In the end, according to Madole, the 2012 U.S. Grand Prix at Austin 
had 40 to 50 charter helicopters flying between 2,100 and 2,600 flights to and from the track. Airport 
personnel managed the helipads at Austin–Bergstrom (and in the city) while Circuit of the Americas 
hired a contractor to control the helipads at the track, San Marcos, and other locations.

COMMUNICATION AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION

Seven months before the event, Austin–Bergstrom hosted a luncheon meeting with 19 other central 
Texas airports to discuss event impacts including fan attendance, foreign visitors, CBP, and website 
development. Austin–Bergstrom requested information from each airport for inclusion on the For-
mula One event website. It initiated follow-up meetings by telephone, and asked that each airport 
provide information on known inbound traffic at 8:00 a.m. each morning as the event unfolded. The 
information was compiled and sent back out to every airport so each one knew the status of every 
other airport’s parking, fuel, and other services.

During the actual event, Austin–Bergstrom held daily status meetings at 9:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. 
to review the inbound and outbound flights. This time was used to resolve any issues or reallocate 
resources if needed. For example, all non-critical departments (human resources, planning, etc.), 
were shut down during the event, and those employees were used in operations and support posi-
tions. And even though the airport operates 24 hours a day, full staff is only scheduled for part of that 
time. Therefore, Airport Operations rearranged shifts to have full coverage for 20 hours each day. In 
addition to the two status meetings, Operations also met daily with the city to update the prepared-
ness plan, including reviewing procedures at their Emergency Operations Center.

MEET AND GREET

Austin–Bergstrom created a “meet and greet” training program, which included volunteers as well 
as airport staff, in order to enhance the experience of arriving passengers. Each greeter was provided 
an iPad that contained a language translation program, which helped improve communications with 
international passengers in the terminal and at baggage claim. Additionally, the airport prepared a 
contact list of people fluent in other languages so they could be called upon to assist with certain 
passengers or groups.

GROUND OPERATIONS

Circuit of the Americas has extensive Formula One knowledge, and maintains contracts with a vari-
ety of experienced Formula One service providers. As a result, much of what is required to host an 
event is well known by these contract providers. Tasks such as unloading the cargo aircraft, clear-
ing customs, and transporting equipment to the track is all handled efficiently. For the Austin race, 
Circuit of the Americas hired cargo handlers and customs specialists who had worked Formula One 
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races in the past. The CBP agent in Austin arranged to have the pit at the track designated as a bonded 
Customs area, so cargo could be inspected either at the airport or at the track.

The Austin–Bergstrom airport has two FBOs. It was important for the airport and the FBOs to get 
on the same page with respect to aircraft reservations and parking. Late in the planning phase, the 
airport’s maintenance ramp was also made available for aircraft parking, but the delayed decision to 
include the ramp caused confusion regarding the process for using it, resulting in blocked taxi-lanes 
and several traffic jams. For future events, the airport will create a more comprehensive plan for ramp 
usage related to taxiing and parking, as well as assigning two dedicated controllers to manage the 
system. And as with the helicopter traffic, the airport intends to have a separate frequency for ramp 
control as well.

One situation of note pertains to the FBOs’ bringing in extra staff and equipment for the event: 
They found it extremely difficult to find affordable housing for them. Ultimately, regular security, 
airport, and FBO staff worked overtime to ensure that every area of airport operations was adequately 
covered for the event.

GROUND TRANSPORTATION

Race attendees and participants had several means of transportation to the racetrack. So many par-
ticipants arrived by car that the 10,000 parking spaces at the track proved insufficient. Circuit of the 
Americas leased more parking spots in downtown Austin, at the airport, and at local parking lots  
near the track. It also leased more than 500 buses to shuttle people to and from the track. Data col-
lected post-race showed that more than 50,000 people were transported by bus during the event. 
In addition to cars and shuttles, many race-goers arrived by taxi or helicopter. Ironically, the buses 
turned out to be more efficient than the helicopters because they were not limited by the number of 
helipads or by busy air traffic.

LESSONS LEARNED

The inundation of GA arrivals to pick up passengers after the race was not anticipated. The surge 
began around 10:00 a.m. and continued until 8:00 p.m., peaking between 2:00 p.m. and 3:00 p.m. 
During the busiest times, aircraft could not taxi to the FBO ramps because of the lack of space. Many 
pick-up aircraft had to be directed to the maintenance ramp.

This mass exodus from the FBO ramps at Austin–Bergstrom tied up taxiways Alpha and Bravo. 
The tower and ground controllers, relying on experience gained at other airports with high volume 
events, decided to dedicate one runway for arrivals and the other for departures. The taxiways were 
then configured to create a circular flow of traffic, from landing to the maintenance ramp, to the FBO, 
and back to the departure runway. Although the system was not without some flaws, it worked well 
enough, and set into motion a ground traffic control plan for the 2013 race that called for at least 
two dedicated controllers. However, because both Formula One and University of Texas football 
(vs. Oklahoma State) occurred on the same weekend that year, those two controllers handled an 
additional event at the same time.

The volume of helicopters and the locations of helipads were not in alignment, especially since 
use of the downtown helipad was limited by a curfew. In the future, more helipads will be needed, 
and they must be close enough to the FBO for easy loading and unloading of passengers. The other 
lesson learned was that helicopter and fixed-wing aircraft operations should be a greater distance 
apart in order to reduce adverse impacts.

SUMMARY

Preparing for such a major event as a Formula One race is an enormous endeavor. Input from a vari-
ety of stakeholders must be incorporated into the planning and organizational phases of the project. 
These include (but are not limited to) state, city, and county officials; law enforcement; emergency 
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services; local businesses; citizens; ground and air transportation operations; contractors; and repre-
sentatives from both Formula One and Circuit of the Americas.

Predicting the volume of air traffic for the race is more critical to medium-sized airports than it is 
to larger ones, because the impact is much greater at facilities that typically experience less traffic. 
An increase in air traffic brings with it a host of complications related to arrivals, departures, taxiing, 
aircraft parking, cargo management, and passenger services.

Making use of employees and contractors who have specific race experience alleviates a lot of 
potential problems. Whether solving traffic flow issues or dedicating alternative customs areas, the 
skills brought by these knowledgeable workers are invaluable. However, because accommodations 
are limited during a Formula One event, housing workers from outside the local area may prove 
difficult.

Finally, reliable and ongoing communication is essential for a successful event. From determining 
who will take the lead on the entire project to making last-minute reallocations of resources on race 
day, good communication is vital.
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chapter eight

sUPER BOWL XLVI: INDIANAPOLIs, INDIANA

OVERVIEW

In February 2012, the city of Indianapolis hosted the NFL Super Bowl XLVI at Lucas Oil Stadium. 
The Super Bowl is the biggest American football event, and also the country’s largest single-day 
event for drawing GA aircraft to a host city. During Super Bowl XLVI, there were 845 GA aircraft 
on the ground, and more than 700 of those were housed at just three Indianapolis area airports: India-
napolis International Airport, Indianapolis Executive Airport (Indy Exec), and Indianapolis Regional 
Airport. For each of these airports, the large volume of aircraft posed airspace, taxiing, parking, 
ground handling, and sequencing challenges. Because the Super Bowl occurs every year, the NFL 
and its logistics providers have extensive experience in planning and carrying out the event, and are 
directly involved with every host city.

Persons interviewed for this case example were:

• Andi Montgomery, Vice President, Montgomery Aviation, Indy Exec
• Dan Montgomery, President, Montgomery Aviation, Indy Exec
• Sean White, Marketing Consultant, Montgomery Aviation, Indy Exec
• Bobby Beem, Operations Manager, Montgomery Aviation, Indy Exec
• Jose Hernandez, SP Plus Gameday
• Pam L. Phillips, Manager of Operations and Security at Teterboro, Port Authority of New York 

and New Jersey.

KEY FINDINGs

The case example involved interviews with several individuals who offered insight into airport 
impacts from a variety of perspectives. Most airports interviewed provided support for Super Bowl 
XLVI in the Indianapolis region. However, Teterboro Airport in New Jersey was also interviewed 
in advance of Super Bowl XLVIII (2014) for its perspective as an origin airport serving fans of the  
New York Giants. Among the key findings were:

• The NFL deploys an airport liaison to coordinate with the host city at least 10 months in 
advance. The liaison has planned many Super Bowls and is an excellent source of information  
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and best practices advice. However, Indianapolis began planning for the Super Bowl  
two years in advance.

• Airport operators in Indianapolis sent personnel to Super Bowl events in other cities before 
serving as host in 2012. (Teterboro Airport did the same in anticipation of Super Bowl XLVIII.)

• Because operations increase significantly (e.g., from less than 150 aircraft at Indianapolis Inter-
national for the Indy 500 to 500 for Super Bowl) during the days leading up to and the day 
after the Super Bowl, it is important to implement an aircraft reservation system that tracks all 
reservations at airports in the area, but also respects the privacy of individual FBOs.

• Out-of-town enthusiasts often come each year to the event, and those that arrive by private 
aircraft are accustomed to making reservations for their aircraft.

• Indianapolis airports, in cooperation with the local host committee, also implemented a hospi-
tality program designed to enhance the experiences of waiting pilots and passengers.

• Indianapolis Executive Airport hired a ramp controller to direct traffic in an orderly pattern 
from ramp parking until hand-off to the temporary tower. This management approach proved 
highly effective.

• Some GA airports are involved with ground transportation to the event; in larger metropolitan 
areas, ground transportation is handled by a different transportation group.

thE sUPER BOWL EXPERIENCE

“NFL Airport Operations expects between 800 and 1,100 GA aircraft to be on the ground near the 
Super Bowl stadium at game time,” said Jose Hernandez of SP Plus Gameday, the company con-
tracted to handle all transportation logistics for the Super Bowl (aircraft, buses, taxis, limos, etc.). 
Many of those aircraft will arrive the day before or the morning of the game, placing enormous 
pressure on local airspace, airports, and eventually on aircraft parking space. Sunday, February 5, 
2012, was the largest single-day Super Bowl traffic volume recorded to date, and the all-time busiest 
aviation day in Indiana, according to Allison Melangton, head of the 2012 Indianapolis Super Bowl 
Host Committee.

The Super Bowl’s impact on local GA airport operations was dramatic. Operations went from 
571 in 2011 to 2,555 in 2012 at the 10 airports impacted most heavily. Figure 13 compares airport 
activity at these 10 airports for Super Bowl week in 2012 to 2011, when Indianapolis was not 
involved with the event.

Another way to look at the impact of the Super Bowl on airport operations is to examine daily 
traffic at the airports for the days leading up to the event and after the event. Figures 14 and 15 show 
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aircraft arriving or leaving airports with ATCTs. Figure 14 shows total daily operations at towered 
airports near or in Indianapolis: Columbus Municipal (BAK), Monroe County (BMG), Indianapolis 
International (IND), Terre Haute International (HUF), and Delaware County airports (MIE). Fig-
ure 15 shows airport operations in and out of Teterboro Airport (TEB) in New Jersey. Most notable 
is the concentration of operations the day after the event.

COMMUNItY-WIDE PREPARAtIONs

Committees

Local committees formed for the Super Bowl in Indianapolis approximately two years before the 
game to handle everything from managing additional air traffic to ensuring a great fan experience. 
This case example focuses primarily on management of increased aviation activity.
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FIGURE 14 Daily operations at Indiana airports before and after Super Bowl XLVI. Source: FAA, Air Traffic 
Activity System (ATADS) for BAK, BMG, IND, HUG, and MIE, Jan. 29, 2012 to Feb. 12, 2012.
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One of the local committees was an aviation action team, which had two subcommittees, one 
focusing on commercial aviation and the other on GA aviation. The GA team included 15 local GA 
airports, 16 FBOs, and aviation businesses. The airports ranged in size from Indianapolis Inter-
national with 159,000 operations per year to Sheridan Airport (5I4) with 13,500 operations per year 
[2011 FAA form 5010].

Communication

Although local planning in Indianapolis began two years before the event, the NFL Aviation Opera-
tions liaison began site visits and monthly meetings with local airports about 10 months before the 
game. These visits became more frequent until January, when the liaison moved to and lived full-
time in Indianapolis.

Using a combination of websites, open houses, and meetings, the NFL liaison’s mission was to reach 
out to everyone who might be impacted by the Super Bowl. He created working relationships with the 
FAA, local ATC, TSA, local airports, FBOs, police, medical, and fire departments. His mission was to 
create a positive experience for everyone who came into contact with the Super Bowl, from the fans and 
volunteers to the people who may not be participating but who are affected nonetheless.

PRE-sUPER BOWL PREPARAtIONs At INDIANAPOLIs EXECUtIVE AIRPORt (INDY EXEC)

This case example presents an account of the Super Bowl primarily from the perspective of Indy Exec, 
a reliever airport located 26 miles from Lucas Oil Stadium which typically has about 45,000 opera-
tions per year on a 5,500-foot runway. The airport is owned by the Hamilton County Airport Authority 
and managed under the guidance of its Board of Directors. The Authority maintains a contract with 
FBO Montgomery Aviation, Inc. to manage airport operations. The FBO expected to be significantly 
impacted by Super Bowl XLVI, and it was.

Planning for the Event

To better understand how the Super Bowl can impact a GA airport, Montgomery Aviation sent some 
of its staff to Super Bowl XLV in Dallas–Ft. Worth to work and observe. Because of this experience, 
Montgomery Aviation prepared a reservation system, a ramp parking and control plan, a hospitality 
program for pilots and passengers, and a volunteer recruitment and training program. In addition, 
Indy Exec staff prepared to:

• Keep airport tenants informed
• Accommodate a temporary ATCT
• Communicate quickly throughout the airport and with other airports
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• Have extra fuel and fueling capacity on the airport
• Post adequate NOTAMs
• Operate under poor weather conditions (snow and ice)
• Position sufficient rental cars on or near the airport
• Provide additional security as mandated
• Operate under TFRs.

Volunteers

The paid staff at Indy Exec was not increased for the event; instead 
the airport recruited volunteers. A total of 100 volunteers were cho-
sen, and offered a few perks in the form of fleece jackets and free 
meals from local restaurants.

Volunteers with a pilot’s certificate helped to unload baggage from 
aircraft, directed ramp traffic, and assisted where knowledge of ramp 
operations and aircraft safety was a priority. Those without a pilot’s 
certificate were given training and employed landside to direct car traf-
fic, assist in customer service roles, and stand watch at gates along the 
perimeter fence. Another source of volunteers, NFL supporters, staffed 
the welcome desk and helped fans with information and directions.

Expenses Associated with special Events

Airports and FBOs typically spend their own money buying and/or renting items they will need for 
a large event such as the Super Bowl. There is no consistent history of reimbursements for expendi-
ture by the event sponsor. Most of the GA airports impacted by this event hoped that the increased 
revenue generated would cover expenses and develop new customer relationships that would yield 
return business in the future. In this case, Indy Exec and its FBO acquired 150 sets of wheel chocks 
for large aircraft, purchased signs, borrowed traffic cones, and persuaded local restaurants to donate 
food for the volunteers. Some of these items required long lead times for procurement, so purchases 
or loans of equipment needed to be planned well in advance.

Later in the planning phase, ATC made changes to arrival and departure procedures to increase 
the flow rate for the region. To increase arrival and departure rates, the FAA installed three tempo-
rary towers, at Indy Exec, Indianapolis Regional Airport, and Eagle Creek Airpark. The FAA did not 
provide temporary towers for free, but after negotiations, the cost of the towers was agreed upon 
at $30,000 each, which the state of Indiana covered. The FAA also helped plan lead times for the 
temporary towers and all the connections they would need (power, phone, Internet, fiber optic, etc.) 
so installation could be completed as soon as possible. The temporary towers began operations three 
weeks before the event, so pilots accustomed to operations at non-towered airports could adapt to the 
new procedures at these temporarily towered airports.

Aircraft Reservations

From an airport and FBO perspective, having a reservation system in place and tested before a 
large event is crucial, and many operators find that a web-based system is the most effective. The 

reservation plan is inextricably tied to the ramp parking and control 
plans because the availability of ramp space determines the number 
of reservations that can be accepted at any given time. Although 
some airports and FBOs provide free ramp-parking reservations, 
the vast majority require payment in advance through their website. 
A reservation plan is key to making an event work well, and at Indy 
Exec, it was used to collect information on plane size, departure 
point, arrival time, etc., which in turn was used to forecast air traffic, 

“The volunteers helping the Indianapolis Executive 
Airport included: local pilots, airport supporters and 
NFL fans. Next time we would keep the volunteers 
through the following day after the Super Bowl as that 
turned out to be our peak day.”

—Andi Montgomery, Vice President  
Montgomery Aviation

Insurance

An event like the Super Bowl attracts many large-cabin 
aircraft. A review of the airport and FBO insurance 
policies is a good idea to confirm whether existing 
insurance coverage is adequate.
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departure and arrival flow, and ramp parking space requirements. The only aircraft exempted from 
the reservation rules were “drop and goes.”

For Super Bowl XLVI, Indy Exec calculated how many aircraft it could park safely on their ramp, 
and based the maximum number of reservations on that figure. As a result, aircraft at the airport could 
taxi away from parking and depart without causing a traffic jam. “Be careful not to take more aircraft 
than you can move around the ramp and park,” advises Montgomery. She also suggests taking the 
size of the aircraft into consideration, stating, “We got more large-cabin aircraft than we were expect-
ing.” And once a reservation system is in place—stick to it. Deviating from the plan usually results 
in traffic jams and delays. Other airports that did not adhere to their reservation plans ended up with 
hours-long delays and traffic jammed on their ramps.

Rental Car and hotel Reservations

Two other types of reservation plans were initiated by Indy Exec: rental car and hotel. The FBO had 
100 cars on reserve for the Super Bowl, and the car companies themselves provided on-site staff. 
Montgomery Aviation purchased an entire block of rooms from a local hotel in order to accommodate 
its customers. This turned out to be a great idea, because rooms were in high demand and short supply 
by game day.

DURING thE EVENt

Arrivals

Indy Exec had a detailed plan for arriving aircraft. First, they were 
directed to the Montgomery Aviation, where passengers were deplaned 
under the canopy. After that, a tug towed the plane to its reserved park-
ing spot where luggage was removed and delivered to the terminal. 
Finally, each plane was marked with a windshield poster that included 
information useful to a tug or courtesy cart driver looking for a par-
ticular aircraft—where the aircraft was to be parked, who the passen-
gers were, and what aircraft services were required before departure. 
(AvFuel sent three extra trucks with personnel to speed up the refuel-
ing process, and dedicated a semi-truck fuel-tanker to supply them.) 
Since Indianapolis in February tends to be cold, the aircraft lavatories 
were drained when the planes arrived so the fluid in them would not 
freeze. While aircraft were being readied for departure, those with lava-
tories were serviced as needed. As a result of the windshield posters, “We were able to take passengers 
directly to their fully prepped planes, even if they didn’t know the tail number,” said Montgomery.

hospitality

Jose Hernandez of SP Plus Gameday is tasked with managing every aspect of the teams, friends, 
family, and fans’ experience related to aviation, from coordinating team arrivals into the host city, 
“Arrival Day,” friends and family charter operations, NFL sponsor group charters, commercial air-
lines and FBO operations, customer care activities within the airport/FBO terminal buildings, ground 
transportation (charter buses, cabs, limos, shared ride), rental cars, TSA (checked baggage/passenger 
screening), and most other aspects typical for airport operations.

Hernandez encourages all the host airports to make hospitality plans to engage the fans’ atten-
tion and encourage socializing while they waited. Indy Exec implemented such a program, which 
included a party for the pilots at a nearby conference center as well as creating diversions and 
friendly meeting spaces for passengers waiting at the terminal. The pilots were also provided with 
departure packets for their perusal during the wait, containing pertinent information needed to ensure 
a smooth and swift departure.

Team Arrivals

Not only do airports need to plan for Super Bowl fan 
arrivals, they must also make sure that arrangements 
have been made for the participating teams, accord-
ing to the NFL Airport Operations liaison. Team 
planes are often met by the press (and throngs of fans), 
so hangar space may need to be reserved in case of 
inclement weather. Also, extra security will be required 
at this location.
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Departures

After the game, aircraft were readied for departure as quickly as possible. The NFL Airport Opera-
tions liaison worked with the FAA to implement special handling of post-game departures. Their 
goal was to have 60 aircraft per hour departing from every airport in the area until all the aircraft 
had left. This required a change from operating a typical slot system to using “free flow”—first 
ready, first to fly. Another way they sped up departures was to set up remote TSA screening facili-
ties for NFL personnel, players, and their friends and family. Separating the departure areas for 

these two groups meant that the process was not delayed by team 
and fan interactions.

Because the after-event departure rate was more concentrated 
than the arrival rate, Montgomery Aviation also implemented a dif-
ferent plan for this phase. First, it delivered pilots and passengers 
to their planes on the ramp. Next, pilots called the ramp controller 
when their aircraft was ready for engine start. After clearance from 
ramp control, pilots started their engines and taxied from parking via 
taxi routes to queue up for departure. At that point, tower controllers 
took over and cleared the planes for departure.

This mass exodus from Indianapolis went as smoothly as anyone could have expected, but there 
was an interesting side effect at Teterboro Airport in New Jersey. Aircraft that had departed Teterboro 
for the Super Bowl were somewhat staggered, since many people left a few days in advance. Con-
sequently, the possibility of a large number of planes returning concurrently did not raise any flags. 
But many fans did come back at the same time: Teterboro experienced concentrated arrivals from 
late Sunday night through early Monday morning.

POst EVENt

Indy Exec spent several days cleaning up after the event. (Extra trash disposal service was required 
both during and after the event.) While a few volunteers did help with cleanup, employees of the 
airport and FBO did the majority of the work, not only discarding trash but gathering up and return-
ing cones borrowed from the police department, the rented wheel chocks, and a borrowed aircraft 
tug. Also, the portable bathroom system (a large modern bathroom built on a trailer) was returned 
to the vendor.

LEssONs LEARNED

The FBO thought it would have fans arriving in small twin- and single-engine aircraft, as they do 
for the Indianapolis 500 car race. However, it discovered that fans who fly to the Super Bowl in 
GA aircraft tend to bring the largest aircraft they have in their fleet. Because more large-cabin jets 
arrived than expected at Indy Exec, the ramp space allotted per plane was inadequate: The ramp 
filled up faster than planned, and the airport had to scramble to accommodate all the aircraft with 
reservations.

sUMMARY

The Super Bowl is hosted by different cities each year, occasionally for the first time. While the 
NFL logistics team provides considerable support, airports near cities scheduled to host a future 
Super Bowl can benefit from attending an event and assisting an airport of similar size (as did Indy 
Exec FBO Montgomery Aviation). Super Bowl XLVI was Indianapolis’s first experience hosting the 
game, so planning by airports, ground transportation, community events, hotels, restaurants, and all 
levels of government was extensive.

Bad Weather

Indy Executive Airport hoped for good weather. 
However, the possibility of snow and ice required a 
contingency plan. As departures might be delayed by 
de-icing, a contingency plan would include enough 
pre-tested de-icing equipment, de-icing fluid, and 
staff on hand to operate it.
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Indy Exec is an excellent case example of a larger GA airport experiencing almost a doubling of 
traffic in the week prior and the days following the Super Bowl. Careful ramp and airfield planning, 
assistance from the FAA, more than 100 volunteers, and good weather contributed to a successful 
event. Larger planes than anticipated surprised airport staff; several arrived without reservations. The 
FBO assumed many of the extra expenses associated with airport activity, but it also reported that 
several visitors have returned, used the facilities, and purchased fuel.

A plan for ground operations that includes procedures for directing traffic, aircraft parking, 
refueling, lavatory servicing, and, in case of inclement weather, de-icing is extremely useful. A 
hospitality program, careful marking of parked aircraft, and off-airport passenger screening helped 
to process pilots and passengers, entertain them, and dispatch aircraft in an orderly and efficient 
manner.
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OVERVIEW

Non-aviation events such as music and art festivals, bicycle races, rodeos, and other public gather-
ings also have an impact on airport operations, even if they are not actually on airport property. 
Many event venues are in close proximity to an airport, so lights used during those events may have 
a negative impact on the local airport. Bright and colorful lights are a staple at evening events, and 
fireworks are common in the summertime. Unfortunately, these displays can create dangerous night-
vision problems for tower controllers and pilots.

As many of these events are planned far in advance, and have long histories, it is often the airport 
that must adapt in order to maintain a secure airspace. Festivals and races typically are large revenue 
generators, so state and local governments heavily support them. These events typically are large 
revenue generators, and may draw out-of-town and even international visitors; so state and local gov-
ernments strongly support them; so, for the community, creating a good visitor experience is a top 
priority. For this case example, two airport operators shared the creative ways in which their airports 
addressed some of the challenges that arise during non-airport events.

Persons interviewed for the study were:

• David Haring, Director of Aviation at the Cheyenne Regional Airport–Jerry Olson Field, Wyoming
• Brian Grefe, Assistant Aviation Director/Administration at the Aspen–Pitkin County Airport 

(Sardy Field), Colorado.

KEY FINDINGS

• Events held near an airport may adversely affect normal operations, even if the airport is not 
directly involved in the festivities.

• Working with an event promoter to make adjustments can mitigate impacts on the airport with-
out noticeably changing the event for participants.

• If an event cannot be modified in order to accommodate the airport, the onus is on the airport to 
make arrangements for keeping its customers happy during a delay or inconvenience.

EVENT OVERVIEWS

Cheyenne’s Frontier Days and Aspen’s high-profile Pro-Cycling Challenge, Winter X-Games, and Aspen 
Institute’s Ideas Festival are excellent examples of off-airport regional events that impact local airports.

Cheyenne, Wyoming

Cheyenne Frontier Days is a 10-day outdoor rodeo and Western celebration held annually since 1897 
and attracting approximately 200,000 visitors every year. The event features nightly concerts by 
popular music and comedy acts, a fair with rides, games, food vendors, Wild West shows, and a large, 
nationally sanctioned rodeo. Cheyenne aviation head David Haring says, “The airport coordinates 
with the Cheyenne Frontier Days committees, and each year, we primarily look for things that are 
different from years past.”

chapter nine
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The festival is held at Frontier Days Arena, a 19,000-seat stadium located about 1,500 feet from the 
end of the airport’s main runway, and 2,000 to 2,500 feet off center line. The airport has a first-come, 
first-served plan for parking, and the ramp usually fills up early with aircraft carrying bands, profes-
sional cowboys, and VIPs. Although it is a 10-day event, the busiest time for airport operations is the 
final weekend. Big-name bands are scheduled for Friday and Saturday nights, and the championship 
rodeo is held on Sunday. For many years, the United States Air Force Thunderbirds performed.

Cheyenne’s ATCT is roughly 4,000 feet from the arena, so from the effects of nighttime lighting 
events and fireworks are planned for and mitigated in advance. Additionally, the airport’s Part 77 
airspace overlays the arena, placing restrictions on the height of carnival rides, tempo-
rary cellular towers, and fireworks. The event uses low-altitude (approximately 150 feet) 
fireworks to open and close the rodeo each day, but some musical performers want to use 
high-altitude fireworks during their outdoor concerts. This is exactly the type of situation 
the airport looks out for each year. According to Haring, “The airport must work closely 
with the tower, planning committees, and event entertainment to diminish the effects of 
nighttime lighting on the night vision of tower controllers and pilots.”

Aspen, Colorado

Aspen–Pitkin’s Grefe characterizes Sardy Field as “a special events airport.” Aspen’s high-profile 
events—the Aspen Institute’s Ideas Festival, the Winter X Games, and the USA Pro Challenge, 
etc.—attract passengers on commercial airlines and GA aircraft almost every week of the year.

FAA Form 7460 is a useful 
tool to plan and understand 
the effects of a particular event 
on navigation.
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The Aspen Ideas Festival appeals to both U.S. and foreign dignitaries, which means that the airport 
often sees VIPs who either travel with Secret Service protection or who have protective services of their 
own. The airport coordinates with the Secret Service to provide staff, rooms, or services as needed. 
The airport’s FBO, Atlantic Aviation, assumes responsibility for working directly with private security 
firms. And no matter what the event, the airport takes reservations on a first-come, first-served basis. 
Overflow aircraft are directed to the Atlantic Aviation FBO in Rifle, Colorado, 68 miles away.

The Winter X Games is an annual competition that attracts action-sport athletes from around the 
world. The competition has daytime and evening events, including skiing, snowboarding, and snow-
mobiling. Concurrent with competition is the “X Fest” sports and music festival, which offers live 
music, athlete autograph sessions, and other interactive elements. Since 2002, this sporting event has 
been hosted 4,100 feet off the end of Runway 15 at Sardy Field. As a result of the nighttime lighting 
issues, event sponsors work with the airport to redirect any lights affecting the tower controllers and 
incoming pilots.

For Aspen–Pitkin Airport, one unavoidable impact of certain events is delay or closure of High-
way 82, the only road in and out of the airport. When large events are held in the Aspen area, significant 
delays often occur on that highway. During the first stage of the 2013 USA Pro Challenge, Highway 82 
was closed at two places, essentially cutting the airport off from town for about four hours. During the 
race, the two lanes leading out of town were open on a limited basis to cars, taxis, and buses; but inbound 
traffic was prohibited except for a few city buses on the road and bicycles on the bike path.

“The stage in Aspen, a circuit race that basically circled the airport, encouraged us to turn the airport 
into a hospitality island for the passengers who arrived during the event,” Grefe said. “We had a band, 
discounted food and beverages, big-screen TVs showing the bicycle race, and gifts, the most popular of 
which was an insulated water bottle with the race logo on one side and the airport tenants’ logos on the 
other side.” In addition to the hospitality plans, the airport devised a unique baggage-handling system 
for that time period. As a way of assisting its customers, the airport created a secure place to store pas-
sengers’ bags until after the race. In addition, it arranged for passengers who wanted to leave the airport 
early to be transported into town by local bus service or on bicycles. And for those customers who did 
head into town by alternate means, the airport had their luggage delivered after the road re-opened.

COMMUNICATION

For Cheyenne Frontier Days, most communication between event organizers and the airport staff 
(and tenants) took place over the telephone. NOTAMs were utilized to inform customers of the res-
ervation system for aircraft parking. Because everyone involved typically has extensive experience 
with the event, communication there tends to flow easily.

Sponsor-airport communication in Aspen, however, is often much more involved. For several 
months before the USA Pro Challenge bicycle race, the airport coordinated with commercial airlines 
to contact passengers whose flights were scheduled to arrive or depart during the road closure. The 
airlines offered to rebook customers’ flights for no fee as a way of enhancing their arrival or depar-
ture experiences at Aspen–Pitkin. Similarly, the FBO reached out to its GA customers and let them 
know of the closure. The airport’s comprehensive approach to informing the public included using 
its website, e-mails, NOTAMs, advertisements in specialized publications, flyers and posters with 
QR codes, newspaper and radio advertisements, and the Pro Cycling organization.

SUMMARY

Special events near airports can affect operations, even if the people attending the event do not use 
the airport to get there. Road closures, night lighting, and fireworks displays all have the potential to 
disrupt airport operations. Working with event promoters had allowed airport operators to mitigate 
negative impacts by redirecting lighting, using low-level fireworks, etc. When airports are encom-
passed by a road event, they can assist affected passengers by rescheduling flights or setting up 
hospitality areas with entertainment and food.
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OVERVIEW

Airports frequently host events that not directly related to the use of aircraft, such as an antique car 
show, but that may include a fly-over or other aeronautical element. Such gatherings are frequently 
intended to raise community awareness of the airport or to raise additional revenues for the airport. 
While some combination events do not affect operations or safety, others may require partial closure 
of airport facilities for short durations. In some cases, the airport may be required to apply to the FAA 
Regional Office or ADO for permission to host the event.

This case example explores three combination events: a Grand Prix motorsport race in St. Petersburg 
that uses Albert Whitted’s runway 7-25 as the start/finish line; a classic aircraft and car show at 
Front Range Airport in Watkins, Colorado; and Airport Day at Mansfield Lahm Regional Airport in 
Mansfield, Ohio.

Persons interviewed for this example were:

• Rich Lesniak, Airport Manager, Albert Whitted Airport (SPG)
• Ken Lawson, Assistant Director of Aviation, Front Range Airport (FTG)
• Mark Daugherty, Airport Manager, Mansfield Lahm Regional Airport (MFD).

KEY FINDINGS

• Airports may host a variety of combination events (car shows, races, etc.), but typically only if 
there is a measurable benefit to the airport and its users.

• Hosting non-aviation events often requires approval by the FAA.
• An avid group of supporters will often volunteer to organize and manage the events.
• Attracting non-pilot visitors to the airport can build local and regional community support.

chapter ten
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THE EXPERIENcE

Honda Grand Prix of St. Petersburg

Albert Whitted Airport has been hosting the Honda Grand Prix of St. Petersburg, the inaugural event 
of the IZOD IndyCar series race season, since 2003. The 1.8-mile, 14-turn temporary street course is 
constructed around several notable buildings along the waterfront in downtown St. Petersburg, and 
utilizes Runway 7/25 at Albert Whitted Municipal Airport as the front straightaway; so for approxi-
mately six weeks every spring, the airport experiences partial closures of portions of the airfield, 
including the closure of the main runway, for up to 14 days.

The Grand Prix is the largest event in Pinellas County, Florida, and according to airport manager 
Lesniak draws an estimated 130,000 to 150,000 race fans. It is among the most popular motorsports 
events in North America, a weeklong festival that includes celebrity athletes, live entertainment, and 
interactive activities.

According to Lesniak, the biggest challenge faced by the Albert Whitted is the 45-day phased 
closing of certain parts of the airport, leading up to the closure of Runway 7-25, which serves as 
the start/finish line of the qualifying and final races. Much of the race infrastructure is on airport 
property, including the pit lane, some grandstands, and the straightaway. The north side of Albert 
Whitted Airport becomes dedicated to race activities, whereas the south side remains active for avia-
tion purposes. Managing the race facilities there involves installing temporary fencing and barriers 
to separate race and airport activities. These barriers are moved in accordance with the phases of the 
race, so air operations experience as little disruption as possible.

Another area of consideration for the airport manager is how the event affects the airport’s 
tenants. Lesniak advises, “Make sure your event plans include ways to take care of your tenants 
and keep them happy.” His airport offers tenants free booth space to promote their products and/or 
services.

When the Grand Prix is over, the temporary infrastructure is removed and the airport is returned 
solely to aviation functions, using a combination of race promoter-contracted companies, city 
employees, and airport employees.

Front Range Airport classic Aircraft and car Show

Each August, Front Range Airport near Watkins, Colorado, hosts an annual classic car show, car 
swap, and air show. The car show is in its ninth season, and the Mountain States Swap Meet is 
now in its 45th year; and the event typically includes an aerobatic performance along with fly-bys 
of classic aircraft. Front Range Airport’s ramp has a static display area mixed with classic cars 
and aircraft, and also a hot-pit where the performers’ aircraft are on display until show time. The 
swap-meet component of the event provides an opportunity for enthusiasts to buy, sell, or trade 
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parts as well as gain first-hand knowledge from other people. “There were 920 cars, 50 airplanes, 
and five performers in 2012,” said Lawson, “and between 4,000 and 5,000 people came out for 
the one-day event.” 

The Classic Aircraft and Car Show is planned and staffed entirely by airport employees. They 
organize emergency services (fire, police, medical), and also secure the FAA waiver necessary for an 
air show box. A parking charge of $5 for non-classic cars (classic cars are free) ensures that the event 
covers expenses, and its exposure to the general public offers ideal advertising. “The Classic Aircraft 
and Car Show attracts non-pilots to visit the airport and see what it has to offer,” said Lawson, “and 
this has resulted in income-generating opportunities for us.” For example, the National Center for 
Atmospheric Research (NCAR) leases one of Front Range Airport’s cargo roads at fair market value. 
The road’s two-mile straightaway is perfect for emissions testing, and today, an otherwise unused 
section of the airport produces its own revenue.

Another event hosted by Front Range Airport benefits the facility in a different way. An autocross 
club meets there 43 times per year (at $1,000 per event) to conduct its low-speed “race” through a 
series of cones on a 350- by 1,300-ft ramp.

Mansfield Lahm Airport Day

The Mansfield Lahm Regional Airport in Mansfield, Ohio, hosts a car show and airport open house 
every Fourth of July weekend. It includes static displays of aircraft on the ramp, a car show off the 
ramp, aircraft rides, and a pancake breakfast sponsored by the local aviation club.

All these events are opportunities for airports to promote their venues to people who normally 
would not visit a general aviation airport. While hosting non-aviation activities does require more 
work, each of these events enjoys community support by dedicated people who often volunteer their 
time to organize them.
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According to airport manager Daugherty, “The fourth annual open house and car show drew about 
4,000 people, even with instrument meteorological conditions and a threat of rain.”

The Part 139 airport, home to the 179th Airlift (Air National Guard), is fully open during the event, 
and none of the activities requires an air show waiver. The event is organized by volunteers and funded 
by sponsors and by donations. The organizing committee is made up of pilots who plan, organize, and 
get approval for the event. They create maps with crowd lines, and establish boundaries so normal airport 
operations are not impacted. Sponsors help fund the event, and donations are solicited to pay for attrac-
tions such as the kids’ play area. Volunteers work the event, and perform a variety of tasks including 
marshaling duties, cooking pancakes, and cleaning up afterwards. According to Daugherty, “Volunteers 
brought extra trash cans, but in the good old Midwest spirit, most people took their trash home with them. 
There was only one wayward water bottle found lying on the ground after the event.”

RESOURcES FOR cOMBINATION EVENTS

Although a regional event such as the Honda Grand Prix has far more resources than a car show orga-
nized by enthusiastic volunteers, these events commonly have limited funding available. At Albert 
Whitted Airport, the event promoter had previously invested in airport construction that serves a dual 
purpose, as taxiway or racetrack. This promoter-built infrastructure can be used by the airport, and adds 
value to the aviation community. Smaller events, such as the car show at Mansfield Lahm, can be hosted 
on the airport without having an impact on the airport’s aviation operations. These non-aviation events 
draw people to the airport, so they often pay for themselves either through ticket sales or donations.

cOMMUNIcATION

A combination of media is used to advertise the events and invite participants. Websites, notices in 
specialized publications, flyers with QR codes, radio advertising, and word of mouth all help get the 
message out. (Recurring events such as these especially benefit from word-of-mouth promotions.)
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Inviting airport users and tenants to an open house for an inaugural (or one-time) event is a common 
way to build community at the airport. The majority of this type of “advertising” is spread through 
posters, flyers, and e-mails; communicating with tenants and businesses at the airport is typically done 
through e-mail.

SUMMARY

Many airports host combination events to raise community awareness of the airport or to raise addi-
tional revenues for the airport. These are not always revenue-generators for the airport, but rather 
operate as break-even events. If a combination event is repeated each year, airports know the scope 
and cost of the event and approximately what level of volunteers are needed to plan, implement, and 
clean up after such events. A characteristic of these combination events is a group of enthusiastic 
champions that help in the planning.
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OVERVIEW

Every four years in the United States, political parties host a national convention for the purpose of nomi-
nating candidates for President and Vice-President. Another objective of the convention is to adopt a 
statement of party principles and goals (the platform), then use the momentum of the convention to rally 
supporters and unify the party. Conference attendees include delegates from each of the 50 U.S. states, 
as well as American territories such as the District of Columbia, Guam, the Northern Mariana Islands, 
American Samoa, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands. Although most of the delegates are elected 
officials from within their party, many are ranking party leaders and generous contributors.

National conventions are typically hosted in major cities with large convention centers and sports 
stadiums. While one stated purpose of the convention is to select the Presidential and Vice-Presidential 
candidate, the common practice is to select them in advance through primary elections. Consequently, 
conventions have become large, ceremonial events that also have a significant economic impact on 
host cities, which is why the competition to be selected is so vigorous. 

chapter eleven

POLITICAL CONVENTIONS: DENVER, MINNEAPOLIS–ST. PAUL, AND TAMPA
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Because the delegates arrive from all over the world, the host is almost always a city with a large-hub 
international airport and many hotels. In addition to delegates, conventions organizers invite prominent 
guests or speakers who may have Secret Service protection or private security. Circumstances such as 
these require airports near the host city to undertake extensive planning to handle additional security 
measures and ensure the proper level of customer service for convention guests. This case example 
examines the impact of Democratic and Republican party conventions on commercial and GA airports 
in the respective cities that hosted them.

Persons interviewed for the study were:

• Steve Lee, Director of Aviation Operations, Denver International Airport (DEN)
• Gary Schmidt, Director of Reliever Airports, Minneapolis–Saint Paul Metropolitan Airports 

Commission (MAC)
• Rich Lesniak, Airport Manager, Albert Whitted Airport (SPG), St. Petersburg, Florida.

KEY FINDINGS

• National political conventions have a significant economic impact on an area, which makes for 
competitive bidding to host this event.

• Security planning and training begin months before the event, and additional people will be 
needed to expand the existing security force.

• Hospitality and a high level of customer service play a crucial role in welcoming guests to 
political conventions.

• The largest airports interviewed reported sufficient capacity to process passengers, but in addi-
tion, they added volunteers (often staff) to provide VIP services to distinguished guests of the 
convention.

CONVENTION EXPERIENCE

Venue Selection

In November of 2005, Democratic National Convention (DNC) organizers invited 35 cities to bid for the 
rights to host the 2008 convention. Eleven cities accepted the invitation, but only three cities submitted 
final proposals: Denver, Minneapolis–St. Paul, and New York. Minneapolis–St. Paul also bid for the 
Republican National Convention (RNC), along with Cleveland, New York, and Tampa–St. Petersburg. 
In September 2006, the RNC selected the Twin Cities of Minneapolis–St. Paul, which resulted in their 
being eliminated from possible DNC sites. Denver was selected in January of 2007 to host the DNC.

Community-Wide Organization and Planning

Planning for a national convention begins 18 to 24 months in advance with the selection of the host 
city. Once the city is selected, a host committee is established to organize the event, raise money, and 
recruit volunteers. In 2008, the Minneapolis–St. Paul host committee raised $58 million and trained 
10,000 volunteers. (Not only did the committee raise enough money to fund the convention, it ended up 
with a surplus of nearly $7 million, which was donated to local charities.) The host committee also coor-
dinates with the city and convention sponsors to form subcommittees. These subcommittees work out 
the details of the event, including volunteer staffing, security, transportation, and communication with 
local residents. For the 2008 convention in Denver, 16 subcommittees with more than 800 volunteers 
held 12 community forums and hosted 35 neighborhood meetings in advance of the event.

Importance of Volunteers

In both Denver and in Minneapolis–St. Paul, the airports served as transportation hubs providing 
rental cars, limos, and buses to take conventioneers to the event. The event sponsors arranged for 
volunteers to meet delegates and passengers at their aircraft arrival gates.
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In Minneapolis–St. Paul, more than 10,000 recruited volunteers assisted with activities surround-
ing the 2008 Republican National Convention, greeting visitors at the airport and guiding them from 
the airlines gates to baggage claim and on to ground transportation, and providing information at 
hotels, event venues and special events. The 200 volunteer greeters at the airport were gathered from 
the airport’s staff and the convention host, and wore easily identifiable clothing (polo shirts with 
airport logos).

In addition, area destination marketing organizations in Minneapolis filled more than 600 posi-
tions at approximately 50 hotels to welcome visitors, provide directions, and distribute information 
about the cities. A “Spruce Up” campaign was launched that encouraged thousands of residents to 
primp and plant flowers in preparation for the convention visitors. And it was not only private citi-
zens who donated their time and effort; mayors from the area joined other local dignitaries to wash 
dozens of taxis the week before the event [2008 RNC Impact Report].

At Denver International Airport (DEN), more than 250 regular volunteer ambassadors, recognizable 
in their white hats and tan vests, assist passengers with directions inside and outside the airport. The 
ambassadors undergo extensive training, with testing, on everything about the airport and surround-
ing areas. They also inform visitors about Colorado attractions, ranging from Aspen to the Denver 
Zoo. For the DNC, Denver International supplemented its regular ambassadors with 60 national con-
vention volunteers to ensure that travelers’ experiences were so pleasant that they would want to return 
in the future. Convention volunteers provided assistance to travelers—some of whom were infrequent 
flyers—from their arrival gates all the way to curb-side pick-up.

Airport Security

Security at a national political convention is provided by various sources. Many large-hub airports 
have their own law enforcement force to take care of areas not covered by TSA. For example, MSP 
International has a dedicated police force that coordinates with local law enforcement and other secu-
rity agencies around the airport. Denver International has a division of the Denver Police Department 
and a contracted security provider on site. Events such as conventions draw federal protection services 
from the Federal Bureau of Investigation, DHS, and/or other specialty teams in addition to these regular 
security services.

Besides providing a safe environment for travelers, security teams are also responsible for han-
dling protests and demonstrations. Activists often attend political conventions with the intention of 
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disrupting the proceedings. Airports interviewed for this study increased their protective services 
in advance of the events and some hosted training exercises for security forces and federal agents.

Airports also activated their Emergency Operations Centers, which coordinate with airport police 
and local law enforcement to provide continuity of service from the airport to the convention site.

Secret Service

A small number of convention delegates or guests travel with the Secret Service, including the politi-
cal candidates and a few high-level government employees. Most airports have standard operating 
procedures for people traveling with the Secret Service, regardless of the reason for their visit. When 
the 2008 candidates and convention members traveling with Secret Service protection arrived by 
commercial airline, they were met at their aircraft, welcomed at on-airport FBOs, then transported 
to the convention center.

Ground Transportation

Ground transportation departments at DEN and MSP were also involved in convention planning to 
make sure that they could handle the increased traffic flow at curbside. Event sponsors made arrange-
ments with rental car companies to provide an adequate supply of cars, which were parked on exist-
ing company lots and in overflow parking obtained from the airport for the event. At MSP, the host 
committee engaged more than 300 buses at the airport for efficient travel to the convention center.

Communication

Airports participating in national conventions coordinate with their host committees to dispatch 
information packages to the delegates and participants. These packages include information on what 
to expect when arriving at the airport, how the volunteers are dressed, and where they can be found.  
The airports also distribute flyers that include advice regarding transportation options and locating 
airlines in the terminal building. Another way airports communicate with convention delegates and 
guests is by buying advertising space on airline websites and in in-flight magazines.

The FAA and other agencies involved in protecting the airspace near a national political conven-
tion post flyers in FBOs up to 100 miles from the event and issue NOTAMs with details about the 
applicable TFR.

Departures

As at other large events, delegates to political conventions tend to arrive over several days but depart 
at the same time. Planners in Minneapolis–St. Paul and Denver arranged staffing, including volun-
teers, and services to accommodate the mass travel day. In addition, the airports provided information 
and flyers to departing passengers promoting other attractions they might enjoy on a return trip.

ECONOMIC IMPACT

Political conventions are prized because of the economic benefits to host cities. Both the DNC and 
the RNC prepare reports about the economic impacts of their respective conventions.

Between August 25 and 28, 2008, the Democratic National Convention brought an estimated 
50,000 people to Denver, including 6,000 delegates, 18,000 national and international media, 
26,000 dignitaries, delegates’ family members, and other guests. These visitors spent money through-
out the Denver metropolitan area on hotels, transportation, food, entertainment, goods, and other 
expenses. According to one business owner, “We broke all records at our downtown restaurants. 
We had sales of 3.5 times a normal week in revenue at one location and twice as much at our second 
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location.” For Colorado, the total direct and indirect economic impact of spending during the con-
vention was estimated at $266.1 million (2008 DNC Impact Report).

Similarly, the Republican National Convention, held September 1–4, 2008, had substantial eco-
nomic impact on the Twin Cities. More than 45,000 convention visitors spent an average of 
$1,600 each during their stay. As a result, nearly $170 million in new money was generated for 
Minneapolis-St. Paul and the surrounding areas, more than $153 million in direct economic impact, 
and $15 million in indirect impact. And the area did not profit solely from the convention-goers. The 
estimated 15,000 national and international media in attendance provided the area with priceless 
worldwide attention. “The event earned Minneapolis–St. Paul more than 10 billion media impres-
sions, which is the equivalent of a $407 million advertising campaign—or 150 Super Bowl ads,” 
stated one city official. Such positive attention can entice visitors to either return to the area or travel 
there for the first time, and the airport can play a key role in that (2008 RNC Impact Report).

SUMMARY

Conventions are typically hosted in major cities with convention centers or, in recent years, large 
sports stadiums. Planning for a convention begins well in advance, and often involves experienced 
event sponsors and service providers who have a tried-and-true plan for such events. Plans for the 
airports often include enhanced security protocols and engagement of volunteers to provide a high 
level of customer service to VIPs arriving by private or commercial aircraft. At both DEN and MSP, 
a large contingent of volunteers met aircraft and provided personal escorts for visitors through bag-
gage claim and to rental car facilities. Although large-hub airports in metropolitan areas generally 
have the facilities and experience to accommodate these big conventions, additional training of 
volunteers and law enforcement is typical.
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chapter twelve

cONcLUSIONS

The purpose of this synthesis was to investigate how airports organize, plan, manage, and accom-
modate various non-aeronautical events both on and off the property. It was found that when it comes 
to special events, the size of airport matters, as does whether the airport is a commercial service, 
reliever, or general aviation (GA) facility. A special event on the scale of the Super Bowl, the Olym-
pics, or a political convention may require an entire region’s airports to coordinate effectively to 
distribute temporary resources to locations of extra demand.

Large commercial service airports are accustomed to processing many passengers, and air carriers 
today have a firm grip on matching capacity with demand for service. When a special event is sched-
uled and bookings are high, a carrier is just as likely to increase the size of an aircraft as to add to 
its schedule. From a gate management perspective, coordinating with the airlines on aircraft gauge 
changes is very important, especially for airports that have common use gates. Large events also 
require airports of all sizes to increase security, customer service, VIP services, ground transportation 
options, and way-finding. It is the temporary nature of these extra demands that can be challenging, 
as airport administrations often reassign staff and recruit volunteers or short-term hires to fill the gaps.

General aviation aircraft pose different challenges. At many of the largest airports, private aircraft 
are encouraged to use GA airports in the area, concentrating private aircraft activity at the smaller 
airports. GA airports that supported special events reported that aircraft parking, ramp control, trans-
portation to the event, and concentrated demand for departures after an event were among the biggest 
challenges. For some events, U.S. Customs services were also in greater demand.

Regardless of their size, most airports actively plan for special events. Those events that occur 
only one time—including some of the largest athletic and political events in the country—require the 
most organization and preparation, typically beginning more than one year in advance and involving:

• Organization and data collection
• Assessment of impacts and resources
• Event planning
• Event plan implementation
• Recovery
• Post-event analysis and debriefing.

Annual events held in the same community are more easily organized after the first years’ experience. 
For annual events, preparations tend to begin six to 12 months in advance.

The case examples completed in connection with this synthesis offered valuable insights for plan-
ning and managing a special event. Some of the key findings from the case examples were:

• Large events require exceptional hospitality efforts at the airport and in the community. Volun-
teers and airport employees typically prepare and distribute information and staff welcome desks. 
Because traffic at an airport tends to be concentrated before and after a special event, visitors are 
often left waiting for both air or ground transport. A well-planned and executed hospitality pro-
gram can contribute to a visitor’s positive experience; so volunteers are essential, especially for 
large events or for special events at smaller airports with limited staff.
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• Similarly, as departures peak immediately after the conclusion of an event, good planning is 
necessary to avoid congestion and disorder on airport ramps, taxiways, and passenger process-
ing areas.

• Communication systems are critical, not only between command and control systems at an 
individual airport but among all affected airports in the area. Communication with other groups 
involved in the planning and management of the event, as well as with airport tenants and resi-
dents of the surrounding area of the airport, is also important.

• As suggested previously, the time needed to plan for an event depends in part on whether it is a 
first-time event or an annual occurrence, and whether the staff is new to an event and/or familiar 
with all the issues. Another important factor is the number of airport staff that is available to 
be assigned full or part-time to the event. Airports with fewer staff may need to increase the 
planning time.

• For larger events, most airports interviewed suggested that speaking with or visiting airport 
operators who have hosted similar events, or even assisting during an event at an airport of 
similar size, can be helpful in anticipating and managing impacts.

One of the challenges airport event planners grapple with is forecasting the number of passen-
gers and aircraft that will arrive or depart in the days leading up to and after an event. Ticket sales 
for the event are not predictors of actual airport use. Large metropolitan areas offer event attendees 
choices of airport gateways and modes of travel. For major events that occur in different cities each 
year, forecasts of airport use are particularly complex and often inaccurate, even with private aircraft 
reservation systems in place.

Considerable regional data exist about pre- and post-event impacts at the local level. However, for 
communities anticipating a first time-event, there is little historical information about special events 
at peer airports and regions that could inform event traffic forecasting. A national database about 
special event aircraft activity, passenger origin and destination patterns, and modal choices could be 
quite useful. More detailed information about aircraft and passenger activity during special events 
will also help to identify where portable air traffic control towers and temporary Customs and Border 
Protection services are needed.

Special events also pose an opportunity for airports to cultivate new customers, bolster customer 
loyalty, and drive increased spending at the airport. Other, non-aeronautical activity are opportunities 
for revenue development (and revenue diversion). A new synthesis that examines how airports keep 
track of special event costs and how they price services to cover (at a minimum) incremental costs 
might be useful to airport and fixed-based operators.

Special events offer airports a platform to make progress on important strategic objectives, such as:

• Processing passengers and aircraft efficiently
• Providing a gratifying customer experience
• Raising community awareness of the airport
• Cultivating new airport customers.

By incorporating these objectives into event organization and planning, airports can move beyond 
event response to take greater advantage of the opportunities a special event presents and press ahead 
with strategic initiatives.
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GLOSSARY

Aeronautical Use—Any activity that involves, makes possible, or is required for the operation of 
aircraft or that contributes to or is required for safety of such operations. It includes air taxi and 
charter operations, scheduled or nonscheduled air carrier services, pilot training, aircraft rental 
and sightseeing, aerial photography, crop dusting, aerial advertising and surveying, aircraft 
sales and service, aircraft storage, sale of aviation petroleum products, repair and maintenance 
of aircraft, sale of aircraft parts, parachute activities, ultralight activities, sport pilot activities, 
and military flight operations.

Airside—Airport-operated facilities located on and supporting the airport’s aircraft operating area 
(AOA), including runways, taxiways, landing strips, runway protection zones, clearways, and 
airport-owned runway and taxiway instrumentation.

Airshow Box—The area issued a certificate of waiver by the FAA for an aerobatic contest (FAA 
order 8900.1).

Air Traffic Control (ATC)—A service provided by ground-based controllers who direct aircraft through 
controlled airspace. Its primary purpose is to prevent collisions, organize and expedite the flow of 
traffic, and provide information and other support for pilots.

Apron (or Ramp)—Paved areas of the airport within the airport operations area designated by the 
airport for parking, loading, unloading, fueling, or servicing of aircraft.

Enplanements—The number of passengers embarking on an aircraft at a particular airport.

Hub Type—The FAA defines primary hub airports by the percentage of annual passenger enplane-
ments within the United States in the calendar year preceding the current fiscal year. Large hubs 
are airports that enplane 1% or more of annual passenger enplanements. Medium hubs enplane at 
least 0.25% and fewer than 1%. Small hubs enplane at least 0.05% but fewer than 0.25%, and non-
hubs enplane more than 10,000 passengers but fewer than 0.5%. Non-primary non-hub airports 
must enplane at least 2,500 passengers and no more than 10,000.

Landside—The portion of the airport used for activities other than the movement of aircraft, such as 
vehicle access roads and parking. Landside also includes terminals and roadways.

Movement Area—The runways, taxiways, and other areas of the airport which are utilized for taxiing, 
hover taxiing, takeoff, and landing of aircraft (exclusive of aircraft parking, loading, unloading, 
fueling, and servicing areas) where aircraft are moved with radio contact with Air Traffic Control 
(ATC) or other aircraft. At towered airports it includes all areas under the direct and positive control 
of ATC. Specific approval for entry onto the movement area must be obtained from ATC.

Non-Movement Area—Those portions of the airport where aircraft taxi or are moved without radio 
contact with ATC or other aircraft.

On-Airport Non-Aeronautical Event—An event in which airport property is used to host an activity 
that is not directly related to the use of aircraft.

Part 77—Obstructions affecting navigation around airport are regulated by Federal Aviation Regula-
tions (FAR), Part 77.

Part 139—Certification of airports by the FAA required under Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations, 
Part 139 when the airport serves scheduled and unscheduled air carrier aircraft with more than 
30 seats or scheduled air carrier operations in aircraft with more than nine seats but fewer than 31.
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Regional Event—A non-aeronautical event located in the vicinity or region that will impact the local 
airport.

Revenue from Aeronautical Operations—Revenue to the airport that comes from aeronautical uses 
by airlines, aircraft owners, and FBOs. Aeronautical use is any activity that involves, makes possi-
ble, is required for the safety of, or otherwise directly related to the operation of aircraft. Aeronau-
tical use includes services provided by air carriers related directly and substantial to the movement 
of passengers, baggage, mail, and cargo on the airport. Individuals and businesses, when engage 
in the operation of aircraft or flight support, are aeronautical users.

Revenue from Non-Aeronautical Operations—Revenue to the airport not derived from aeronautical 
uses. Non-aeronautical revenues include land rentals and non-terminal improved facilities; food, 
beverage, and retail; rental cars, parking, hotel, and ground transportation; and utilities sale/resale.

Restrictions on Airport Revenue—All revenues generated by the airport and any local taxes on avia-
tion fuel established after December 30, 1987, will be expended by it for the capital or operating 
costs of the airport; the local airport system; or other local facilities which are owned or operated 
by the owner or operator of the airport and which are directly and substantially related to the actual 
air transportation of passengers or property; or for noise mitigation purposes on or off the airport.

TRACON—Terminal Radar Approach Control is an air traffic control facility usually located within 
the vicinity of a large airport. Typically, the TRACON controls aircraft within a 30 to 50 nautical 
mile radius of an airport.

Up-gauging—The substitution of a larger aircraft for a smaller one on a particular flight.
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aCRONYMS

AAC Advisory circular
ADO Airports district office
A/FD Airport/Facility Directory
AOA Airport operations area
AOC Airport Operations Center
ARFF Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting
ATC Air traffic control
ATCT Air traffic control tower
CBP Customs and Border Protection
DIA Denver International Airport
DNC Democratic National Committee
FAR Federal Aviation Regulations
FBO Fixed base operator
FDC Flight data center
FIA Fédération Internationale de l’Automobile
FIS Federal Inspection Services
GA General aviation
IAPs Instrument Approach Procedures
IFR Instrument Flight Rules
IROP Irregular Operation
IMC Instrument Meteorological Conditions
MAC Metropolitan Airports Commission (Minneapolis)
NAS National Airspace System
NOTAM Notice to Airmen
NFL National Football League
QR Code Quick Response Code
RNC Republican National Convention
RON Remain overnight
SWAT Special Weapons and Tactics
TFR Temporary Flight Restriction
TSA Transportation Security Administration
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appendix a

Online Survey inStrument
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ACRP S10-12 - How Airports Respond to Special Events

Thanks for participating in this ACRP research on how airports manage special events that take place in the community 
but impact the airport. We’d like to learn a little more about your airport and your experience with special events before 
our telephone interview. Please take a few minutes to answer these questions. All individual airport responses will remain 
confidential and will not be published by ACRP or any other entity. 

1. Your contact information please:

2. Please identify special events in your community that impact the airport or non-
aeronautical events that take place on the airport. Please rank them for degree of impact 
on the airport. This survey will focus on Event #1. If you would like to provide information 
about another event, please fill out a second survey.

3. For this event, please use the drop down menus to identify the frequency, duration,
average visitor stay for the event and planning lead time for the event:

4. Please estimate the total number of participants in Event #1:

5. How many of these participants arrived through your airport?

Name:

Airport:

City/Town:

State:

ZIP:

Email Address:

Phone Number:

Event 1 - Largest Impact on the Airport

Event 2:- Next Largest Impact on the 

Airport

Event 3 - Moderate Impact on the Airport

Frequency of Event Duration of Event Average Visitor Stay
Planning Lead Time for the 

Event

Event Details

Event Sponsor's Name, Contact Person, Phone Number, and Email 
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ACRP S10-12 - How Airports Respond to Special Events
6. What was your role in planning and managing the event? Please check all that apply:

7. Before the event what level of of impact on the airport did you expect? After the event,
what level of impact actually happened?

Anticipated Impacts Actual Impacts

Airfield

Terminal Area

Airspace

Ground Transportation 

Event Sponsor

Airport Manager

FBO Operator

Consultant

Emergency Services Provider

Volunteer

Committee Member

If you were on one or several committee(s), please identify which ones: 
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ACRP S10-12 - How Airports Respond to Special Events
 8. In the following functional areas of the airport, please rank the degree of impact of this

special event:

9. In the following areas of customer service at the airport, please rank the degree of
impact of this special event:

High Impact Moderate Impact Low Impact Not Applicable

Airfield arrival and departure congestion

Aircraft parking

Aircraft size

Ramp overflow

Event lighting

Event obstructions in Part 77 airspace

Air Traffic Tower (temporary/upgrade)

Fuel Supply

Security

Volunteer management

Additional staffing

Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting (ARFF)

Temporary Flight Restrictions (TFR)

Airport closures or partial closures

Post event clean-up

High Impact Moderate Impact Low Impact Virtually No Impact

Aircraft without reservations

International arrivals

Special cargo handling requirements

Restrooms

Transport to event

Food and beverage

Communication with airport tenants and 

local pilots

Local traffic management

Signage

Trash cans

Passenger processing time

Other Functional Areas of Airport Operations that were Impacted by this Event 

Other Areas of Airport Customer Service that were Impacted by this Event 
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ACRP S10-12 - How Airports Respond to Special Events
 

11. What were the biggest surprises of this event?

12. Do you have any of the following documents that you would be willing to share with
the research team? (If so, please send to lois@krameraerotek.com)

If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to call or email: 

Lois Kramer 

ACRP S10-12, Principal Investigator 

KRAMER aerotek inc. 

303.247.1762 

lois@krameraerotek.com 

or 

Mike Moore, Airport Operations and Special Event Planning 

303.941.6920 

mike@krameraerotek.com 

Thank you so much for filling out this survey. PLEASE PRESS THE DONE BUTTON TO SUBMIT YOUR SURVEY. 

10. Please list the three most important planning issues for this special
event:

1.

2.

3.

Special Event Permit Application

Special Event Permit

Event Timelines

Playbooks or Standard Operating Procedures

Event Wrap Documents or Analysis

Pictures of the event

Other (please specify) 
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B1 SAMPLE CHECKLISTS/REMINDERS

B2 OUTREACH MEETING AGENDA

B3 WELCOME DESK FBO FORM

B4 RESERVATION SYSTEMS

B5 NOTAMS

B6 EXAMPLE OF AN EVENT PLAN

APPENDIX B

EXAMPLES OF EVENT DOCUMENTS
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Airport Sponsor’s Super Bowl XLVI Checklist

Airport Name: _______________________  Airport Identifier: __________
Date:_________

I. STEP 1: Get your air�ield ready (Is your air�ield prepared?) 

A. Signage

1. Are signs and light fixtures correct and in good condition?

2. Are spare fixtures / components available?

B. Markings

1. Are runway markings in good condition?

2. Are hold position markings in good condition?

C. Visual Navigational Aids (vNAVAIDs)

1. Are NAVAIDs (PAPIs, VASIs, REILs) working properly?

2. Are NAVAIDs cleared of vegetation, ice, snow?

D. Safety Areas

1. Are infield areas adjacent to runways and taxiways clear of objects?

E. Perimeter/wildlife

1. Does your airport have full perimeter fencing?

a) If not, do you have a plan for securing the airfield and transient 
aircraft from wildlife and intruders?

2. Can you quickly remove wildlife found on your airport?
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F. Pavement

1. Does your airport have areas of broken pavement that may create a 

Foreign Object Debris (FOD) hazard for jet engines?

G. Aircraft parking/staging/special use areas

1. Does your airport have areas designated for aircraft overflow parking?

a) Infield areas

b) Taxiways

c) Ramps / aprons

Are sufficient resources in place to plow/ sweep / monitor these areas?

Remember – Aircraft parking is “first come, first serve.” Federally obligated 
airports must be accessible to transient aircraft operations unless there is a 
justified safety related concern.

H. Equipment parking (plows, deicing vehicle)

1. Does your airport have a designated staging area to park support 

equipment (plows, brooms, aircraft deicing vehicles) in the event of winter 

weather?
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II. Step 2: Get your operations ready (Are your airport resources and 

procedures organized?)

A. Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting (ARFF) – Can you respond to an 

emergency at your airport?

1. Equipment – is all equipment maintenance current and documented?

2. Staffing – is a sufficient number of firefighters on call to monitor aircraft 

activity?

3. Emergency medical response – are local hospitals and emergency medical 

support staffed and prepared to handle the number of passengers carried by the 

largest aircraft expected to visit your airport?

B. Snow removal – Can you handle winter storms at your airport?

1. Equipment – Do you know what support equipment is available to clear 

runways, taxiways, ramps and airport access roads?

2. Procedure – Are all equipment operators familiar with snow removal on 

the airport:

a) Strategies for clearing snow

b) Areas for dumping snow

c) Awareness of restrictions (snow pile locations, heights)

d) Manual snow removal around signs, lights and NAVAIDs

e) Justification, decision and notification process for closing your 

airport due to severe weather
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3. Working on an airport

a) Radio communication

b) Monitoring approaches for aircraft traffic

c) Driving on the airport while aircraft are operating

4. Do you have a prepared drivers training program / briefing for everyone 

who may operate equipment on the airfield?

C. Security – Are you ready to handle additional aircraft and people moving 

through your airport?

1. Public protection

a) Barricades – Are special use areas on the airfield (taxiways / infield 

areas designated for overflow parking) properly barricaded and monitored?

b) Passenger transfer – Are waiting areas and pickup/drop off areas 

ready to handle passenger and vehicle traffic?

2. Secure areas

a) Do you separate employees with access to the airfield from 

employees/volunteers who are not allowed on the airfield?  How?

b) Where will passengers wait for rides and aircraft at your airport?

c) Are these areas secure and monitored during passenger transfer?

3. Additional personnel

a) Are sufficient numbers of support people on hand to monitor airport 

activity during:

i. Aircraft arrival / departure and Passenger transfer?
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ii. Winter weather operations (plowing, brooming)?

iii. Periods when aircraft and equipment are parked unattended at 

the airport?

4. Transportation Security Administration (TSA)

a) Do you have the contact information for the Federal Security 

Director in your area?

D. Inspections – Will you be able to monitor airfield conditions during 

increased aircraft activity?

1. Procedures

a) Are trained people available to inspect:

i. Runways, taxiways and ramps

ii. Airfield, signs, lighting, NAVAIDs

iii. Aircraft parking/staging/special use areas

b) Are people available to make repairs/updates/corrective action as 

needed?

c) Are forms prepared to document these inspections and corrective 

action?

E. Notices to Airmen (NOTAMs) –Are you prepared to issue current airport 

information to pilots flying into/out of your airport?

1. Procedures

a) Does your airport submit NOTAMs by phone or online?

b) Do you have the current Lockheed-Martin website/phone number?
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c) Are people trained and available to issue NOTAMs as needed?

d) Can airport personnel access the NOTAM website to verify current 

NOTAMs?

2. Documentation

a) Have you prepared instructions for issuing NOTAMs?

b) If issuing NOTAMs by phone, do you have a prepared form to 

document verification (date/time/specialist’s initials) for issuing and 

cancelling NOTAMs?

c) Are all personnel responsible for issuing and cancelling NOTAMs 

trained on procedures for retaining NOTAM documentation?

F. Communication – Are you able to communicate to aircraft approaching 

your airport?

1. Is radio equipment in working order?

2. Are all published frequencies current?

3. Are all personnel responsible for using radio communication trained in 

proper aviation phraseology?

4. Is your airport’s Airport Facility Directory (A/FD) information current 

and accurate?
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III. Step 3: Get your people ready (Are your people trained?)

A. Materials - Do you have briefing material prepared for your personnel?

1. Airport diagrams

2. Airport familiarization (runway/taxiway designations, signage, markings, 

NAVAIDs)

3. Forms and checklists

a) References

b) Documenting your airport activity (inspections, NOTAMs)

c) Procedure steps

4. Publications on airfield safety, reference material

B. Meetings/ Briefings /Training Sessions – Do you have a plan for passing 

this information along to personnel who have these responsibilities?

1. Operations – “How things are done” on the airport

2. Communications – Proper use of words and phrases for aviation radio 

communication

Please print this checklist and complete the box below.  Scan and deliver it by email to
the Host Committee contact person, Sean White at: seanwhite@gmail.com .  Contact 
Mr. White at 317-910-4558 if you have any questions.

Reviewed and completed by: ____________________________________________________

Title: _______________________________________ Date: _____________________
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Super Bowl XLVI Aviation Services Committee
FBO Coordination Sub-Committee

Outreach Meeting #1
April 7, 2011

Agenda – “Communicate, Coordinate, Collaborate”
Time Topic Presenter

2:00 – 2:20 PM Super Bowl XLVI Update
Welcome!
General update on NFL/Super Bowl activities
Role of the committees and subcommittees
Super Service program
Presence program
Branding guidelines

Mel Raines, VP of Event
Operations and
Government Relations,
Super Bowl XLVI Host
Committee

2:20 – 2:30 PM Lessons from Previous Super Bowls
Expected traffic volumes: Fact from Fiction
Lessons learned: Arizona,  Miami, Dallas, Others
What makes Indy different?

Rick Kochera, Member,
FBO Coordination Sub-
Committee, Super Bowl
XLVI Host Committee

2:30 – 2:50 PM FBO Coordination Planning and Outreach
Subcommittee goals and objectives
Why You? – Your role and level of impact
Other current objects under development

o Critical facilities improvement needs
o Website –  Airport/FBO Information
o Future communications

How you can Help – Now
o Confirm Key POC for Airport or FBO
o Welcome Desks
o Capacity (Ramp/Hangar-By Size)
o Weather preparedness (Deicing/Plowing)

Initial Planning Recommendations
o Focus on Level of Service; Not Quantity
o Consider Staff/Training
o Public outreach
o Car Rentals
o Reservations
o INDOT/FAA/TSA Readiness (Plan)

Schedule of Future Meetings/Agenda Items
o June 09 @ 2:00pm (Here)
o November 10 @ 2:00pm (Here)

Chris Snyder, Chair, FBO
Coordination Sub-
Committee, Super Bowl
XLVI Host Committee

2:50 – 3:30 PM Q & A
Questions and Feedback from attendees
Leave Behind: Contact Sheet and Information

All

3:30 PM ADJOURN
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SUPER BOWL “GUEST WELCOME DESK” SITE FORM 
 

The 2012 Super Bowl Host Committee will be placing guest welcome desks, or “Hospitality Service Centers,” at various locations in Indianapolis 
and surrounding counties.  They’ll be located at the International Airport, select interstate welcome areas, hotels, malls, and private airports. 

These will serve as centers where visitors gather complimentary information, such as event schedules, maps, etc. from staffed volunteers.  They
will generally be setup and staffed from Thursday, February 2, 2012 through Monday, February 6, 2012, though some may be staffed longer. 

Please return this form to the address below no later than Friday, September 30, 2011. 

1) Venue Name: _________________________________________________________________________________________________

2) Venue Address:_________________________________ _________City:_______________________________Zip:_______________

3) Type of Venue (Only check one):  
Hotel               Mall  FBO (Private Airport) 

Airport               Rest Area Other _______________________________ ____________

4) Site Contact (First & Last name): __________________________________________________________________________________

E-mail: ________________________________________ Phone: _________________________ Cell: __________________________

5) Does venue contain lockable overnight storage for materials (i.e. laptop and handouts)? 
 

       Yes               No 
a. If yes, list the proper procedures and individuals to contact for utilizing the storage:  

___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

6) Please check items below that venue will be able to provide: 

8 Foot Table (1) Extension Cord 

Chairs (2) (1 to 2)

7) Will on-site parking be available for volunteers to use?     Yes           No 
a. If yes, where will that parking be located: 

___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
 

b. Is there a charge?  (If so, what is the hourly cost?)              Yes $______________________             No Charge 
 

8) Do you have any venue restrictions (ie-no duct tape on the floor)?        Yes              No 
a. If yes, please list restriction(s): 

___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
 

9) Please list venue operating hours during the Super Bowl period (February 2 through February 6, 2012): 
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

10) Are there any days/times in which volunteers would be unable to staff the HSC during your normal business hours 2/2- 2/6? 
 

       Yes    No 
a. If yes, please explain the reasoning and the dates/times of such restrictions: 

______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

11) Please provide a brief description of where the HSC will be located within your venue (A power source will need to be close): 

_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Reminder: This form needs to be returned no later than Friday, September 30, 2011. 
 

FAX COMPLETED FORM TO 317-638-3979 ATTN: CLAIRE RINEHART 
OR SCAN AND SEND TO CRINEHART@OUR2012SB.COM 
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B-4 RESERVATION SYSTEMS
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Notices to Airmen Super Bowl XLVI

4-SPORT-3INDIANA

SUPER BOWL XLVI

INDIANAPOLIS, IN

January 30 – February 6th, 2012

Due to the large number of aircraft operating to and from the Indianapolis metropolitan area during the week
of SUPER BOWL XLVI, the following procedures will be used to enhance safety and minimize air traf fic
delays.

SECURITY PROVISIONS

Special security provisions will be in effect for this event including (but not limited to) Temporary Flight
Restrictions (TFRs), two-way communication and discrete transponder requirements. Specific procedures
contained in this NOTAM may be revised and access to some airports may be restricted. Pilots are encouraged
to check NOTAMs frequently to verify they have the most current information.

TFR information is normally disseminated by FDC NOTAM 3 to 5 days prior to the event. Once published,
text and graphic depictions of restrictions may be found on the following web site:

www.tfr.faa.gov

Pilots should be prepared to provide documentation including personal identification, certificate number,
aircraft ownership information, and a contact number.

THIS NOTAM DOES NOT SUPERSEDE RESTRICTIONS PERTAINING TO THE USE OF AIRSPACE
CONTAINED IN FDC NOTAMS.

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

Traffic management initiatives will be utilized when arrival rates exceed airport capacity. Pilots should be
prepared for potential airborne holding, reroutes, and/or Expect Departure Clearance Times (EDCTs) that
may be issued for all domestic IFR arrivals to the following airports.  Airspace Flow Program (AFP) or
Ground Delay Programs (GDPs) are possible.

AIRPORT IDENTIFI-
ER

Indianapolis International IND
Indianapolis Regional MQJ
Indianapolis Executive TYQ
Eagle Creek Airpark EYE
Indianapolis Metropolitan UMP
Delaware County Regional MIE
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4 SPORT 4 INDIANA

Anderson Municipal AID
Greenwood Municipal HFY

Airports with Temporary Control Towers

Heavy demand and traffic management initiatives may be expected during the following dates/times:

Daily, Monday January 30, 2012 through Monday, February 6, 2012 0600 EST (1100 UTC)
through 2300 EST (0400 UTC)

Traffic management initiatives for this event are designed to provide equitable airspace access. To maintain
program integrity and minimize delays, airborne changes of destination to above listed airports will not be
accepted within 200nm of destination, except in emergency situations. Duplicate flight plans (same time/call
sign) to multiple airport destinations are subject to removal from the system.

AIRFILES

Airfiles and change of destination from airborne flights to airports listed in this NOTAM will not be accepted
during peak demand periods.

ARRIVAL ROUTES

No special arrival routings have been designated for this event.

DEPARTURE ROUTES

Effective only Sunday, February 5, 2012 and Monday February 6, 2012

Pilots DO NOT FILE ANY SID FROM KIND OR ANY INDIANAPOLIS SATELLITE AIRPORT. PILOTS
CAN EXPECT TO BE ISSUED THE INDY3 DEPARTURE FROM KIND OR DIRECT FIRST FIX FROM
SATELLITE AIRPORTS DURING THIS PERIOD. Due to the expected heavy volume of departures, users
must file the following routes. ATC will issue re-routes to aircraft not on these routes. In order to avoid
departure delays, ATC may issue alternative departure routings.

Departing: IND MQJ HFY UMP AID MIE to the Northeast
DESTINATION ROUTE
AGC BDOCK AIR WISKESTAR
ALB WAMBO ROD J29 DJB DKK ALB
BDL WAMBO ROD J29 JHW J82 WILET SWEDESTAR
BOS WAMBO ROD J29 JHW J82 ALB GDM GDMSTAR
CLE MAREO DQN ZABERSTAR
DTW  (IND) OKK FWA MIZARSTAR
DTW  (MQJ HFY
UMP AID MIE)

MAREO DQN MIZARSTAR
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INDIANA 4 SPORT 5

EWR WAMBO ROD J29 DORET J584 SLT FQMSTA R
HPN WAMBO ROD J29 JHW J81 WILET DNY VALRESTAR
JFK WAMBO ROD J29 JHW J70 LVZ LENDYSTAR
LGA WAMBO ROD J29 DJB CXR J146 ETG MIPSTAR
MHT WAMBO ROD J29 DJB DKK MHT
PHL BDOCK JST BUNTSSTAR
PIT BDOCK AIR WISKESTAR
PNE BDOCK JST BUNTSSTAR
PVD WAMBO ROD J29 JHW J82 ALB TEDDYSTAR
TEB  MMU CDW WAMBO ROD J29 JHW J70 LVZ LVZSTAR

Departing: EYE TYQ to the Northeast
DESTINATION ROUTE
ALB BVT GIJ EVOTE NELLS KEEHO JHW J82 ALB
BDL BVT GIJ EVOTE NELLS KEEHO JHW J82 WILET

SWEDESTAR
BOS BVT GIJ EVOTE NELLS KEEHO JHW J82 ALB GDM

GDMSTAR
CLE BVT GIJ CRL HIMEZSTAR
DTW OKK FWA MIZARSTAR
EWR BVT GIJ EVOTE NELLS KEEHO J584 SLT FQM FQMSTAR

 
HPN BVT GIJ EVOTE NELLS KEEHO JHW ITH DNY VALRESTAR
JFK BVT GIJ EVOTE NELLS KEEHO JHW J70 LVZ LENDYSTAR
LGA BVT GIJ J146 ETG MIPSTAR
MHT BVT GIJ EVOTE NELLS KEEHO JHW J82 ALB MHT
PHL BVT GIJ J146 CXR EWC JST BUNTSSTAR
PIT BVT GIJ OTENS ANEWA RIEKE DJB ACO CUTTASTAR
PNE BVT GIJ J146 CXR EWC JST BUNTSSTAR
PVD BVT GIJ EVOTE NELLS KEEHO JHW J82 MEMMS HNK

TEDDYSTAR
TEB BVT GIJ EVOTE NELLS KEEHO JHW LVZSTAR
CDW BVT GIJ EVOTE NELLS KEEHO JHW LVZSTAR
MMU BVT GIJ EVOTE NELLS KEEHO JHW LVZSTAR

Departing:  IND AID MIE to DC METRO
DESTINATION ROUTE
BWI BDOCK APE AIR EMISTAR
DCA BDOCK APE J30 SHAAR ELDEESTAR
IAD BDOCK APE AIR MGW VERNI ESL SHNONSTAR

Departing:  MQJ UMP HFY to DC METRO
DESTINATION ROUTE
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BWI BDOCK APE AIR EMISTAR
DCA CVG FLM HVQ ELDEESTAR
IAD CVG FLM HVQ SHNONSTAR

Departing:  EYE TYQ to DC METRO
DESTINATION ROUTE
BWI BVT GIJ OTENS ANEWA RIEKE DJB J34 AIR KEMAN

EMISTAR
AOB FL310

DCA BVT GIJ OTENS ANEWA RIEKE DJB J34 SHAAR
ELDEESTAR
AOB FL310

IAD BVT GIJ OTENS ANEWA RIEKE DJB J34 AIR J162 MGW
VERNI ESL SHNONSTAR
AOB FL310

Departing: IND to the South and Southeast
DESTINATION ROUTE
ATL DAWNN BWG ERLINSTAR
BNA DAWNN BWG HEHAWSTAR
CLT IIU J99 VXV SHINESTAR
FLL IIU J99 VXV J43 ATL J89 OTK JINGLSTAR
JAX IIU J99 VXV J43 ATL J45 AMGSTAR
MCO IIU J99 VXV J43 ATL J89 OTK PIGLTSTAR
MIA IIU J99 VXV J43 ATL J89 OTK SSCOTSTAR
MSY DAWNN BWG MCB RHYTHMSTAR
PBI IIU J99 VXV J43 ATL J89 OTK WLACESTAR
PDK IIU J99 VXV AWSONSTAR
RDU IIU BKW ROA SBVSTAR
TPA IIU J99 VXV J43 SZW FOOXXSTAR

Departing:  MQJ UMP HFY AID MIE to the South and Southeast
DESTINATION ROUTE
ATL CVG FLM HMV ODF FLCONSTAR
BNA DAWNN BWG HEHAWSTAR
CLT CVG FLM HMV SHINESTAR
FLL CVG FLM HMV SPA J85 AMG J45 OMN FISELSTAR
JAX CVG FLM HMV SPA J85 AMG AMGSTAR
MCO CVG FLM HMV SPA J85 AMG BUGGZSTAR
MIA CVG FLM HMV SPA J85 AMG J45 OMN HILEYSTAR
MSY DAWNN BWG MCB RHYTHMSTAR
PBI CVG FLM HMV SPA J85 AMG J45 OMN FRWAYSTAR
PDK CVG FLM VXV AWSONSTAR
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RDU CVG FLM BKW ROA SBVSTAR
TPA CVG FLM HMV SPA J85 AMG TAY DADESSTAR

Departing: EYE to the South and Southeast
DESTINATION ROUTE
ATL TTH PXV BNA ERLINSTAR
BNA TTH HEHAWSTAR
CLT TTH PXV BNA J46 VXV SHINESTAR
FLL TTH PXV BNA J45 ATL J89 OTK JINGLSTAR
JAX TTH PXV  BNA J45 AMG AMGSTAR
MCO TTH PXV BNA J45 ATL J89 OTK PIGLTSTAR
MIA TTH PXV BNA J45 ATL J89 OTK SSCOTSTAR
MSY TTH PXV MCB RHYTHMSTAR
PBI TTH PXV BNA J45 ATL J89 OTK WLACESTAR
PDK TTH PXV GQO BUNNISTAR
RDU TTH PXV BNA HMV PSK FRAZISTAR
TPA TTH PXV J73 SZW FOOXXSTAR

Departing: TYQ to the South and Southeast
DESTINATION ROUTE
ATL WAVEL PXV BNA ERLINSTAR
BNA WAVEL PXV HEHAWSTAR
CLT WAVEL PXV BNA J46 VXV SHINESTAR
FLL WAVEL PXV BNA J45 ATL J89 OTK JINGLSTAR
JAX WAVEL PXV BNA J45 AMG AMGSTAR
MCO WAVEL PXV BNA J45 ATL J89 OTK PIGLTSTAR
MIA WAVEL PXV BNA J45 ATL J89 OTK SSCOTSTAR
MSY WAVEL PXV MCB RHYTHMSTAR
PBI WAVEL PXV BNA J45 ATL J89 OTK WLACESTAR
PDK WAVEL PXV GQO BUNNISTAR
RDU WAVEL PXV BNA HMV PSK FRAZISTAR
TPA WAVEL PXV J73 SZW FOOXXSTAR

Departing: IND to the West and Southwest
DESTINATION ROUTE
APA WAVEL SPI J80 MCI J24 OATHE DANDDSTAR
AUS OOM WEGEE PXV J131 LIT TXK ACT BLEWESTAR
DEN WAVEL SPI J80 MCI J24 OATHE DANDDSTAR
DFW OOM WEGEE PXV J131 LIT BYPSTAR
HOU OOM WEGEE PXV J131 LIT J180 SWB ROKITSTAR
IAH OOM WEGEE PXV J131 LIT J180 SWB TXMEXSTAR
LAS WAVEL SPI J80 MCI J24 SLN J102 ALS J110 RSK J64 PGS

TYSSNSTAR
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LAX TTH STL J110 ALS J44 RSK J64 HEC RIIVRSTAR
PHX TTH  STL J19 ZUN EAGULSTAR
SAT OOM WEGEE PXV J131 LIT LFK RODIOSTAR
SEA WAVEL SPI J80 MCI HCT BFF BOY DNW LKT PDT

CHINSSTAR
SFO WAVEL SPI J80 MLF ILC RUMPS OAL MODSTAR
SJC WAVEL SPI J80 MLF ILC RUMPS OAL JAWWSSTAR
SAN TTH STL SLN J18 IPL LYNDISTAR
VNY TTH STL ICT GCK J110 RSK J64 PGS HEC LYNXXSTAR

Departing: EYE to the West and Southwest
DESTINATION ROUTE
APA WAVEL SPI J80 MCI J24 OATHE DANDDSTAR
AUS TTH STL FSM ACT BLEWESTAR
DEN WAVEL SPI J80 MCI J24 OATHE DANDDSTAR
DFW TTH STL RZC FSM BYPSTAR
HOU TTH STL J101 LIT J180 SWB ROKITSTAR
IAH TTH STL J101 LIT J180 SWB TXMEXSTAR
LAS WAVEL SPI J80 MCI J24 SLN J102 ALS J110 RSK J64 PGS

TYSSNSTAR
LAX TTH STL J110 ALS J44 RSK J64 HEC RIIVRSTAR
PHX TTH STL J19 ZUN EAGULSTAR
SAT TTH STL J101 LIT LFK RODIOSTAR
SEA WAVEL SPI J80 MCI HCT BFF BOY DNW LKT PDT

CHINSSTAR
SFO WAVEL SPI J80 MLF ILC RUMPS OAL MODSTAR
SJC WAVEL SPI J80 MLF ILC RUMPS OAL JAWWSSTAR
SAN TTH STL SLN J18 IPL LYNDISTAR
VNY TTH STL ICT GCK J110 RSK J64 PGS HEC LYNXXSTAR

Departing: TYQ to the West and Southwest
DESTINATION ROUTE
APA WAVEL SPI J80 MCI J24 OATHE DANDDSTAR
AUS WAVEL STL FSM ACT BLEWESTAR
DEN WAVEL SPI J80 MCI J24 OATHE DANDDSTAR
DFW WAVEL STL RZC FSM BYPSTAR
HOU WAVEL STL J101 LIT J180 SWB ROKITSTAR
IAH WAVEL STL J101 LIT J180 SWB TXMEXSTAR
LAS WAVEL SPI J80 MCI J24 SLN J102 ALS J110 RSK J64 PGS

TYSSNSTAR
LAX WAVEL STL J110 ALS J44 RSK J64 HEC RIIVRSTAR
PHX WAVEL STL J19 ZUN EAGULSTAR
SAT WAVEL STL J101 LIT LFK RODIOSTAR
SEA WAVEL SPI J80 MCI HCT BFF BOY DNW LKT PDT

CHINSSTAR
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SFO WAVEL SPI J80 MLF ILC RUMPS OAL MODSTAR
SJC WAVEL SPI J80 MLF ILC RUMPS OAL JAWWSSTAR
SAN WAVEL STL SLN J18 IPL LYNDISTAR
VNY WAVEL STL ICT GCK J110 RSK J64 PGS HEC LYNXXSTAR

Departing: AID HFY MIE MQJ UMP   to the West and Southwest
DESTINATION ROUTE
APA OKK BVT PWE J64 HLC OATHE DANDDSTAR
AUS OOM WEGEE PXV J131 LIT TXK ACT BLEWESTAR
DEN OKK BVT PWE J64 HLC OATHE DANDDSTAR
DFW OOM WEGEE PXV J131 LIT BYPSTAR
HOU OOM WEGEE PXV J131 LIT J180 SWB ROKITSTAR
IAH OOM WEGEE PXV J131 LIT J180 SWB TXMEXSTAR
LAS OOM WEGEE PXV J78 FAM SGF ICT GCK J110 RSK J64

PGS TYSSNSTAR
LAX OOM WEGEE PXV J78 FAM SGF LBL CIM J96 DRK J231 TNP

SEAVUSTAR
PHX OOM WEGEE PXV J78 FAM J98 SGF PER MMB FTI J244

ZUN EAGULSTAR
SAT OOM WEGEE PXV J131 LIT LFK RODIOSTAR
SEA OKK BVT PWE J64 HLC J80 FQF J20 PDT CHINSSTAR
SFO OKK BVT PWE J64 HLC J80 MLF ILC RUMPS OAL

MODSTAR
SJC OKK BVT PWE J64 HLC J80 MLF ILC TPH CANDA HYPSTAR
SAN OOM WEGEE PXV J78 FAM J98 SGF PER MMB FTI J18 IPL

LYNDISTAR
VNY OOM WEGEE PXV J78 FAM SGF ICT GCK J110 RSK J64

PGS HEC LYNXXSTAR

Departing:  IND EYE TYQ to the North
DESTINATION ROUTE
ORD MZZ ROYKOSTAR
MDW OKK FISSKSTAR
MSP BVT J89 BAE EAUSTAR
MKE BVT VINNE BRAVE PETTY
GRB BVT OBK
MSN BVT OBK

Departing:   AID HFY MIE MQJ UMP to the North
DESTINATION ROUTE
ORD MZZ ROYKOSTAR
MDW OKK FISSKSTAR
MSP OKK BAE EAUSTAR
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MKE OKK BRAVE PETTY
GRB OKK OBK
MSN OKK OBK

AIRPORT INFORMATION

Airport diagrams are available on the Internet at: http://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/flight_info/aeronav/

Pilots/operators are strongly urged to contact an FBO at the airport of intended landing prior to initiating their
flight into the Indianapolis area to ensure parking availability for either overnight parking or passenger
pickup/drop-off. Possible Parking Reservations Required.

Indianapolis International Airport (IND)

IND ATCT
Open 24 Hours

IND Frequencies
Tower 120.9
Ground Control 121.9 121.8
Clearance Delivery 128.75
Departure ATIS 134.25
WX ASOS PH. 3172410348

Fixed Base Operators
Signature Flight Sup
port

3172484900

Million Air 8003656734
 

Indianapolis Regional Airport (MQJ)

(Temporary Tower)

MQJ ATCT

MQJ Frequencies
Tower 126.6
Ground Control 121.925
Clearance Deliv
ery

128.275

ATIS 127.425
Unicom 122.7
WX AWOS3 124.175 (PH.

3173353037)
Fixed Base Operators

IndyJet 3173353371
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Indianapolis Executive Airport (TYQ)

(Temporary Tower)

TYQ ATCT

TYQ Frequencies
Tower 119.4
Ground Control 118.475
Clearance Delivery 135.625
ATIS 134.75
Unicom 123.05
WX  AWOS3 120.725 (PH.

3177693154)
Fixed Base Operators

Montgomery Aviation 3177694487

Eagle Creek Airpark (EYE)

(Temporary Tower)

EYE ATCT

EYE Frequencies
Tower 128.05
Ground Control 118.375
Clearance Delivery 126.95
ATIS 124.4
UNICOM 122.8
WX  ASOS 121.575 (PH.

3173291754)
Fixed Base Operators

Eagle Creek Aviation
Services, INC.

3172936935

INDIANAPOLIS METROPOLITAN (UMP)

UMP

Frequencies
Indianapolis Approach 127.15
Clearance Delivery 121.625
Unicom 123.0
WX AWOS3 338 (PH.

3178423911
Fixed Base Operators

Tom Wood Aviation 8885879146
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DELAWARE COUNTY REGIONAL (MIE)

MIE ATCT

MIE Frequencies
Tower 120.1
Ground Control 121.9
ATIS 133.25
Unicom 122.95
WX ASOS 114.4 (PH.

7652889617)
Fixed Base Operators

Muncie Aviation 8002897141

ANDERSON MUNICIPAL (AID)

AID ATCT

AID Frequencies
Tower 126.0
Ground Control 121.6
Unicom 122.95
WX AWOS3 118.375 (PH.

7653781510)
Fixed Base Operators

Anderson Municipal
Airport Services

7656486292

GREENWOOD MUNICIPAL (HFY)

HFY

HFY Frequencies
Indianapolis Approach 124.95
Unicom 123.0
WX AWOS3 118.525 (PH.

3178825862)
Fixed Base Operators

Indygreenwood Avi
ation

3178652770

 

Check NOTAMs at:

https://pilotweb.nas.faa.gov/PilotWeb/
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FLIGHT PLANS AND WEATHER INFORMATION

To ensure proper processing, flight plans should be filed at least 4 hours prior to departure.

Lockheed Martin Flight Service Hub
Telephone Flight Planning 1800WXBRIEF

(18009927433)

For further information, contact:

FAA Indianapolis ARTCC

Traffic Management Unit

1850 S. Sigsbee Street

Indianapolis, IN 46241

317-247-2243
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Abbreviations used without definitions in TRB publications:

A4A Airlines for America
AAAE American Association of Airport Executives
AASHO American Association of State Highway Officials
AASHTO American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
ACI–NA Airports Council International–North America
ACRP Airport Cooperative Research Program
ADA Americans with Disabilities Act
APTA American Public Transportation Association
ASCE American Society of Civil Engineers
ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers
ASTM American Society for Testing and Materials
ATA American Trucking Associations
CTAA Community Transportation Association of America
CTBSSP Commercial Truck and Bus Safety Synthesis Program
DHS Department of Homeland Security
DOE Department of Energy
EPA Environmental Protection Agency
FAA Federal Aviation Administration
FHWA Federal Highway Administration
FMCSA Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration
FRA Federal Railroad Administration
FTA Federal Transit Administration
HMCRP Hazardous Materials Cooperative Research Program 
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
ISTEA Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991
ITE Institute of Transportation Engineers
MAP-21 Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (2012)
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NASAO National Association of State Aviation Officials
NCFRP National Cooperative Freight Research Program
NCHRP National Cooperative Highway Research Program
NHTSA National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
NTSB National Transportation Safety Board
PHMSA Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration
RITA Research and Innovative Technology Administration
SAE Society of Automotive Engineers
SAFETEA-LU Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: 
 A Legacy for Users (2005)
TCRP Transit Cooperative Research Program
TEA-21 Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (1998)
TRB Transportation Research Board
TSA Transportation Security Administration
U.S.DOT United States Department of Transportation
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